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Abstract 
e lf-compacted ( i . e .  con o l idated) concrete ( CC) is a special type of 
concrete that repre ent a great advancement to\ ards a better qual ity of sustainable 
concrete. Thi unique type i s  known for its high flowabi l i ty and superior levels of 
surface tin1 h without tendency for segregation. The i nheri ted distinct features can be 
achieved by the addit ion of high powder content as fi l l er ( i .e .  size < 0.125 mm) in  the 
concrete mixture. The fi l ler enhance the rheological properties of the SCC mixture 
without the need for using higher cement contents and hence. reduces the cost and 
heat of hydration. Late ly .  various regulating measures were imposed by go enunents 
and environmental organizations al l over the world to seize the negative impact on 
the ecosystem result ing from huge amounts of sol id  waste materials being dumped in  
l andfil ls  causing maj or environmental problems. As a result the uti l ization of 
alternat ive industrial waste constituents in  construction materials has been the 
research focus for many years to evaluate their competence in SCC industry .  and 
their feasibi l i ty as fi l l er materials .  I n  this  study, ceramic waste powder ( C WP) 
produced during the pol i shing process of ceramic t i les wi l l  be particularly 
i nvestigated. Fresh and hardened tests are conducted to evaluate the influence of 
CWP on the rheological and mechan ical properties of sec mixtures. It was 
concluded that CWP can be used to successfully produce SCC mixtures with 
improved fresh and hardened properties. The i nc lusion of CWP up to 200 kg/m3 in  
sce mixtures resulted i n  denser compacted mixtures with low penneabi l ity 
characterist ics and high strength values. I n  addition to enhanced segregation 
resistance with good defonnabi l i ty and passing abi l i ties for the mixtures under their 
own weight . The successful completion of this study can lead to the appl ication of 
C WP in SCc. thus widening the types of fi l l ers avai l able for SCc. saving landfi l l  
and reducing CO2 emissions from cement manufacturing. CWP might not be  a 
typical material for SCC but it certainly i s  a promising addition considering its 
feasib i l i ty in  produc ing SCC with enhanced fresh and hardened propel1ies and 
potential environmental benefits. 
Keywords: Self-Compacted Concrete, Ceramic Waste Powder. F i l ler. Recycl ing. 
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C h a pter 1 :  I ntroduction 
1 . 1  Problem t a t e m e n t  
The development of CC is  con idered a mi lestone achievement in  concrete 
techno log) due to the mUlt iple ad antages it offers. The production of SCC mixtures 
requires the inc lusion of increa ed amounts of paste volume. However. the u e of 
exce amount of cement wi l l  great ly increase the cost of materials and influence 
other " i tal properties uch as dry ing shrinkage (Su  et a I . ,  200 1 ). and hence. as a 
substi tute, other fi l ler materials have been the research focus for many years to 
eval uate their effic iency on the CC industry . 
The trend worldwide now is  to uti l i ze recyc led materials in  construction, this 
IS  considered an effective way of sustainable waste management and to save the 
exhau ted landfi l l s  occupied with huge amounts of solid waste . Recycl ing wi l l  a lso 
reduce the footprint over the environment from the great energy consumption 
required to produce cement. In the years to come, the use of recycled industrial 
cementitious materials may increase. as it i s  considered the easiest wa for the 
cement industry to drast ical ly reduce its C02 leve ls  of emission whi le adding value 
to the by-products of other industries. tudies showed that the manufacturing of one 
ton of cement generates 0 . 55  ton of C02 and requires 0 .39 tons of C02 in fuel 
emissions. accounting for a total of 0 .94 tons of CO2 ( adek et aL 20 1 4 ) .  
Ceramic products are extensively used in construction: the ceramic industry 
produces high q uantities and different ceramic waste . According to Exeed I ndustries 
Companies ®, that in Abu Dhabi alone one ceramic factory produces 1 0.000 tons per 
year of ceramic powder wh ich represent a huge environmental problem in tem1S of 
:2 
safe di posal . eramic waste powder (CWP)  is  obtained from the pol i shing process 
of final ceramic  product . It should be noted that few studies investigated the use of 
CWP a cement replacement in  conventional ibrated concrete (Lopez et a l . .  2007: 
Pacheco et a I . ,  20 1 0 : Fatima et a t . ,  20 l 3 ) .  But none of the researches conducted 
addressed the inc lusion of CWP in SCC industry . 
1 . 2 Goals and  O bject ives 
Global ly construction industry i s  taking forward steps in the direction of 
sustainabi l i ty developed concrete through uti l izing industrial sol id waste as 
a lternative constituent . Several sol id wastes and by-products have been widely used 
and studied as a replacement for the typical concrete i ngredients mainly cement. The 
primary goal of thi s research is to conduct an exploratory i nvestigation for the 
ceramic waste powder (CWP) as fi l ler in self compacted concrete mixtures, the main 
objectives are as fol lows: 
• Evaluate the production of SCC incorporat ing local ly avai lable industrial 
waste material specifically ceramic waste powder (CWP) .  
• I nvestigate the effect of CWP on the fresh and hardened properties of SCC 
• 
mixtures. 
I dentify the optimal content of CWP to be used in  SCC mixtures yie lding 
desired fresh and hardened concrete properties. 
1 . 3 Methodology a n d  App roach 
The work wi ] ]  start by conducting pre l iminary trial mixtures to determine the 
proportions of SCC mixtures for two groups ( i . e. addition and replacement groups) 
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usi ng Type I Portland cement and adj usting the wlc rat io and admixture dosage. A 
total of ten mi .  lures were designed and cast. The mixtures were divided into two 
groups: addition group and replacement group. The main parameter in al l  tested 
mixtures w a  the CWP content ei ther as addition or cement replacement. A summary 
of the mix proportions used for the two designed groups is presented in Table 1 - 1  
and Table 1 -2 .  
Table 1 - 1 :  Summary of mix proportions for addit ion group mixtures 
I ngredients' Addition group mixtures 
propol1ions A-S- I 00 A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- l OO A-C-200 A-C-300 
Cement 350  250  1 50 350  250 1 50 
S lag 1 00 200 300 - - -
CWP - - - 1 00 200 300 
Table 1 -2 :  Summary of mix proportions for the replacement group 
I ngredients' proportions Replacement group mixtures 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
Cement 500 400 300 200 
CWP 0 1 00 200 300 
The effect of CWP wi l l  be assessed through the results of several fresh and 
hardened concrete tests such as sl ump-flow. J -ring, V-funnel ,  colunm segregation. 
compressive strength. u ltrasound pulse velocity (UPV ), water absorption and 
absorption rate, permeable pores. bulk e lectrical resistivity and chloride permeabi l ity 
tests. 
The outcomes of the laboratory work and the analysis of the results wi l l  assist 
in  determining the viab i l i ty of using CWP in producing SCC mixes with the optimal 
quantity . Recommendations and suggestions for extended research wi l l  be stated at 
the end of  the work. 
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1 .4  t ud)' o n t ri b u t ion and  I n novat ion 
C i one of the concrete technologies promoting ustainable development 
through the use of recycl d and industrial by -product material as fi l lers. The 
succe sful  completion of this study can lead to the appl ication of C WP in CC thus 
widening the types of fi l lers avai lable for CC saving landfi l l  and reducing CO� 
emissions from cement manufacturing. CWP might not be a typical material for 
CC but it certainly i s  a promising addition considering its feasibi l ity in  producing 
SCC v.�th enhanced fresh and hardened properties and potential environmental 
benefits. 
1 . 5 O rga n izat ion of  t h e  Report 
This thesis i s  di ided into s ix chapters as fol lows : 
C ha pter 1 :  a brief i ntroduction i s  given about sel f-compacting concrete and 
the problems associated with this unique concrete type, fol lowed by the research 
objectives, significance and organization of the thesis .  
Chapter 2: a detai led l i terature review on various topics on sel f-compacted 
concrete is presented, topics inc l ude background, mix design procedure and 
principle,  and d ifferent commonly used fi l ler materials. 
Chapter 3: in  this chapter, materials. design and mixing processes, along 
with conducted fresh and hardened tests were described in detai ls .  Description of the 
concrete ingredients used in addition to fi l lers (s lag and CWP ) and chemical 
admixtures ( superplast ic izers and VMAs) i s  gi en. 
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Chapter  .. k thi chapter inc ludes al l  the test results of both the fresh and 
hardened stages and brief di cussion of the expected reasons behind the obtained 
trend . 
C ha pter 5: performance evaluation of concrete mixtures. 
C ha pter  6: mam conclusions drawn from the results and discussions are 
g i\ en in this chapter. and further research needs in this area are recommended. 
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C hapter 2 :  Literatu re Review 
2 . 1 I n t roduct ion  
This  experimental work aIms at  invest igating the influence of CWP as a 
cement replacement on CC mixtures. The fresh and hardened characteri stics are 
examined u i ng typical concrete tests. The coming subsections highl ight on the 
histol) . design procedure of CC and fOlTIler cement replacement materials u ed in 
the l i terature . 
2.2 Background 
Back 111 the 1 980· s. a dec l ine in  the number of ski l led labor in the 
construction industry in Japan occurred. The effect negatively influenced the 
concrete production especia l ly in terms of concrete consol idation. General ly .  the 
under conso l idation causes an increase in the entrapped air content and surface 
defects which fina l ly leads to a reduction in the structure ' s  strength. On the other 
hand. the over consol idation! ibration results in multiple flaws such as: segregation. 
bleeding. and destruction in  the air void system that ult imately affects the strength 
and durabi l ity . Hence. the need for durable concrete structures that are i ndependent 
of the qua l i ty of construction work had arised. The idea was first implemented by a 
Japanese professor, Okamura, and the prototype was first developed by Ozawa at the 
university of Tokyo in 1 988 ( Okamura et a I . ,  2003 ; Shi et a l . .  20 1 5) .  He bel ieved that 
the problem can be overcome if concrete can be compacted in every comer of the 
form\vork under its own weight without the need for ski l led workers conducting 
mechanical vibration. ince then the idea of self-compacting concrete was 
introduced and received a great attention worldwide ( Spitek, 20 1 4). 
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e lf-compacting concrete or e lf-con ol idating concrete, often abbreviated as 
C c .  ince i t s  fi r t deyelopment in  the late 20th century in Japan, the concrete 
i ndu tl") \\'as revolutionized. This great i lmovation resulted in a flowable. unifom1 
and. dense concrete howing absolutely no igns of segregation or bleeding and 
achieving ful l  compact ion during the casting process. Self-compacting concrete 
inherit superior advantages over the trad it ional concrete. It is featured with high 
fluidity yet no segregation, and is  placed purely under its mVI1 weight without the 
need for vibration fi l l ing every comer of a formwork . Due to its high flowabil ity. it is 
typical ly adopted 1 11 casting structural members with highly congested 
reinforcements ( iddique and Kuna!. 20 1 5 ; Ashtiani et al . .  20 1 3 ) .  sec is an 
ilmovative extension of the already exist ing concrete teclmology where general ly the 
same materia ls  as conventional concrete are used . The principal d ifference bet\�een 
ee and conventional concrete is the performance in their fresh stage. Large 
quantities of pov.rder materials named genera l ly as fi l lers or mineral admixtures are 
used to reduce the frequency of col l i sion between part ic les and hence improve the 
flowabi l ity ( Siddique and Kunal, 20 1 5 ) .  
2 . 3  Advantages a n d  Disadva n tages of  Self Com pacting Concrete 
This new variety of concrete is often employed in the concrete i ndustry 
� orldwide for various advantages, some of which are : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I t  completely e l iminates the noise of vibration ( i .e .  reduce pol l ution noise) .  
Reduces on-site working. 
Enhances fi l l ing capacity of highly congested structural members. 
Prov ides superior l evel of finish and placement with faster construction. 
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• Impro\ e the i nterfacial tran itional zone between cement paste and 
aggregate. 
Despi te the variou advantages as oc iated with the use of CC.  there ari ses a 
fe\\ dra\\ back with its implementation: 
• Depend ing upon the ingredients used. SCC mixtures could cost higher than 
conventional concrete . This i ssue made ce mixtures only l imited to 
appl ication y"here conventional concrete is not appl icable rather than being 
appl ied in  all construction appl ications. 
• Great precaut ions should be taken into considerat ion during the design stage 
of the CC mixture. Fundamental combined requirements should be met in a 
sec mixture ( i .e .  flowabi l ity , passing abi l i ty ,  and segregation resistance) .  
These previousl mentioned factors may contradict, in  the sense of obtaining 
a high flowable mixture but yet with no segregation and good viscosity . In  
addit ion to the fresh properties. strength, volume stabi l i ty .  and durabi l ity of 
the hardened concrete should be acceptable . This requires casting several trial 
mixtures or gathering information from previously developed see mixtures. 
as up to thi s moment no standardized method for designing see exists. 
2.4 M ix Design P ri n ci ple 
Several adj ustments are to be appl ied to the mixture to produce this new 
generation of concrete as i t  greatly depends on the composition and characteristic of 
its i ngredients ( Srishai la et al . ,  20 1 4) .  The coarse aggregate content i s  reduced, and 
accord ingly the fine aggregate and powder contents are increased. The powder 
content is increased through the use of fi l l ers rather than solely increasing the 
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amount of cement. hence. reducing the high cost and negative environmental impact 
cau ed b, the cement production (Le  et al . .  20 1 6 ). The use of fi l ler materials other 
than cement has become of great concem to researchers. The global trend worldwide 
no\\ ada} s i the use of recyc led and by-product materials as fi l lers. This sustainable 
\\'a te management technique is accompl i shed through the uti l ization of recyc led 
waste products in construction palticularly concrete industry . This approach is  
considered an efficient way both economical ly and environmental ly towards saving 
the exhausted landfi l l s  where huge amounts of industrial sol id waste are being 
deposited annual ly .  Moreover. it contributes toward reducing the carbon footprint on 
our ecological system produced from the great energy consumption used during 
cement manufacturing. If s estimated that the production of one ton of cement 
generates an equivalent amount of CO2 ( Sadek et a l . .  20 1 4) .  The incorporation of 
i ndustria l  waste a altemative constituents in concrete industry wi l l  reduce the 
rel i ance on natural  non-renewable  i ngredients, and hence lower the quick depletion 
rate of raw minerals ( Ralilial et aL 20 1 4 ) .  Moreover, it wi l l  add value to the by­
products of other industries .  The use of recyc led materia ls  wi l l  a lso help reduce the 
construction cost. Various industrial by-products have been widely used as less 
expensive cement substitutes and were proven to enhance the produced concrete 
properties both fresh and hardened (Uysal and Yi lmaz, 20 1 1 ) . 
2.5  M i x  Design P roced ure 
Since the development of SCC, several attempts have been carried out aiming 
at optimizing a mix design procedure. A study perfonned by Su et a1 . ( 200 1 ) 
h ighl ighted on Okamura's proposed mix design method in  1 993 . I t  simply depends 
on perfonn ing qua l i ty tests on paste and mortar afterwards casting trial mixtures of 
1 0  
C .  Thi approach aye on both time and labor needed for repeating the same tests 
on concrete trial mixture . On the other hand. Okamura's teclmique requires qual i ty 
control of paste and mortar before the mixing. Addit ional ly. the mix design method 
can be too complicated for practical implementation. Moreover. the study also 
pointed out the subsequent methods proposed such as the Japanese Ready Mixed 
Concrete As ociation ( JRlvfCA) method in 1 998.  which is considered an easier form 
of the previously out l ined method. The implementation of the JRM CA's designing 
process can l ead to ee mixtures with large amounts of pov\:der materials with a 
water to binder rat io of less than 0 .30 .  The authors in  the current study suggested a 
new \vay for designing a SCC mixture . The fol lowing nine steps summarize the 
method : ( l )  calculation of coarse and fine aggregate content. ( 2 )  calculation of the 
cement content ( for good fresh propert ies. the binder content should not be too low), 
( 3 )  calculation of mixing water content required by cement (despite the influence of 
flne and coarse aggregates, proportions of the ingredients, curing age on compressive 
strength. the water to binder ratio  has the most dominant effect). ( 4 )  calculation of 
binding material other than cement ( increased amounts of cement wi l l  increase the 
cost drying shrinkage, s lump loss, and more importantly the y ie lded compressive 
strength wi l l  be higher than the required in the design) .  ( 5 )  calculation of the mixing 
water content needed in  SCc. (6) calculation of superplastic izer dosage, ( 7) 
adj ustment of mix ing water content needed (based on the moisture content of the 
aggregates to be used) .  ( 8 )  trial mixes and tests on sce propert ies. ( 9 )  adjustment of 
mix proportions ( unti l the properties of the produced sec mixtures meet with the 
specified requirements of the design) .  Equations for each calculation step are 
provided i n  the paper. A sample calculation using the proposed method was carried 
out using Fly Ash (FA)  and Ground Granular Blast-Furnace S lag (GGBS) as binding 
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material i n  add ition to the cement. The adopted mix proportions are presented i n  
Table 2- 1 .  Results showed that the compressive strength decreased with increasing 
the amounts of coarse and fine aggregates. The used method resulted in the use of 
greater amounts of and with les coarse aggregates and more binders in  compari son 
with other design methods. The study concl uded by giving recommendations on 
further investigations to assess the effect on elastic modulus due to increased fine 
aggregate content. 
Table 2- 1 :  M ix proportions of see ( kg/m3) (Su  et a1 . ,  200 1 ) 
Pc ( M Pa )  Coa rse F i n e  Ce m e n t  F A  G G BS Water S P 
agg regate aggrega te 
2 7 . 5  743 96 1 200 1 5 7 67 1 76 7 .6  
3 4 . 3  73 1 945 250 1 54 66 1 73 8 . 5  
4 1 .2 7 1 8  928 300 1 4 8 63 1 72 8 . 2  
4 8 . 0  706 9 1 2  3 5 0  1 42 6 1  1 70 8 . 8  
A summary of the exi st ing mixture design methods for SCC in the l i terature 
is presented i n  Table 2-2 .  
Table 2-2 :  sec exist ing mixture design methods i n  the l iterature ( Shi  et aI . ,  20 1 5 ) 
Class ificat ion  Authors Year Main Features 
Okamura, 1 995 Fix coarse and fine aggregate first, and then 
and Ozawa obtain self-compactabi l ity by adj usting W/B 
and superplastic izer dosage. 
Edamatsa, Use mortar flow and mortar V-funnel 
Sugamata, 2003 test ing to select the fine aggregate volume, 
Empirical and Ouchi volumetric water-to- powder ratio and 
design superp last ic izer dosage. 
method For a given set of required propert ies. make 
Domone 2009 the best estimation of the ll1i xture 
proportions, and then cany out trial mixes to 
prove. 
Khaleel and 20 1 4  Conduct i n  three phases. i . e .  paste, 1l10liar 
Razak and concrete. 
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C lassi ficat ion Authors Yea r Ma i n  F ea t u rej 
Ghazi .  and 
20 1 0  
Based on the ACI 2 1 1 . 1 method for 
Compres ive I Jadiri prop0l1ioning conventional concrete and the 
strength EFNARC method for proportioning SCC. 
method Dinakar, Use GGB in SCC based on the strength 
ethy . ahoo 
20 1 3  
requirements and consider the effic iency of 
GGBS.  
Hwang, and 
2005 
U se Densified M ixture Design Algorithm 
Tsai ( DMDA),  derived from the maximum 
density theory and excess paste theory . 
Petersson, 
1 996 
Mainly based on the void content and the 
B i l lberg and blocking criteria. 
Van 
Su, Hsu. and 
200 1 
Use packing factor (PF)  to control the 
Chai content of fine and coarse aggregate in 
mixture proportion. 
C lose Sedran, and 1 996 Use software to design SCC based on the 
aggregate De Lan-aId compressible packing model (CPM) .  
packing Shi ,  and Use a combination of the excessive paste 
method Yang 
2005 theory and AC I guide l ines to design sel f-
consol idating l ightweight concretes. 
Sebaibi ,  Based on FN EN 206- 1 standard, 
Benzerzour, 20 1 3  compressible packing mode (CPM )  and 
Sebaibi, and packing factor (PF) .  
Abriak 
I ntegrate the actual packing level of 
Kanadasan 
20 1 4  aggregate and paste volume into the 
and Razak propOliioning method based on the pmiic le 
packing to obtain the final mixture design. 
Khayat, Obtain a stat istical relationship between five 
GhezaL and 1 999 mixture parameters and the properties of 
Hadriche concrete. 
Design in a L 1 8  orthogonal anay with six 
Ozbay factors, namely, W/C ratio, water content 
Stat istical 
Oztas, 
2009 ( W) ,  fine aggregate to total aggregate ( S/a) 
factorial 
Baykasoglu ,  percent, fly ash content (FA) ,  a ir  entraining 
model 
Ozbebek agent CAE)  content, and supel-plast icizer 
content (SP) .  
Useful to evaluate the effect of three types 
of sand proportions ( river sand, crushed 
Bouziani 20 1 3  sand and dune sand), in binary and temary 
systems, on fresh and hardened prope11ies of 
SCC. 
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C lass ificat ion Authors Year Main Featu res 
aak. A void segregation of the aggregates as a 
Jelmings, 200 1 critical design parameter. then a new 
and llah segregation-control led design methodology 
is introduced for Sec. 
Expand Saak' s  concepts to inc lude the 
Rheology of 
Bui ,  Akkaya. 
effects of aggregate (and paste) volume 
paste model 2002 ratio, paliic le size distribution of the 
and hah aggregates and fine to coarse aggregate 
ratio. to propose a new paste rheology 
model .  
Ferrara, Steel fiber-reinforced self-compacting 
Park, and 2007 concrete based on the paste rheology model .  
hah 
2 . 6  Types of F i l l e rs 
The pelformance of the see mixture is driven by the combined properties of 
its constituent materials .  Yet i t  should be taken into considerat ion that if s nearly 
impossible to achieve mixtures with identical perfomlance produced by ingredients 
from d ifferent locations. Therefore. the producer must understand these differences 
and adjust the proportions accordingly . The increased amount of fines is what 
dist inguishes the sec from the conventional concrete, but they both require 
understanding of the project requirements and placement conditions prior to the mix 
design procedure. A n umber of powders/fi lles exist. and they can be one of three 
categories :  cements, pozzolans (both natural and aliificial ) .  and fi l lers. According to 
the EF  A Re 2005 guide l ines the part ic le size of the used powders should be smal ler 
than 0. 1 25 l1U11 and its desirable that 70% pass through the 0 .063 mm sieve. The first 
type of  powders which is cements are hydraul ic  in nature. This implies that they 
react and undergo hydration on their own and consequently influence the strength. 
The second group of fines inherit latent hydraul ic  propeliies; that is their hydraulic 
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activit) and contribution to trength start when they react with the products of other 
chemical reaction , i .e .  the hydration products of Portland cement . The third type, 
fi l l er , i  \\ hen the material is chemically inert .  and their effect is observed through 
act ing as a catalyst or through their own physical properties (Nevi l le, 1 998) .  I t  
should be  noted that the AC I ' s  commonly used telminology for the non-hydraul ic 
upplementary materials i s  "mineral admixtures" . Despite this, evi l le ( 1 998) states 
that the \yord "admixtures" constitutes a minor quantity of a component. but the 
supplementary materials are usual ly added in large amounts. 
G iven the advantages SCC offers, many researchers have examined the role 
of d i fferent types of fi l lers both inert and reactive such as l imestone powder. fly ash, 
s lag, rice husk ash, and marble stone dust . A c lassification of mineral admixtures 
accord ing to the pozzolanic and/or cementitious characteristics was provided by 
Mehta ( 1 986)  and Ranlachandran ( 1 996) .  and is presented in Table 2-3 . 
Table 2-3 : Classification. composition, and partc i l e  characteristics of 
commonly used mineral admixtures for concrete ( Mehta, 1 986) ( Ramachandran. 
1 996) 
Chem ical  and  
C lass ificat ion m inera logica l Pa rticle cha racteristics 
com posit ion 
Cementitious and pozzolanic 
Unprocessed material is 
of sand size and contains 
Granulated blast-fumace Mostly s i l icate glass 1 0- 1 5% moisture. Before 
s lag (cementi ti ous) containing mainly use it i s  dried and ground 
calc ium. magnesi um, to partic les less than 
aluminum, and s i l ica. 45�m ( usua l ly about 500 
m2/kg Blaine). Part ic le 
has rough texture. 
CIa i fica t ion 
High-ca lc ium fly ash 
(cementitious and 
pozzo lan ic )  
Condensed si l ica fume 
Rice husk ash 
( Mehta-pitt process) 
Low-ca lc ium fly ash 
Chemical  and 
minera logica l  
com posit ion 
Mostl  s i l icate glass 
containing mainly 
calc i um,  magnesiwn, 
aluminwn, and alkal is .  
The smal l  quantity of 
crystal l ine matter present 
general ly consists of 
qmuiz and C 3A .  
H ighly active pozzolans 
Consists essent ia l ly of 
pure s i l ica in  non­
crysta l l ine fom1 . 
Consists essential ly of 
pure s i l ica i n  non­
crysta l l ine fom1. 
Nom1al pozzolans 
Mostly s i l ica glass 
containing aluminwn, 
i ron, and alkal is .  
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Pa rtide characterist ic 
Powder corresponding to 
1 0- 1 5% pmticles larger 
than 45�m ( usual ly 300-
400 m2/kg Blaine) .  Most 
pm1icies are sol id  spheres 
less than 20 �m in 
d ian1eter. Pmticie surface 
is genera l ly smooth but 
not as c lean as in low­
calc ium fly ashes .  
Extremely fine powder 
consisting of 0 . 1 l .. lIn 
average diameter (about 
20 m2/g surface area by 
n itrogen adsorption) .  
Pmiic les are general ly 
less than 45 ).lm but they 
are h ighly ce l lular (about 
60 m2/g surface area by 
n itrogen adsorption) .  
Powder cOlTesponding to 
1 5 -30% particles larger 
than 45 �m ( usual ly 200-
300 m2/kg B laine) .  Most 
part ic les are sol id spheres 
with average diameter 20 
�m. cenospheres and 
plerospheres may be 
present. 
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Chemical  and 
la  i ficat ion m i nera logica l Pa rt ic le characteri t ic 
com po i t ion 
atural material Beside aluminosi l icate Partic les are ground to 
gla s. natural pozzolans mostly under 45 �m and 
contain quartz, feldspar. have rough texture . 
and mica.  
Weak pozzolans 
Consists essential ly of 
The materials must be 
lowly cooled bla t- pulverized to very fine 
cry tal l i ne s i l icate 
furnace slag,  bottom ash. part ic le size in order to 
materials, and only a 
boi ler s lag. field burnt develop some pozzolanic 
smal l amount of non-
rice hu k ash activity .  Ground part ic les 
crysta l l ine matter. 
are rough in texture. 
2 . 7  Stud ies on Self Com pact ing Concrete wi th  D i fferent F i l lers 
Zhu and G ibb ( 2005 ) conducted a study using different types of l imestone 
and chalk powders as fi l lers in self-compacting concrete ( SCC)  and examined their 
effects on superplast ic izer' s demand and the strength properties of concrete mixes. 
The l imestone/chalk powders were used to replace 40% of Port land cement by mass 
in the paste m ixes with two dosages of superplast ic izer (G lenium 27 and Glenium 
C3 1 5 ) as per the producer recommendations. A total of 1 5  CC mixtures ( i .e .  three 
types of l imestone and 1:\vo types of chalk powders and each with three addition 
leve l s :  5 5%. 44% and 25%) were prepared with adjustments to the dosage 
percentage of superp lasticizer whi le maintain ing a total powder content of 540 kg/m3 
and water content of  around 1 70 kg/m3 . Three conventional vibrated concrete 
m ixtures were a lso prepared as references, with the same wlc ratios as those of the 
basic  SCC mixtures. The results of the mini-slump flow test conducted on concrete 
pastes revealed higher absolute slump flow values with G lenium C3 1 5  regardless of 
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the amount of  powder or superplast icizer added. Whereas, when Glenium 27 was 
used, an increase in the fl v abi l i ty was observed as the do age of superpJa ticizer 
inc rea ed. 1 1  the fre h see mixtures achieved the target s lump flow value of 600 -
650 mm and indicated good pa sing abi l i ty and l i tt le sign of segregation when 
e\ a luated u ing lump flow and J-ring tests. The compressive strength test \ as 
can-ied out at 7, 28 and 90 days hi le the indirect tensi l e/spl i tt ing strength test was 
conducted only at the age of 28 days. The results showed a high compressive 
strength gain in sec mixtures at 7 days of  age (60-80%) and at 28 days of age ( 30-
40%) compared to the corresponding reference mixtures. It was conc luded that the 
an10unt of uperplastic izer to be used in a mixture depends more on the t pe of the 
powder rather than its fineness. Furthermore, increasing the amount of the 
l imestone/chalk powder could lead to a reduction in superplastic izer dosage and a 
more economic see mixture. as the Portland cement was found to require higher 
amount of superplast ic izer than l imestone and chalk powders. 
F igure 2- 1 : Typical part ic le  shape of (a )  l imestone and (b )  chalk powder (Zhu 
and Gibbs, 2005 ) 
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Another t) pe of fi l ler uti l ized in  CC mixtmes \-\ as marble dust (MD)� which 
wa examined b) Topcu et al . ( 2009 ) .  The experimental work was based on partial ly 
replac ing the binder in the CC with certain  amount of MD speci fical ly 0 ( control ) .  
50 .  1 00,  1 -0 . 200. 250, and 300 kg/m3 which was obtained from a marble managing 
plant in  At) onkarah isar. The binder content in  the mixture consisted of ordinary 
Portland cement and fly ash C lass F (FA)  and the total amount of binder was kept 
constant at 550  kg/m3 . The FA part ial ly replaced the cement at a constant level of 
1 0% by \",'e ight. Type F superplast ic izer " as also used in  the mixtures at the ratio of 
2 .5°'0 of binder materials by weight for reducing the waterlbinder ratio of SCC . A 
total of seven mixtures v,'ere prepared and typical CC fresh and hardened concrete 
tests were performed . Based on the results. a l l  six mixtures containing MD resulted 
in s lump flow values within the recommended range (650 and 800 mm) unl ike the 
control m ixture (MO )  where its s lump flow values exceeded the upper l imit as 
presented in Figure 2-2 (d ) .  Regarding the passing abi l ity which was evaluated using 
the L -box test. i t  can be said that only m ixtures M250 and M300 resulted in blocking 
ratios out of the target range. On the other hand, in the hardened tests, the results of 
the compressive strength showed that up to a replacement level of 200 kg/m
3. the 
produced concrete can be considered as high strength concrete (>40MPa) with 
porosity ranging from 5 to 1 1 %. Additional ly,  the microstructure of mixtures 
uti l i zing M D  was i nvestigated, the researchers determined that the use of MD as 
fi l ler resulted in a good bond between the aggregate and the cement matrix .  The 
study fi nal ly  concluded that the optimum dosage of MD to be used is 200 kg/m
3 
based on the enhanced fresh propert ies such as : slump flow, and blocking ratio, as 
wel l  as the improved hardened mixture properties such as: capi l l ary coefficient, and 
compressive strengths. 
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Figure 2-2 : Effect of M D  on (a )  air content (b) capi l lary coefficient ( c )  
compre sive strength ( d )  s lump flow (Topcu e t  a L  2009) 
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Pakistan con urnes approximately -+2 mi l l ion tons of sugarcane in the sugar 
manufacturing industry and accordingly generates over 0 .26 mi l l ion tons of bagasse 
ash. For an envi ronmental friendly disposal of this waste material. i t  has been 
employed by A kram et a l .  ( 2009) into the sec industry as a viscosity modify ing 
agent. The present study consisted of twenty-five mixtures, and the proportions of 
the i ngredients are presented in Table 2-4 .  As the percentage of superplast icizers 
increases in the mixtures, the s lump flow and the L-box ratio increases with less 
v iscous m ixtures. On the other hand, when the quant ity of bagasse ash increases in 
the m ixtures, the result ing s lump flow d iameters and L-box ratio show a decreasing 
trend unl ike the V-funnel flow times that start to increase. Due to the micro-fil l ing 
effect the bagasse ash part ic les possess, the density of the hardened mixtures 
i ncreases with the increase in bagasse ash percentage up to 1 5% beyond which 
density s l ightly decreases. The reduced waterlbinder ratio in the group of mixtures 
with higher bagasse amounts result in an increase in the compressive strength values. 
This is noticeable from the 28 days'  compressive strength results where mixtures 
20 
1 5 B2 P and 20B2 P achie\ e the highest \'a lues at 39 .S9 MPa and 3 7 .93 MPa 
compared to the highe t among the five control mixtures ( ee2 P )  that only 
de\ eloped 3 7 . 7 1  MPa at the age of 28 days. Final ly, the study a lso estimated the total 
co t of materials u ed in producing the designed mixtures. The selected mixtures for 
compari son were two mixture that yie lded best fresh properties and acceptable 
compressive trength one from the control mixtures ( ee2 .SSP) and another from the 
mixtures contai ning bagasse ash ( 1 5B2 .5  P ) .  It was found that the cost of ingredients 
for the see mixture contain ing bagasse ash inc luded in the analysis is 35 .63% less 
than the control m ixture. 
Table 2--+ :  Mix design proportions ( Akran1 et a l . ,  2009) 
\ I i ,  Water 
Bagasse F i ne Coarse S i kament Si ka design Water Cement ( ° 0 V iscocorete 
binder ( kglml ) ( kg/mJ) ash aggregate aggregate b) \\ 1. o f  ( %  b )  \\'1 .  ( kg/ml ) ( kg/ml ) ( kglml ) binder)  o f  bi nder ) 
ratio 
CC:!SP OA5 225 500 - 875 750 2 2 
CC2.5SP 0.45 225 500 - 875 750 2 .5 2 
CC3 SP 0.45 225 500 - 875 750 3 2 
CC3 .5SP 0 .45  225 500 - 875 750 3 .5 2 
CC4SP 0.45 225 500 - 875 750 4 2 
a5 B ? S P  0.43 225 500 25 875 750 2 -
5 B 2 . 5 S P  O A3 225 500 '15 875 750 2.5 -
5 B 3 S P  0.43 225 500 25 875 750 3 -
5 B3 . 5 S P  OA3 225 500 25 875 750 3 . 5  -
5 B 4 S P  OA3 225 500 25 875 750 4 -
I OB 2 S P  0.4 1 225 500 50 875 750 2 -
J OB 2 . 5 S P  OA J 225 500 50 875 750 2 . 5  -
l OB 3 S P  OA I 225 500 50 875 750 3 -
1 0B 3 . 5 S P  OA 1 225 500 50 875 750 3 .5 -
I OB4SP 0.4 1 225 500 50 875 750 4 -
1 5 B2SP 0.39 225 500 75 875 750 2 -
1 5 B 2 . 5 S P  0.39 225 500 7 5  875 750 2 . 5  -
1 5 B3SP 0.39 225 500 75 875 750 3 -
1 5 B 3 . 5 S P  0.39 225 500 7 5  875 750 3 .5 -
1 5 B4SP 0.39 225 500 75 875 750 4 -
20B2 S P  0.37 225 500 1 00 875 750 2 -
20B2 . 5 S P  0.37 225 500 1 00 875 750 2 . 5  -
?OB3SP 0.37 225 500 1 00 875 750 3 -
20B3 . 5 S P  0.3 7 225 500 1 00 875 750 3 .5  -
20B4SP 0.37 225 500 1 00 875 750 -I -
- , and 2SP refers a I n 5B2SP, B refers to the percentage of the bagasse ash b) \� elght of bInder content . 
to the amount of superplasticizer in percent by weight of binder content. This part icular de ignallon repre ents 
ml"\ haV I ng 5°0 bagasse ash \\ ith 2°0 superp l asticizer b) weight of binder content. 
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F ly  h ( F  ). B l a  t Fumace lag ( ) .  and i l ica Fume ( SF )  have been widely 
used a Port land cement replacements. They ha\e been even uti l ized together to form 
bi naI) , ternary . and quaternary CC mixtures. In  the current study conducted by 
Ge og 1u  et a l .  ( 2009) 22 concrete mixtures were designed compri sing of one control 
mixture \-\ith Port land cement as the sole binding material and the remaining 
mixtures i ncorporating the pre iously mentioned mineral admixtures each in three 
d ifferent percentages with constant water to binder ratio of 0.44.  The i ngredients' 
proportions along with the mixture designations are presented in  Table 2 -5 .  A l l  the 
obtained s lw11p flov.· diameters lie between 670 and 730 mm which is  the target 
range. I t  v,as observed that the use of ternary and quaternary mixtures provided 
better perforn1ance than binary blends as far as the slump flow is  concerned . The use 
of the m ineral admixtures i ncreased the L-box rat ios and hence, improved the fi l l ing 
and passing abi l i t ies .  The results of the V-funnel flow t imes ranged from 3 .2  to 1 4  
seconds with the lowest being i n  the control mixture and the highest in the mixture 
consisting of 40% . It was noticed that the use of either SF or S increased the 
viscosity of the m ixtures. Noteworthy. al l ternary mixtures met with the EFNARC 
requirements for al l the conducted fresh tests. In  the matter of durabi l i ty results. the 
control mixture had the lowest chloride permeabi l i ty resi stance ( moderate c lass) and 
e lectrical res ist i  ity . whi le the inc lusion of mineral admixtures significantly 
enhanced the chloride permeabi l ity resi stance of the SCC mixtures as the resistivity 
\ .. as enhanced in the order of two c lasses in almost a l l  the ternary and quatemary 
mixtures ( from moderate to very low), yet the most effective mineral was the slag. 
The mixture with 45% S and 1 5% SF achieved the highest chloride pel111eabi l ity 
resi stance ( 2 1 6  C )  as wel l  as the highest e lectrical resist ivity ( 1 8 .9 kohms cm) .  
imi larly, the sorptivity was progressively decreased with the presence of mineral 
22 
admi'(tures regard le of the r placement leve l .  ddi tional ly ,  the water penneabi J i ty 
te t wa conducted and was great ly enhanced with the addition of the mineral 
admixture . especia l l  the quatemary mixture where the permeabi l i ty was 45% less 
than that of the control mi xture. I n  terms of concrete quality examined through the 
PY te L al l  produced mixtures were c lassi fied as excel lent as al l the results 
exceeded 4500 m/s. The study indicated that concretes containing FA general ly 
resulted in lower compressive trength al ues. howe er. mixtures containing S and 
F produced concretes with strength values comparable to that of the control 
mixture. The mineral admixtures FA and S reduced the free shrinkage whi le  SF 
increa ed the dry ing shr inkage. This increase was overcome by blending SF with 
other m inerals and hence reduce the shrinkage. 
Table 2 - 5 :  Concrete mix proport ions (Gesog 1u et al . .  2009) 
,\11\ .\\ i" descn ptlOn PC FA S SF Natural Crushed Coar e SP 
I D  sand sand aggregate 
f..j J  Control-PC � 50 0 0 0 592 234 868 3 . 5  
,\12 20FA 360 90 0 0 583 230 855  3 .2  
;"13 �OFA 2 70 1 80 0 0 57� 227 8�2 2.9 
'\1� 60FA 1 80 2 70 0 0 565 223 829 3.0 
\1 5 2� 360 0 90 0 5 9 1  233 866 3 . 7  
M 6  �OS 270 0 1 80 0 589 232 863 3 , 4  
M 7  60� 1 80 0 2 70 0 5 8 7  232 86 1 2.8 
M8 5 S F  �28 0 0 22 .5  590 233 865 H 
M9 1 0S F  405 0 0 45 587 232 86 1 5 . 2  
\1 1 0  1 5 SF 383 0 0 67.5  585  23 1 8 5 8  7 . 8  
\1 1 1  1 5FA5SF 3 60 67.5  0 2 2 . 5  583 230 855  � . 2  
\1 1 2  30FA I OSF 270 1 35 0 4 5  5 7 4  2 2 7  8� 1 � . 5  
.\1 1 3  4 5 F A I 5 S F  1 80 202.5 0 67.5 565 223 828 -l.8 
\1 1 4  1 5S5SF 3 60 0 67.5 22.5 589 232 863 �.O 
.\1 1 5  30S I OSF 270 0 1 3 5 4 5  585  23 1 857 � .6 
.\1 1 6  4 5 S 1 5SF 1 80 0 202. 5  67.5 58 1 229 852 28 
.\1 1 7  I OFA 1 0S 360 45 45 0 5 8 7  2 3 2  86 1 3 .2  
\1 1 8  20FA20S 2 70 90 90 0 5 8 1  230 853 3 . 2  
M I 9  3 0FA30S 1 80 1 3 5 1 3 5 0 576 227 8�5 2.8 
\12 0  7 . 5 FA7.5S5SF 360 33 .8  3 3 . 8  1 2 . 5  5 8 6  23 1 859 � .2  
.\1 2 1  1 5 rA I 5 S I OSF 2 70 67 .5  67 .5  4 5  5 7 9  2 2 9  849 4.2 
M 2 2  22 5FA22. 5 S 1 5SF 1 80 1 0 1 . 3 1 0 1 .3 67 .5  573 226 840 5 .0  . .  
• J A l l  q u a n t l t le  a re m e a s u red In kg/m 
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Pulverized fue l  a h or a commonl) knO\\U as fly ash ( FA )  has been 
e\.tensi \ ely inve tigated throughout the ) ears as a cement replacement . Recently 
researchers have examined its u e in  high volumes for the environmental and 
sustainable benefit it offer . L iu  (20  I 0) designed CC with d ifferent leve ls ( 0%. 
200/0, 400 0 ,  600 0, 80°'0, and 1 00%) of FA replac ing Portland cement. The study 
im'olved 1) pical CC tests for assessing the produced mixtures' fresh and hardened 
propertie . I t  was found that when FA replaces cement, a lower dosage of 
uperplastic izer along with increased quantity of water were required to maintain the 
same tlowabi l i ty characteri stic s  within the six cast mixtures .  It was assumed that the 
FA acted as a l ubricant material and hence didn ' t  interact with the superplastic izer 
\vhich in tum only acted on the cement . The highest segregation resi stance was 
achie\'ed in mixtures incorporating 80% and 1 00% FA, and accordingly attained an 
increase i n  the step height during the J-ring test and the highest V-funnel times 
indicating an i ncrease in the v iscosity of the mixtures .  The consistency of the 
produced m ixtures decreased with time, thi s was examined through the measured 
slump flow and V-funne l  times at 65 ± 5 minutes, where the obtained flow diameters 
decreased and the recorded V -furU1el flow times increased . The change in the 
hardened propert ies from the 0% to the 20% FA mixtmes was not significant. 
however, beyond the 40% replacement. the reduction in compressive strength was 
considerable in such a way that the strength at 80% replacement l evel was denoted 
the l owest and accounted only one forth that of the 20% FA mixture . Curing had a 
positive effect on lowering the porosity detected through the reduction in the 
sorpt ivi!) rates in a l l  mixtures from 7 to 90 days, Despite this. the lowest sorptivi1)' 
was obtained when 40% FA repl aced cement as a greater replacement level caused a 
higher porosity in  the mixtures .  Good correlations were obtained between 
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compre si\'e trength. pl itt ing strength. PY and. dynamic e lasticity. Finally. the 
tud) conc luded that [or producing ee uti l izing FA and characterized v. i th 
adequate fresh and hardened properties. the amount of FA should be l imited to 40%. 
UJ al and umer ( 20 1 1 )  attempted an experimental program to d ifferentiate 
between e\'eral known mineral admixtures in terms of their influence on fresh and 
hardened propert ies of sec.  The study uti l ized Fly Ash ( FA ). Granulated Blast 
Furnace lag (GBF ) .  L imestone Powder ( L P) .  Basalt Powder ( BP) ,  and Marble 
Powder ( MP)  as a Port land cement replacement at various levels .  With three 
d ifferent proportions from each material ( MP. BP. L P  = 1 0%. 20%. 30%. GBFS = 
20° 0. 40% . 60%. FA = 1 5%. 25%. 3 5%). fifteen mixtures were cast in addition to 
one control m ixture with no minerals .  The FA resulted in an increase in the slump 
flo\\ obtained diameters. whi l e  the M P  led to a reduction in the slump flow 
diameters. whereas each of the GBFS.  L P. and BP resulted in an i ncrease up to the 
second replacement percentage then caused a reduction in the slump flow. Regarding 
the two other properties of see ( i .e .  viscosity , and passing abi l i ty )  al l the cast 
m ixtures' v-funnel flow times and L -box ratios ranged from 9 to 1 8  seconds and 0 .8  
to  1 .0 respectively .  According to  the author 's  interpretation of the results. a l l  the 
m ixtures do not meet with the requirements of the al lowable flow times but yet 
i nherit acceptable passing abi l i t ies. Moreover, FA set of mixtures require lower 
dosages of superplast ic izers to maintain the same flowabi l ity and is perhaps due to 
the spherical shape of the FA part ic les causing a reduction i n  the water demand. Al l  
strength values a t  the four test ing ages ( 7 .  28 ,  90 .  and 400 days) were compared by 
proportioning the strength of a l l  the mixtures to the strength of the control mixture at 
28 days of age. The obtained strength values at the early age of 7 days ranged from 
54 .8  to 64 . 8  1 Pa \\ ith the highest achieved by the control mixture. s the mixture 
undergo curing ti l l  28 .  90. and 400 days. a considerable gain in strength occurs 
increasing the range of trength alues to 62 .2 - 77 .9 1Pa. 67 .2 - 89. 1 MPa. and 
72.4 - 1 05 . 7  MPa re pectively .  Replacing 25% of cement with FA y ielded the 
highe t trength ( 1 05 . 7  M Pa)  at 400 days. The replacement by both FA and GBF 
contributed positively to the late age strength of the mixtures as pozzolanic material s .  
The study correlated between the compressive strength and the UPY values 
obtaining a strong R of 0 . 85 .  indicating that as the compressive strength values 
increase. the U PY test results increase as wel l .  
The recent rapid development in  the industry usmg glass produces three 
m i l l ion tons of vvaste a year in the U K  alone. This resulted in increased social and 
environm ental concems leading to a growing interest in uti l izing the waste glass. 
especia l ly  when taking into consideration that glass i s  non-biodegradable .  and hence 
dumping in landfi l l s  is not the best solution environmenta l ly .  The total reactive 
pozzo lanic components ( SiOl. Ah03 . and Fe203 ) in the glass's chemical composition 
are very much s imi lar to that of the fly ash. Moreover, it can be conc luded from the 
X-ray results that the g lass is amorphous. and thereby it is expected to perform as a 
pozzol an when substituting cement making ful l  use of its chemical and physical 
properties. Two colors of ground g lass ( i .e .  green and white) were incorporated into 
see mixtures as a partial replacement for cement. The i nvest igation revealed that 
satisfactory fresh characteri stics are possible to be obtained with a 1 0% cement 
replacement without the need for VMA. Due to the angular and flaky shape of the 
g lass part ic les. the see mixtures required a s l ight increase in the water to powder 
rat io and a sma l l  reduction in the amount of superplast ic izers. The inc lusion of g lass 
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al o re ulted in  increasing the \ i sco i ty and ultimately enhancing the segregation 
re i stance. The uti l ization of the ground glass resulted in a general reduction in the 
te ted l1ardened propert ies ( trength, UPY, and. e lastic modulus) .  The 28 days' 
compre ive strength values ranged from 58 to 75 MPa with the higl1est being 
achie\ed by tl1e control mixtures .  A l l  mixtures resulted in  U PY val ues greater than 
-+ . 5  kmi indicat ing good qual ity concrete. I n  regards to tl1e durabi l ity cl1aracteristics, 
tl1e g lass content resulted in increased sorptivity rates, yet with prolonged curing 
t imes orpt ivity was significant ly improved maintaining the same trend. Nine m0l1ar 
bars were cast and tested for a lkal i si l ica reactions. The results showed simi lar 
expansions for both control and replacement mixtures, suggest ing that ground glass 
doesn't induce addit ional ASR risks. The effect of d ifference in  color on the see 
propert ies was neg l igible in  both fresh and hardened stages ( Liu .  20 1 1 ) . 
Another study conducted using l imestone powder ( LP )  as fi l ler in  see was 
performed by Panesar and Aqel ( 20 1 4 ) .  The main aim of the work was to determine 
the relation between the aJTIOW1t of l imestone fi l ler ( 0% and 1 5%) and two cement 
types ( general use cement GU and high-early strength cement HE) .  Four mixtures 
were prepared :  GU cement with no replacements. GU cement with 1 5% replaced by 
l imestone, H E  with no replacements, and HE with 1 5% amount replaced by 
l imestone. The various tests conducted revealed several outcomes regarding the 1 5% 
add ition of l imestone powder; i t  reduced the init ial settin g  t ime ( from 94 min for 
1 00% GU and 9 1  min  for 1 00% H E  to 8 1  min and 77 min for GU and HE with 1 5% 
LP  respectively) and l ed to a higher and earl ier occurrence of the heat of hydration. 
This was the same conclusion to be drawn out regarding changing the cement type 
from GU to HE .  The measured reactivity increased with age as wel l  as when using 
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H E  i nstead of G U cement. Regard ing the hardened properties. using 1 5% l imestone 
powder in mixture with HE cement type re ulted in an earl) age ( i .e .  1 6  hours) 
compre sive trength increa e ( 5 7  to 70 MPa)  over its conesponding mixture using 
GU cement type. but l iu le effect on the late age strength (28 days)  ( 80 to 84 MPa) .  
Regarding the durabi l i ty propertie . the influence of the 1 5% l imestone on the rapid 
chloride pemleabi l i ty te t ( RC PT) of the concrete mixtures was greater than the 
influence of changing the cement type. But it should be noted that both variable 
factors ( anlount of l imestone and cement content) had no effect on the freeze-thaw 
and alt scal ing propertie . 
Another study completed on the use of Metakaol in  ( M K) in SCC addressed 
its influence on both fresh and hardened properties (Mandanoust and Mousavi .  
20 1 2) .  F ifteen mixtures \\'ere cast. and they were divided into tlu'ee groups each with 
a d ifferent water to binder ratio  (G 1 = 0 .32 ,  G2 = 0 .38 .  and G3 = 0.45 )  and with 0%. 
5°'0. 1 0%. 1 5%, and 20% M K  replac ing Port land cement. The consumed M K  was 
characterized physical ly with a high specific surface area equal to 2540 m2/kg and 
chemical l y  with a h igh combined ratio of alwll ina and s i l ica oxides (94.9 %) .  A l l  
measured slump flow values ranged from 660 nun to  7 1 5  mm with a tendency for a 
reduction in  flowabi l i ty with higher M K  percentages as in Figure 2-9 (d ) .  This i s  
interpreted by the high speci fic surface area of MK compared to Portland cement 
( S . S .A  = 330  m2/kg )  increas ing the water demand. The effect of MK on slump flow 
loss was tested through measuring the s lump flow after 8, 30, and 60 minutes. It was 
found that as the percentage of M K  increases in the mixtures, the rate at which slump 
flow was lost increased. Another conc lusion drawn out from this test, was that the 
mixture containing 20% M K  could not be categorized as SCC as after 60 min it 
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resulted i n  a l ump flow \'a lue less than 500 mm, Proper stabi l i ty and segregation 
resi stance were "\ i  ual l} in pected during the lump flow test and by additional ly 
ob ery ing the broken pI it tensi le te t specimens that re ealed adequate distribution 
of the coarse aggregate . In regard to the other tested fresh properties. the 
incorporation of M K  increased both the T 50 and the V-funnel flow times and reduced 
the blocking rat io. yet no blocking between reinforcement was observed by the 
authors, Typical ly .  the compressive strength increased with age and decreased with 
the increase in the water to binder ratio. The inclusion of MK significantly increased 
the early and late age compressive strength. with the highest strength development 
rate in the first 1 4  days. the values are plotted in F igure 2- 3 (a ). (b) .  and ( c ) .  This  
trend i s  s imi l ar to that of the splitting tensi le strength test . Moreover, al 1  fifteen cast 
mixtures were rated as "very good" and "exce l lent'" in terms of concrete qual ity 
using UPV test results .  Regardi ng the durabi l ity results. the water absorption 
decreased whereas e lectrical res ist ivity inc rea ed with the higher replacement levels 
of M K  and lower water to binder ratio as presented in  F igure 2-3 (f) and ( e )  
respectively . Furthermore, F inal ly,  the study suggested 1 0% MK replacement level 
for y ie ld ing the best fresh and hardened properties. 
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F igure 2-3 : Graphical i l l ustration of M K  mixtures (Mandanoust and Mousavi ,  20 1 2) 
I n  20 1 3  Cuenca et a l .  can-ied out a study using o l ive residue biomass fly ash 
as fi l ler i n  Sec. I ts characteristics were studied and laboratory tests were conducted 
to obta in the opt imum fly ash dosage to be used in Sec. The uti l ized fly ash was 
physical ly characterized with 80% of its partic les passing through the 0 .063 mm 
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ieve and chemical ly featured \\ i th around 50�'0 of its chemical composition as CaO. 
Regarding the pozzolanic reactivity of the ill' ash. the pozzolanic components ( S i02, 
A Il03, and Fe203 ) only sum LIp to 1 5 .2% which is way below other commonly used 
pozzolanic material (>70°,'0 ) .  For compari son purposes two reference concrete 
mixture that incorporated conventional fi l ler ( commercial l im estone ) ",;ere cast. The 
amount of fines and the wlc rat io for the two reference SCC mixtures prepared with 
l ime tone 'were the same as the CC containing fly ash with the optimal dosage. By 
the end of the stud , i t  was concluded that biomass fly ash can be used as fi l ler in 
CC yie ld ing the same flow properties as the reference mixtures but would require 
increased dosages of sLlperplastic izers. This was attributed to the part ic le'  s irregular 
shape which required higher water quantit ies .  Moreover. regarding the hardened 
SCC propert ies. the mixtures contain ing fly ash acquired sl ightly higher compressive 
strength values compared to the reference mixtures without the i ncorporation of fly 
ash at a l l  testing ages ( 3 ,  7 ,  and 28  days) .  
Beycioglu and Arunta� ( 20 1 4 ) conducted a research using d ifferent minerals 
namely low l ime fly ash ( LLF A ), ground blast furnace slag ( GBFS). and micronized 
calc ite ( MC) .  The aim of the i nvestigation was to study the effect of the uti l ized 
materials on the workabi l i ty and mechanical propert ies of SCC mixtures. Specific 
gravit ies of the used Pc. L LFA. and GBFS are 3 . 1 8 , 2 .09, and 2.80 respectively. 
i neteen m ixtures were designed and cast inc luding one reference mixture with 
Portland cement as the only binding material .  The remaining eighteen mixtures were 
equal ly d iv ided i nto two replacement groups of LLF A and GBF . and each group 
was in turn d ivided into three sets. The [list set inc ludes 20%. 40%, and 60% 
replacement of cement by ei ther of the two minerals ( i .e .  LLF  A and GBFS) .  The 
3 1  
ec nd set primari l; con i t of three mixtures with the same cement r placement 
level but with M replac ing 5% of the total aggregate content. imi larly .  in  the 
third et. the three remaining mixture continue with the previously used replacement 
level of cement but with MC replac ing 1 0% of the total aggregate content. The 
re ult  of th tud:y indicated that the incorporation of LLF A, GBF , and MC 
positively influ nced the fre h propertie of the produced CC mixtures. Both the 
flowabi l ity and pas ing abi l i ty evaluated through s lump flow, L-box. J-ring. U-box 
tests \\ere improved . There was a sl ight reduction in the v iscosity ,  yet a l l  mixtures 
confoTI11ed with the recommended range . A far as the hardened properties are 
concerned, as the replacement level increased. both the compressive and spl i t  tensi le 
strengths decreased. Despite this ,  the gain in trength continued in  each individual 
mixture as the curing age increased . There was no meaningful relation correlating the 
U PV values to the replacement Ie e l  of either materia l .  Despite this, all produced 
CC mixtures exhibited good or excel lent qual ity in tern1S of PV results. Final ly.  
the static modulus of e last icity for the replacement mixtures was lower than that for 
the reference mixture, which i s  the expected trend as the replacement rates of mineral 
admixtures increase. 
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Figure 2-4 :  EM images ( Beycioglu and Arunta�, 20 1 4) 
1 1 etakaol in  ( M K) .  Rice Hu  k sh ( RH A )  and Fly Ash ( FA )  are conunonly 
u ed fi l ler in  C . e eral tudies have been conducted to investigate their effect on 
the fre h and hardened properties. V .  Kannan and K. Ganesan designed sixteen 
bina!) and ternary mixture in  addition to one CC mixture containing Port land 
cement as the sole binding material ( control mixture ) in two different studies. In the 
first tudy conducted by Kalman and Ganesan (20 1 4-a). twelve binary mixtures were 
cast \\ here hal f of them were produced using MK and the other half using FA as a 
replacement for cement. The replacement percentages varied from 5% up to 30% 
with an increment of 5%. I n  the remaining four mixtures. cement was pal1ial ly 
replaced by a combination of 5%. 1 0%, 1 5%. al1d 20% of each of MK and FA. In al l  
mixtures the water to cementit ious ratio and superplastic izers percentage were 
maintained constant at 0 . 55  and 2% respective ly .  I n  the second study conducted by 
Kalman and Ganesan ( 20 1 4-b) .  the number of mixtures. i ngredient proportions and 
all other properties were the same except RHA was used instead of FA. The MK 
used is  featured with a very high spec ific surface area (2350  m2/kg ). th is  i s  a lmost 
seven times higher than that of cement ( 3 1 8  m2/kg )  and five times higher than the 
. S .A  of FA ( 400 m2/kg) .  whi le the RHA had a S .S .A of 943 m2/kg .  MK, RHA. and 
FA share ve!)' high combined percentages of Si02 and Ah03 (95 . 5 5%, 88 .08% and 
85 .95% respective ly )  promoting for possible pozzolanic reactivity. Typical concrete 
tests were conducted, and important conclusions regarding the optimum replacement 
percentage were drawn out. It was found that as the M K% increased in the mixtures. 
the s lump flow dian1eter ( SFD)  was decreased, but the SFD in mixtures contain ing 
F AIRHA tend to act in  a reverse manner as the replacement percentage increases. 
This phenomenon was attributed to the high S . .  A of MK. Regarding the rest of the 
measured fresh properties, the V -funnel recorded times varied from 3 .9 to 7 .9 
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econd in the first study and from 3 .9 to  8 .4 seconds in  the second study with the 
lowest being achieved by the control mixture .  The accepted L-box rat ios in the 
EF ARC (2005 )  guidel ines are bet\;veen 0 .8- 1 .00, and hence the blocking of the 
produced sec wa satisfactory up to the replacement of 1 5% MK.  30% of FA, 1 5% 
RHA, 30% RHA + M K  and 20% MK + FA. When the mixtmes were tested for 
compressive and tens i le  strength. both strengths continued to increase as the 
replacement percentage increased up to 1 5% FA. 1 5% RHA. 20% MK, 30% MK + 
RHA, and 30% M K  + FA ( but in  the second study, only compressive strength test 
was perforn1ed) .  The strength results agree with another research conducted on MK 
as  wel l  \\'i th 1 5% replacement of cement the results also y ielded higher compressive 
and tens i le  strength values than the reference mixture with no MK (Anja l i ,  Vivek. 
and Dil lnakaran. 20 1 5 ) .  In the study where see was blended with MK and FA, a l l  
the replacement m ixtures exhibited excel lent qual i ty expressed through the UPV 
results that were a l l  above 4.5 km/s except for the mixture with 30% replacement of 
F A .  The authors conducted durabi l ity tests only on mixtures containing RHA and 
MK. The sorptiv i ty test indicated that the amount of capi l lary pores decreased in the 
m ixtures up to 1 5% RHA, and 20% MK,  whereas a l l  the ternary mixtures resuJted in  
sorpti vity rates lower than that of the control mixture. Regarding the chloride 
penetration test, i t  was observed from the results that there was a great improvement 
in the chloride permeation resist ivi ty and the minimum total charge was achieved in  
mix'tures with 1 5% RHA, 3 0%MK, and 40% M K  + RHA .  Til ls  suggests that MK has 
a better rol e  than RHA i n  refi ning the discontinuity of the pore network . The authors 
concluded that the use of ternary m ixtures is preferable as it al lows greater 
repl acement of the cement and combination of two fi l ler materials with superior 
3-+ 
propert ie e l iminating the drav. back of one particular fi l ler when being used in 
exce percentage 
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Figure 2-5 : Compres ive strength of (a )  MK + FA (b) RHA + MK ( Kannan and 
Gane an .  20 1 4-a) ( Kannan and Ganesan, 20 1 4-b) 
C lay brick powder (CBP)  originates primari ly from the demol ition processes. 
I n  order to overcome the environmental contaminations caused by the disposal of 
CBP. investigators tried incorporating the recycled CBP into the concrete industry . 
Thi s research i n  hand uti l ized recycled CBP as a partial replacement for cementitious 
materials (cement and fly ash ) at d ifferent percentages ( 0%, 1 %. 2 .5%. and 5%) . The 
used CBP is characterized with a high water absorption of 1 6 .45%, and chemical ly 
of 8 7 .95% S i02• 9 .-+% Fe203 , and 2 .7% Ti02 . Four mixtures were cast out of the four 
replacement percentages. S lump flow test was conducted and showed that up to 5% 
replacement, the CBP had no effect. the measured diameters were ( 678. 680, 688, 
and 688) nun . As for the hardened propert ies, the CBP had a posit ive effect on the 
compressive strength at a l l  test ages. The 1 % replacement mixture resul ted in the 
highest compressive strength at 7, 28, and 56 days. The individual values are c learly 
shown in in Figure 2-6 (a ) .  the increase in strength was explained through the 
pozzo lan ic  reaction and internal curing effect of the powder. The autogenous 
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hrinkage \va a l  0 monitored. The control mixture ( 0% CBP)  exhibits gradual 
increa e in the shrinkage strain \ a lue espec ial ly  at the first 7 da) s. Mixtures v,ith 
2 .5°'0 and 5% yie ld shrinkage strain values 1 13 of that of the control mixture . The 
value are graphical ly presented in  Figure 2-6 (b) .  Moreover. scalIDing electron 
micro cope inve t igation was performed. The results showed that the control mixture 
contains voids more than that in mixture with 1 % CBP replacement as sho'A'11 in  
Figure 2-7 .  Thi  i s  due to the increased amount of hydration products in  the CBP 
mixture that i ncreases the den i ty and strength of the mixtures ( un et a l . .  20 1 4) . 
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F igure 2 -6  :(a)  Compressive strength development (b)  autogenous shrinkage 
development ( Sun et al . ,  20 1 4) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2 -7 :  Micrograph of (a) reference see (b) 1 % eBP see ( Sun et a l . ,  20 1 4 ) 
A comprehensive tudy was calTied out to evaluate the effect of metakaol in  
( M K) on the rheology. mechanical properties. and durabi l i ty of c e  ( fikas e t  al . .  
20 1 4: Badogirumis et  a l . .  20 1 5 ) .  A total of n ine mixtures were cast, particularly one 
reference m ixture with bind ing material consisting of cement and l imestone powder. 
and two groups each of four mixtures with MK replac ing once cement and in the 
other group l imestone powder (LP )  at d ifferent replacement l evels (6 .9%. 1 0 .6%. 
1 4 .0°/0. and 20 .0%) and ( 1 3 . 7% 2 l . 1 %. 28 .0%, and 40%) for cement and LP  
respectively.  The MK used consisted mostly of Si02 and Ah03 that compromised 
approximately 86 .05% of its overal l chemical composition and was featured with 
i lTegular plate l ike partic le  shape. MK,  LP. and cement had specific surface ru'ea 
( . S .A )  of 1 4 1 0  m2/kg, 1 270 m2/kg, and 700 m2/kg respectively. Se eral fresh and 
hardened concrete tests were conducted. and the results revealed impOliant 
conclusions highl ighted as fol lows: no optimum content for M K  replac ing either 
cement or L P  was suggested within the e amined replacement ranges. Yet. simi lar or 
h igher superp lastic izer dosages resulted in lower slump flow diameters, higher V­
funnel  flow t imes.  and low L-box ratios compared to the cOlTesponding reference 
mixture .  The rheological results were attributed to the i rregular shape of MK and 
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higher . .  . On  the other hand. regarding the hardened propertie . there was a 
noticeable imprO\ ement in the compressive strength as the MK replacement level 
increa ed . The gain in compressive trength was higher at 28 days than at 360 days 
of age. The rate at which strength de elopment occulTed at both testing ages ( i .e .  28 
and 360 days )  \Va equal for the two replacement ca es (cement and LP) .  imi larly .  
M K  contributed to an increase in  the tensi le strength values, but with sho\ying low 
cOlTelation vvith the compressive strength in the case of M K  replac ing cement unl ike 
MK replac ing LP .  Obser ing the results of the durabi l ity tests. MK played a greater 
and more dominant role  in reducing the capil lary pore system evaluated through the 
sorptivi ty test than the open porosity pores as i l l ustrated in Figure 2-8 .  In temlS of 
gas permeabi l i ty .  M K  lead to lower gas permeabi l ity coeffic ients for high 
replacement levels regard less of the material being replaced as demonstrated in  
F igure 2-9. Notewolihy . the best enhancing effect was observed in  the chloride 
penetration resi stance of the see mixtures. where the improvement was higher than 
h:vo c l asses. 
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F igure 2 -8 :  Effect of M K  on sorptivity ( Badogiatmis  e t  a1 . ,  20 1 5 ) 
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F igure 2-9 :  Effect of MK on gas pem1eabi l i ty ( Badogiannis et aI . .  20 1 5 ) 
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The present study a ims  a t  examining the effect of Rice Husk Ash ( RHA)  on 
mUlt ip le fresh and hardened propert ies of SCC . RHA is known for its pozzolanic 
features as the s i l i cate and aluminate oxides make Up more than 95% of i ts chemical 
composition ( Chopra and Siddique, 20 1 5 ) .  Three replacement percentages were 
implemented ( i .e .  1 0%, 1 5%, and 20%) i n  addit ion to a control mixture with zero 
content of RHA. I n  a l l  four m ixtures the water, b inding, and superplastic izer contents 
were kept constant at 226 kg/m3, 550  kg/m3 . and 5 . 5  kg/m3 respectively. The results 
of the conducted tests revealed that as the percentage of RHA increases in  the 
m ixtures, the flowab i l ity and passing abi l ity of the produced mixtures tend to 
decrease. whereas the viscosity is s ignificantly enhanced. As far as the hardened 
propert ies are concemed, both compressive and tens i le  strengths behave simi larly as 
the h ighest strength was observed at the level of 1 5% replacement y ie lding 25% 
increase i n  strength when compared to the control mixture. Additionally, mult iple 
durab i l ity tests were executed such as porosity and chloride ion penetration. Mixtures 
incorporating up to 1 5% of the RHA showed excel lent durabi l i ty characteristics 
conforming to the EF ARC' s  "very low" chloride penetration category and with 
highly modified pore structure lead ing to reduced porosity . These results were 
[ll1iher confirmed through the obtained EM images, where the image of the 1 5% 
RH howed very den e tructure with the ab ence of crack and the C- -H gel fully 
pread o\'er the micrograph . The fre h and compre si e strength results agree with 
the conc lu  ion o[ t\-vo other tudics conducted using RH as a cement replacement. 
Where in (Le  and Ludwig. 20 1 6 ) .  four replacement mixtures \ ere designed and cast 
( 5% . 1 0%. 1 5°'°, and 20%) in addition to one control mixture. While in ( Memon et 
aL 20 1 1 ). the authors bel ieved that 1 0% and 20% would be sufficient for evaluating 
the influence of RH . 
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A recent study intended at eval uating the effect o f  stainless steel reducing 
slag ( SRS)  on SCC was publ i shed in  20 1 5 . Sheen et al .  used two k inds of SSRS 
being d ifferent in  their surface area ( i . e .  1 766 and 7970 cm2/g), where one was 
uti l i zed as fi l ler and the other as a cement substitution. SSRS is a byproduct of the 
steel manufacturing process, and is discharged during the basic  refining practice. It i s  
a g lassy granular material s imi lar to ground granulated blast furnace slag i n  its 
chemical composit ion. Six SCC mixtures were prepared where RS replaced 
cement at d ifferent levels from 0% to 50% in steps of 1 0%. The water to powder 
rat io  was maintained at 0 .32  for a l l  developed mixtures. The inclusion of SRS 
resulted in  higher s l  ump flow values up to 20% replacement as shown in  F igure 2- 1 1 
( a )  and an increase in  the mixtures' v iscosity interpreted through the higher V-funnel  
-+ 1  
Dov .. t imes. I t  hould be noted that the V-funnel flow times and the T 500 didn ' t  always 
change in the same manner. The fresh den ity of the mixtures \Va also measured. As 
the amount or R in the mixture increa ed. the fresh density decreased, this  is 
pre ented in  Figure 2- 1 1  (b ) .  This i s  due to the fact that the powder resulted in  an 
increase in the pa te volume thereby l ed to reduced densit ies .  Another tested fresh 
property was the sett ing t ime. Mixtures containing up to 30% S RS experienced an 
J I1crea e in the setting time. whereas mixtures containing 40% and 50% SSRS 
undergo a reduction in  the sett ing t ime, the trend is c lear in F igure 2- 1 1 ( c ) .  
Regarding the effect of RS on the studied hardened properties, the compressive 
strength v as gradual ly decreased as the percentage of SSRS increased. This was 
j ustified by the fact that SSRS is not as good as cement i ll contribut ing towards 
strength development. Therefore, based on this study. SSRS can be used to substitute 
up to 3 0% of the cement to produce see of Grade 30 .  Moreover, the UPV test 
results increased with i ncreasing the curing time but decreased with increasing the 
replacement percentage of SSRS.  The incorporation of 30% SSRS or less yielded 
U PV values greater than 4 . 5  km/s i ndicating excel lent qual ity concrete just after 
seven days. However. for mixtures containing more than 30% SSRS. it would 
require at least 90 days to achieve s imi lar values. In regards to the \yater absorpt ion. 
the obtained values 'vvere the highest at 28 days then got reduced with longer ages 
atta inmg the lowest rates at the 3 0% substitution level . The results of the electrical 
res ist ivi ty test revealed unchanged values for the control mixture after 28 days unl ike 
the rest of the mixtures containing SSRS that continued to increase as obvious from 
Figure 2-8 ( d) .  Furthermore, the highest values were for the 1 0% replacement 
mixture at 9 1  days of age, which i s  almost ] 1 % higher than that of the control 
mixture. 
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Another waste material that has been late ly introduced into the see industry 
is the Red Mud (RM) .  The used RM is very simi lar in i ts chemical composition to 
Fly Ash (FA)  as shown in Table 2-6.  Due to the fact that RM has general ly a high 
alkal i ni ty .  i ts d isposal can lead to serious environmental problems and hence the 
need for safe d isposal or recyc l ing had arised. I n  this particular study. Liu and Poon 
( 20 1 6) used RM direct ly as a replacement for FA. A total of three mortar and five 
see mixtures were designed as summarized in Table 2-7. The mortars consi sted of 
one control contain ing 500 g of cement. whi le the remaining two were made of 400 g 
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of  cement \\ ith the remaining 1 00 g being replaced once by FA and another time by 
RM .  The mOl1ar were ai med at comparing the pozzolanic reactivity of RM to FA. 
However. the five concrete mixtures \\'ere developed in  order to evaluate the effect of 
replac ing FA \ .. .  i th RM on the fresh and hardened properties of CC. The results 
re\ ealed that RM has a very good pozzolanic activity .  in  fact the val ues were very 
imi Jar to that of FA. Apparently the RM had a high water ab orption that led to the 
use of i ncreased anlount of superpla tic izers. Hence, the RM sl ightly decreases the 
fi l l ing and passing abi l i t ies but at the same time greatly enhances the segregat ion 
re i stance. A s l ight reduction in  the hardened density occur ed at all curing ages as 
the percentage of RM increased in  the mixtures. The effect of RD on the porosity .  
and elastic modu lus at 28  days i s  d isplayed in  Figure 2- 1 2  ( a )  and ( c ) . I ts obvious 
that the porosity of the four mixtures up to 30% replacement i s  almost equivalent. 
however. at 40% a significant increase occurs. Moreover, RM had no definite effect 
on the elast ic modulus .  evertheless. the enhancements in  compressive and tensi le 
strengths were highly noticeable at later ages especia l ly at the 30% and 40% 
replacement levels as presented in  Figure 2- 1 2  (b ) .  Final ly.  the dry i ng shrinkage of 
a l l  m ixtures incorporati ng RD was lower than that of the control mixture being more 
profound at higher replacement l evels .  
Table 2-6: Chemical composition of red mud and fly ash (Liu and Poon. 20 1 6 ) 
Material SiOl Fe20J AI20J Ti02 CaO MgO OJ K:!O Na:!O P:!OJ LO[ ( ° 0) 
FI) ash 4 7.62 7 . 3 5  2 7 . 4  1 . 23 8. 1 1  3 . 5 5  0 .57 0 .88 0.87 - 3 .90 
Red 45.76 2 . 8 5  40.69 2.03 4 .98 0 2. 1 5  0 .45 0 1 . 1 0 -
mud 
\ 1 1 \  code 
Contro l - I I  
SCC-R :--' 1 1 0  
SCC - R \ 1 20 
SCC-R\t 30 
SCC-R1\140 
Table 2-7: Mix proportions of C mixtures ( Liu and Poon, 20 1 6 ) 
Cement 
( kg m ' )  
3 59 
r9 
3 5 9  
3 59 
3 5 9  
1 4  
1 2  
1 0  
� 8 .2:-
", 0 6 ... 0 
0.-
4 
2 
0 
FI�  Red Ratio or Sand Coarse 
ash mud replacement ( kg nh aggregate ( 0 0) 
( 0 0) 
( O o ) ( kg m 3 )  
3 1 1 0 0 635 872 
279.9 3 1 . 1  1 0  63 5 872 
248 .8  62.2  20 635 872 
2 1 7. 7  9 3 . 4  3 0  63 5 872 
1 86.6 1 24.6 40 635 872 
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Figure 2- 1 2 : Results of hardened properties ( L i u  and Poon, 20 J 6) 
2 .8  ign ifica nce of l nve t igation 
The fol lowing are the main obser\'ations from the previous invest igations: 
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• ome fine materials act as a substitute for vi scosity modifying agents. others 
increase the superplast ic izer demand in order to obtain sim i l ar flowabil ity values. 
• Physical characteri t ics of fine uch as speci fic surface area. part ic le shape and. 
surface texture great l in fluence the fresh properties of the produced Sec. 
• As the ummation of the s i l icate and aluminate oxides constitute more than 70-
80% of the material " s chemical composition. it ' l l  have some pozzolanic 
characteristics contributing towards late strength development. 
• eement hydration takes place at early ages, unl ike other materials that i nherit 
latent hydraul ic characterist ics .  These materials undergo prolonged strength 
development. 
• There i s  no dist inct percentage for a material to replace cement. it depends 
primari ly  on the materials characterist ics .  I f  the optimum percentage is exceeded. 
negative effects occur such as i ncrease in porosity and strength reduction. 
• Some uti l i zed fi l lers are recycled waste materials that result in see mixtures 
with sat isfactory fresh and hardened properties. and hence provide 
environmental ly  friendly solutions for waste disposal and reduce the construction 
cost. 
The prevlOus l iterature did not address the inclusion of ewp as a fine 
material in  producing see, thus the aim of this thesis i s  to thoroughly invest igate its 
feasibi l i ty as a see component and its influence on the fresh and hardened 
propert ies of the produced mixtures .  
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C h apter 3 :  I n  estigation Program 
3. 1 I n t roduct ion  
mc e If-compacting concrete was first developed in  the late 20th centUlY. 
extensi\ e re earch took place worldwide to study the possible method and materials 
to be implemented in the production of successful sec mixtures for best 
performance in the con truction industry .  ee properties are the resul t  of modify ing 
the composition of conventional vibrated concrete (eyC). One important 
mod i fication is the high powder content . Numerous investigations have been 
conducted to establ ish re l iable materials to be uti l i zed in replacement of cement. 
These materials wi l l  help reduce the carbon footprint imposed on the environment 
from cement production and hence contribute towards a more environmental and 
economical concrete production .  The aim of this study is to investigate the possible 
production of ee i ncorporating local ly avai lable industria l  waste materia l .  i .e .  
ceramic waste powder (eWP). The effect of this waste powder on both the fresh and 
hardened properties of sec mixes i s  evaluated, to identify the optimal content of 
e wp to be i ncorporated in  ee mixes y ie ld ing the best suitable performance .  
D uring the investigat ion program of th is  thesis .  several self-compacting 
concrete m ixtures were designed. cast, and tested . The studied sec mixtures were 
tested right after mix ing while sti l l  being plastic, and this stage of the concrete ' s l i fe 
t ime i s  commonly refened to as the fresh stage. The tests were also extended 
throughout the hardened stage of concrete at d ifferent time intervals ( 7 . 28. 56. and 
90 days) .  I t  is worth mentioning that the fresh prope11ies of the sec are what mainly 
influence the ease of placement and consol idation during construction and at the 
same t ime they are considered the main factors that d istinguish the ee from the 
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com entional \ ibrated concrete (CVC) .  ee mixtures are much more flu id  than eve 
mixtures. and hence they are expected to behave different ly .  However. i t i s  not 
ufficient and \\'ould not be considered quite significant to say ec differs in j ust 
iluidit) . The mixture hould inherit other superior properties as wel l .  such as passing 
abi l it) and stabi l it), . Therefore. for eval uating such propeliies and setting acceptance 
performance cri teria for ec in general . new testing techniques have been 
developing since the development of Sec . As for the hardened properties. both sec 
and evc are knovvTI to be dense and homogeneous sharing the same engineering 
properties and durab i l i ty characteristic s  and hence the same tests are used for 
eval uat ion or a essment . Later in  thi s chapter. section 3 .4  i s  dedicated for d iscussing 
the seyeral tests performed to assess the produced sec and the detai led procedure 
that was being fol lo\\'ed .  
3 . 2  M ateria l s  
D uring the production of sce mixtures used throughout the experimental 
phase of this thesis, typ ical concrete ingredients were uti l i zed in addition to the 
ceramic waste powder ( e WP)  as fi l l er and partial replacement for cement . Below is 
each constituent material and its corresponding properties .  
3.2 . 1  Aggregates 
As the maximum nom inal size of coarse aggregates is the main parameter 
affecting the passing abi l i ty of the fresh SCC mixtures .. ACI -237R-07 suggests it 
should be one s ize less than that recommended by ACI 3 0 1 . Therefore. from 
Table 3 - L and according to the range of cementitious material content used for the 
concrete mixtures in this study , the maximwTI aggregate size to be used is  
-l8 
approximatel) 9 .5 mm. 
Table 3 - 1 :  Recommended maximum aggregate size (ACI -23 7R-07 ) 
o m i n a l  max im u m  size ( m m )  Cement i t ious materia l  content ( Kg/m3) 
37 . 5  280  to 330  
25  3 1 0  to  360 
1 9  320 to 375  
1 2 .5  350  to 405 
9 . 5  360  to  4 1 5  
The ratio  of fine to coarse aggregates is usual ly  i ncreased to help reduce the 
i nter-part ic le friction between the coarse aggregate that consumes most of the 
flowing energy of the paste during placement and hence increase fluidity. Despite 
this. aggregates cannot be d ispensed as they are the main component that contributes 
to strength. hence they compromise the greatest percentage of the total concrete 
volume \vhich is about 60 to 80 %. Additional ly .  a concrete with low aggregate 
volume rna) undergo higher dry ing shrinkage compared to other mixtures prepared 
with h igh aggregate volumes ( Daczko, 20 1 2) .  During the production of SCC 
mixtures. the maximum size of coarse aggregate is recommended by the EFNARC-
2005 guide l ines not to exceed 1 2  mm in order to avoid  blocking and hence e nhance 
the passing abi l i ty .  Larger aggregate sizes wi l l  a lso separate easi ly from smaller 
partic les  and the paste content l eading to segregation. evertheless. mixtures have 
been produced with aggregate sizes ranging from 1 0  to 40 mm ( Daczko. 20 1 2) .  ACI -
23 7R-07 suggests that i f  the  coarse aggregate size used is  greater than 1 2 . 5  !TIm, then 
the absol ute volume of coarse aggregate should be in the range of 28 to 32 % of the 
volume of concrete for congested formwork. 
The coarse aggregate used in  this study is  natural crushed stone from Ras AI 
Khaima ( UAE)  with nominal s ize of 1 0  mm ( 3/8 i n . ). a spec ific gravity of 2 .67, and 
water absorpt ion % of 0 .7  was used as coarse aggregate. Two types of fine aggregate 
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were u ed: cru hed natural stone sand from Ras Al Khaima ( AE) with fineness 
modulu of 0.9 and pec ific gravit 2 .64, and dune sand from Al Ain area (U E) 
\\ i1h fineness modulus of 3 .6 and spec i fi c  gravity 2 .63 . ieve anal sis was conducted 
on a l l  aggregates used. and the results are pre ented in Table 3 -2 .  
Table 3 -2 :  Aggregate s ie  e analysis 
Cum ula t ive Passing % 
Sieve size ( m m )  Coar e Aggregate Fine Aggregate  Fine Aggregate 
( 1 0  m m )  (Crushed Sand ) ( D une  San d )  
3 7 . 5  1 00 - -
1 9  99.96 - -
9 .5  99.86 - -
4 .75  89.6 1 99 .9 1 00 
2 .36  8 . 1 2  99.6 1 00 
1 . 1 8  - 99.09 1 00 
0 .600 - 96. 1 8  99 .7 
0 .300 - 34 99. 1 
0 . 1 50 - 7 . 1 4  1 3 . 1  
3.2 .2  Cemen t 
I n  typical SCC mixtures. the paste content wi l l  be greatly rel ied upon for 
providing the best fresh propeliies .  The main binding material in  the paste i s  cement . 
Additional fi l lers/fine materials were added to the mixtures partial ly replac ing 
cement: s lag and ceramic waste powder. Ordinary Port land cement which confOlms 
to ASTM C 1 S0 Type 1 and BS E 1 97 CEM I was used. The cement ' s  spec i fic 
surface area i s  380 m2/kg with specific  gravity equal to 3 . 1 5  as per the manufacturer 
data sheet. Chemical composition of the used cement is presented in Table 3 -3 .  
so 
Table 3 - 3 :  Chemical anal) s is  of cement ( from manufacturer) 
Compo u n d  Weigh t ( % )  
CaO 6 1 .5  
S i02 2 1 .0 
Ah03 6 . 1 
MgO 3 . 8  
Fe203 3 .0 
S03 2 . 5  
Equiv. Na20 0 .59 
Loss on Ignition 1 .6 
I nsoluble Residue 0 .9 
3.2 .3 G ro u n d  G ra n u la ted B la  t F u rn ace Slag 
Ground granulated blast furnace slag ( i .e .  s lag )  was used as a binding 
materia l  in  three of the cast mixtures .  It was incorporated as an addition to the 
cement i n  order to meet the m inimum powder content suggested by the EF ARC-
2005 guide l i nes which i s  450 Kg/m3 . Commercia l ly avai lable s lag was used for this 
tudy confonning to ASTM C989 with a spec ific surface area of 432 m2/kg. 
3.2 ..:1 Cera m ic Waste Powder 
Ceramic waste powder (CWP)  uti l ized throughout this study was obtained 
during the pol i shing process of final ceramic t i les from "Exeed I ndustries 
Companies" in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The pre l iminary raw materials 
used i n  manufacturing the ceramic t i les were : feldspar, bal l  c lay, china c lay in  
addition to s i l ica  sand. 
The ceramic waste powder was del i vered i n  a wet condition with 36% 
average moisture content. Before the powder wa incorporated in  the mixtures. it was 
first dried for 24 hours in an oven at 1 1 0°C, then was finely ground using a grinder, 
where 50% by volume of the part ic les ranged from 5 - 1 0  ).lm. The dried ground 
part ic les were placed in tightly ealed containers to prevent contact with any source 
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of  m isture . The spec ific gravit ( G )  was 2 . 5  and the specific surface area ( A )  
measurements u ing Blaine fineness method (air  penneabi l i ty method) showed C WP 
to ha e A of  555  m2/kg .  
-ray florescence (XRF )  chemical analysis of CWP was conducted by three 
d ifferent laboratories and the average of the composition of the material is shown in  
Table 3-4 .  The XRF hO\ s that WP mainly consi sts of si l i con and a luminum 
oxides, where their summation constitutes more than 80 % by mass, in addition to 
other minor compositions of i ron, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium 
oxides that were detected . 
Table  3-4 :  Chemical composition of C WP by mass% 
M ai n  Oxide M ass ( % )  
S i02 68 .59 
Ah03 57 .00 
Fe203 0 .80 
CaO l .69 
MgO 2 . 5 1 
N a20 4 .00 
S03 0 . 1 2  
K20 l .60 
The m ineralogical configuration of CWP material was examined using X-ray 
d iffract ion (XRD) analysis .  The X RD results shown i n  F igure 3- 1 indicated the 
predominant peaks for qU311z ( Si02) confinning the results of the chemical analysis 
that revealed the s i l icon oxide constituted the greatest percentage i n  the CWP's  
composition. From F igure 3 - 1  a lso. the presence of humps in  the parts between 28 
values o f  20° and 3 0° as wel l  as the unleveled graph trend from 28 values between 0° 
to 40° indicated the occunence of  some 3lnorphous phase in  the C WP material .  
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The morpho log of WP wa ob erved using scanning electron microscope 
( EM)  as hawn in Figure 3-2 .  It can be noted from the figure, that the CWP 
part ic le  exhibited angular hape imi lar to that of cement particles. 
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Figure 3 - 1 :  X RD pattern of ceramic waste powder 
F igure 3 -2 :  SEM of CWP 
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Admixtures are defined in  ASTM C l 2S as "a material other than water, 
aggregates, cementit ious material ,  and fiber reinforcement that is used as an 
i ngredient of a cementit ious mixture to modify its freshly mixed, sett ing. or hardened 
propert ies and that is added to the batch before or during its mixing" . They are used 
to control speci fic characteristics of the SCC mixtures i ntended to be produced. 
S3 
c\ eral type can a l  0 be combined for adj u t ing various properties concurrent ly.  
Admixture can be ei ther mineral or chemical . Chemical admixtures constitute 
e ential ingredients in concrete in addition to the other typical ingredients. there 
exi t a \ ariet)' of commercia l ly avai lable types that can be u ed to produce CC. 
But it should be noted that chemical admixtures sharing similar chemical 
composit ion obtained from different sources cannot be used interchangeably. This i s  
yeri fied from the result of a study conducted by ( Barfield and Ghafoori . 20 1 2 ) .  Two 
1) pes of chemical admixtures were used to produce the studied CC mixtures 
namely : Superplast ic izer and vi scosity mod ifying admixtures (VMA) .  Both types 
\\ ere obtained from the chemical company BASF. It is recommended that admixtures 
are mixed with mixing water. The opt imum dosage of these admixtures for yielding 
the best fresh properties was determined based on trial mixtures. Both types are 
supp l ied i n  the form of a l iquid, water soluble compound. 
3. 2.5. 1 S u perpla t ic izers 
Superplast ic izers are also known as high-range water reducers. This  chemical 
compound enables the production of concrete mixtures with low waterlbinder ratio 
maintain ing the workabi l i ty .  Or i n  other words increases the workabi l i ty without the 
need for addit ional water (ASTM C l 2S ) .  A polycarboxyl ic  ether based 
superplast ic izer (G lenium sky S04) which conforms to Type G in  A TM C494 and 
Type :2 in ASTM C 1 1  07 was used in the study . The amount used aried from l . 28% 
to 1 . 7% by weight of the binder content. I ts  propert ies as provided b the 
manufacturer are provided in Table 3 - S .  
3.2 .5 .2  V isco i ty Mod ify ing Admix tures 
Viscosity modifying admixtures are typical ly i ncorporated in SCC mixtures 
to enhance the v iscosity providing greater stabi l i ty whi le reducing bleeding ( Daczko, 
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20 1 2 ) . One important advantage of the VMA is that they tend to only change the 
vi scosit) and not any other property ( LaZniewska-Piekarczyk, 20 1 3 ) .  They al 0 help 
minimize the effect of variation in moi sture content, amount of fmes and their grain 
i ze di tribution. The best rheological behavior \vas recommended by the suppl ier to 
be combined with superplast ic izers. A high molecular weight synthetic co-polymer 
viscosity mod ify ing admixture ( V MA )  ( RheoMATRlX ® 1 1 0)  was used in the 
preparation of the CC mixtures studied in this thesis .  The dosage varied from 
0.29% to 0 .33% by weight of the binder content . Properties as provided by the 
manufacturer are provided in Table 3 - 5 .  
Table 3 - 5 :  Typical propert ies of chemical admixtures as  obtained from 
suppl ier ( Manufacturer 's  datasheet) 
Superplast ic izer V iscosity modifying admixture 
A p peara n ce 
Whitish to straw colored 
l iquid 
Brownish l iquid 
S pecific gravity l . 1 1 5  at 25°e 1 .0 1 0  g/cmj 
" chloride free" to EN 
<0. 1 %  Chloride content  
934-2 
Alka l i  content  (as  
0 .26% -
NaO equ iv a len t )  
P H-va lue  @ 2 5°C - 6-9 
3.2 .6 Water 
Potable water was used for m ix ing and curing of a l l  produced see mixtures. 
3.3 Concrete M ix Pro portions 
3.3. 1 M i x  design Pr inc ip le  and Approach 
Concrete m ixtures are c lass ified as SCC only when al l three fresh 
requirements are fulfi l led ( flowabil ity, passing abi l i ty ,  and segregation resistance) .  
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fherefore, i n  order to achieve the required combined propert ie , everal guidel ines 
hould be fol lowed during the mix de ign process. 
Pa te adju  tments inc luding the type and proportions of cementitious 
material u ed wi l l  in fluence both the fluidity and viscosity of the produced 
mixture . Reducing the water/powder ratio and compensat ing its effect 
tlu'ough the addition of superplast ic izers and V MA to maintain a cohesive 
mixture. a l l  w i l l  play a great role  towards the production of a successfu l  sec 
mixture. 
For enhancing the fluidity of the ec mixtures. the friction between the 
coarse aggregates should be reduced. This could be done by i ncreasing the 
fine to coarse aggregate ratio so that each individual coarse aggregate is ful ly 
coated with a l ayer of mortar for lubrication. 
Therefore, i f  the previous principles are fol lowed, the produced see \ i l l  
d i ffer from the conventional concrete i n  the fol lowing main facts: 
Increased fine to coarse aggregate ratio  
Increased paste content. 
Low water/ powder rat io. 
I ncreased superplastic izer 
Use of v iscosity modify ing admixtures. 
3.3 .2  Concrete M ix Proport ions 
Producing concrete mixtures with high fluidity can be achieved by using a 
very high water/cement ( w/c ) rat io .  The increase negatively affects the strength in  
addition to potential i nfluence on the durabi l i ty .  To overcome this, a new 
c lassi fication of concrete has been developed in the late 20ih century . This new 
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inno\ ative t) pe of concrete i commonly cal led self-compacting concrete ( CC) .  
Proper mixture proportions and mixing conditions are of utmost importance in the 
production of uccessful CC mixtures. Tlu'ee major characteristics should be 
a\ ai lable in thi type of concrete: flowabi l ity , passing abi l ity. and segregat ion 
re i tance.  The fir t property i s  general ly achieved with the incorporation of 
chemical admixtures such a high range water reducers ( HR WR) instead of 
additional water content. The second property i s  attained by restricting the nominal 
maximum size of coarse aggregates to be used depending on the appl ication the 
de igned concrete wi l l  be uti l i zed. The segregation resistance is enhanced by either 
increasing the fines content or the use of VMA .  Various fines were used by mUltiple 
concrete researchers i nc luding ine11 or reactive ones. VMA enhances the vi scosity of 
the mixtures especial ly when the fines content is low or when the mixture lacks wel l  
graded aggregates. I deal ly .  acceptable fresh propert ies for SCC mixtures are 
achieved with a good combination of \" e l l -graded aggregates, HRWR. VMA or, 
increased po\vder content. Regarding the hardened prope11ies. the mixture 
proport ioning may vary depend ing on the property mostly required ( Bhattacharya. 
2008) .  
Two groups of mixtures were cast to investigate the addition of ceramic 
waste powder ( C WP )  to the mixture and the replacement of cement by C WP .  A total 
of ten m ix'tures were cast with s ix mixtures included in the first group. and the 
remaining four were considered in the second group. In the first group the cement 
content in the control m ixture ( A  -S- 1 00) was 350  kg/m3 based on the pre l iminary 
mix design. which i s  below the value reconU11ended by EF ARC-200S 
specifications ( i .e .  powder content 2: 450 kg/m\ To meet the spec i fications' 
requirements, s lag was added as fi l ler in  the amount of 1 00 kg/m3 to fulfi l  the 
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mIn lmUm powder content and to act a s  a control mlxture. Moreover. the 
incorporation of a commonly u ed fi l ler i .e .  s lag attained another important purpose. 
Thi a l lowed for a compari on in  judging the performance of SCC mixtures 
produced \-\ ith a new material i .e .  CWP ver us slag. In mixtures (A- -200 and A- _ 
3 00)  the amount of  lag was gradual ly increa ed to 200 and 300 kg/m3 respectively 
\\ hile maintai ning the total powder content at 450 kg/m3 . Simi larly ,  CWP was used 
in replacement of the slag ( i . e .  A-C- I OO. A-C-200 and A-C-300) .  For this group. the 
w/cm rat io  u ed was (0 .4 1 ) . 
For the second group of mixtures. the i ni t ia l  cement content in the control 
m ixture ( R-O) was above the recommended value by EF ARC-2005 spec ifications 
without the need of any additional fi l ler, 500 kg/m3. The cement was partia l ly 
replaced by the CWP in  20. 40 and 60% which are equivalent to 1 00, 200 and 300 
kg/m3 respectively (R - I OO. R-200. and R-300) .  For this group, the w/cm ratio used 
was (0 . 35 ) .  The two groups \ ere expected to yie ld compressive strength in the range 
of 60 to 80 M Pa. 
The constituent materials of mixtures were calculated based on trial mlxes 
and conventional concrete mIX design method and adj usting mixture prop0!1ions 
accord ing to the requirements of EF ARC spec ifications of minimum powder 
content. fi ne to coarse aggregate rat io. and inc lusion of chemical admixtures to 
produce SCc. The detai l s  of the final mixture proportions are as given in Table 3-6 
and Table 3 -7 .  
I n  both groups the minimwTI replacement level was 20%, this  was chosen 
based on the recommendations of the study conducted recently by ( Jackiewicz-Reka 
et a l . .  20 1 5 ) .  which assessed the uti l i zation of ceramic waste as a replacement of fine 
aggregate. but the s ize of the waste used was 0.05 mm. and according to EFNARC 
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2005 a materia l  of part ic l  ize smal ler than 0 . 1 25 mm is  considered a po\',;ders or 
fine . tudy concl uded that ceramic \ aste can be u ed as an effective fi l ler in cement 
mortars and eventual l concrete with rates of addition of at l east 20% by mass of 
the cement. 
Table 3 -6 :  Mixture proportions with C WP as cement replacement 
M ixture Designat ion 
M ixtu re I ngred ient 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
Cement ( kg/m3) 500 400 300 200 
S lag ( kg/m3) 0 0 0 0 
C WP ( kg/m
3) 0 1 00 200 300 
Water ( L iters ) 1 75 1 75 1 75 1 75 
Dune Sand ( kg/nyl ) 479 479 479 479 
Crushed Stone (kg/m3) 392 392 392 392 
1 0-nml aglITegates ( kg/1113) 8 7 1  8 7 1  8 7 1  8 7 1  
Super P lastic izer ( kg/1113) 8 . 33  8 . 72 8 . 33  8 . 80  
VMA ( kg/m3) 1 .6 1 .6 1 .6 1 . 6 
w/cm 0 . 35  0 . 35  0 . 35  0 . 35  
Table 3 -7 :  Mixture proportions with s lag and CWP as addition 
M ixture Designat ion 
M ix t u re I n gred ients Slag M ix tures CWP M ix tures 
A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C-lOO A-C-200 A-C-300 
Cement ( kg/mJ ) 350  250 1 50 350  250  1 50 
Slag (kg/m3) 1 00 ?OO 300 0 0 0 
C WP (kg/mJ) 0 0 0 1 00 200 300 
Water (L i ters) 1 84 1 84 1 84 1 84 1 92 1 84 
Dune Sand ( kg/111J) 484 482 480.2 484 482 480.2 
Crushed Stone ( kg/m3) 484 482 480.2 484 482 480.2 
1 O-mm aggregates. 792 77 1 785 . 7  792 77 1 785 . 7  
( kg/m3 ) 
Super P lastic izer 
( kg/m3) 
5 . 75 3 5 . 75 5 .75  4 . 8  1 1 . 1 5 * 
VMA ( kg/m3) 1 .25  l .25  1 .25  l .25 1 .25 1 .25 
w/cm 0.4 1 0 .4 1 0 .4 1 0 .4 1 0 .4 1 0 .4 1 . .  
"' h igh d osage o f  a d m i x t u res was used I n  t h is m i x  d u e  to h i g h  a i r  tem pe ra t u re d U ri n g  m i x in g  ( 40-
.t S°C). 
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3.3.3 P roced u re of  M ix ing  
EF RC recommendation for the order of concrete ingredients to be mixed 
using a forced action mixer were fol lowed. This incl udes the addit ion of aggregates 
and cement to the mixer together. Fol lowed by major portion of mixing water and 
uperpla t ic izers. Final ly .  VM was added 'vvith the remain ing mixing water. Each of  
the mixtures was prepared i n  three batches. A l l  mixing was completed within five 
minutes. based on EF ARC instruction suggest ing a m inimum of four minutes. This  
might be longer than conventional concrete but wi l l  efficient ly help in ful ly  
activat ing the uperplastic izer. The mixing procedure and sequence are summarized 
in F igure 3 - 3 .  and the detai led steps are as fol lows : 
1 - Constituent materials were weighed separately for each mixture based on the 
quantit ies obtained from the mix design. 
2- The v.;eighing process of the ingredients for each mixture took place one day 
before the mixing. except for cement and admixtures that were freshly 
weighed on the mixing day . 
3 - Dry i ngredient inc l uding both types of aggregates and cementitious materials 
were first a l lowed to be mixed for 1 minute . 
4- Then approximately 70% of the water content was added to the previously 
m ixed i ngredients. 
5 - The m ixture was left for one and a half minute to obtain a uniform mixture 
with good consi stency .  
6 - The addition of  the remaining amount of mixing water and admixtures at later 
stages wi l l  increase the consistency to the required level whi le avoiding 
"ba l l i ng"' .  
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7- fter t\\ and a hal f minutes from the start of the lll lxmg, uperplasticier 
mixed in  :wo 0 of the \vater content wa added in the mi 'er. 
8 - One m inute later, VM was dispen ed  with the remain ing amount of mixing 
water. 
9- The procedure of adding VM at a later tage I S  a pre felTed practice 
uggested by EFNARC-�OOS guidel ines. 
1 0- I ngredient were left in the m ixer for an additional one and a hal f minute to 
en ure a l l  components were eftIciently mixed together resulting in a 
homogeneous fresh concrete. 
A ��re1!"[CS 
--C�I 
o 2 
1 0% \\ + " .\L-\ 
3 4 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 3 -3 : Mix ing procedure 
3.3.4 Order of Conduct ing Fresh Tests 
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U pon the completion of mixing. flow property tests of s lump flow, J -Ring, L -
box, V-funnel ,  and segregation column were conducted to  ensure acceptable flow 
abi l ity. passing abi l ity, and segregation resistance were obtained. The order in  which 
the fresh tests was conducted was maintained throughout a l l  the ten mixtures. 
1 .  V-funnel 
2. L-box 
3 .  J -ring 
4. S lump flow 
6 1  
5 .  G T  egregat ion column 
3.3.5 De-mo u ld ing  a n d  Cu r ing 
fter cast ing,  the molded specimens were covered with plastic sheets for 24-
48 hour . 1 i xtures containing cementlCWP were de-molded after 24 hours and then 
moist cured unt i l  the test ing age. Whi le mixtures containing slag were de-molded 
after 48 hours. then moi t cured t i l l  the testing date. 
3.4 Concrete Test M ethod 
Tests \vere performed on a l l  ten mixtures both in the fresh and hardened 
stages. A l l  test were conducted at the concrete technology lab at UAE university . 
3.4. 1 F resh Conc rete P ropertie 
Typical ly .  when deal ing with flowable materials. the term "rheology" and 
" workabi l ity" appears. Rheology is the scientific investigation of the flow and 
deformation of a material ( Koehler and Fowler. 2004) .  It is implemented to describe 
sec flo\v properties and considers freshly-mixed concrete as a fluid ( Fenari s, 1 999 ) .  
Several model s  that explain the rheological concrete characteristics exist. and the two 
most important parameters expressed in these models are : the yield stress; defined as 
the amount of force required to in it iate flow, and the plastic viscosity :  defined as the 
materi al ' s  internal resistance to flow. Workabi l i ty can be defined either qual itati ely 
as the ease of placement or quant i tat ively by rheological parameters ( Felekoglu. 
2007). For measuring these parameters. there exists several commercial rheometers. 
But unfortunately.  concrete reometers are not avai lable for most concrete 
researchers. and that is why the need for other performance evaluation methods had 
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engaged ( Daczko, 20 1 2 ) .  Tbe three common features that characterize CC mixtures 
defined by most standards such as the EF RC specifi cations, ASTM. and ACI 
standards, are : fi l l ing abi l i ty, passing abi l i t  . and segregat ion resistance .  Various 
test have been establ i shed to evaluate these properties in simple ways.  The ones 
conducted during the experimental phase of this thesis are presented in the fol lowing 
sub- ect ions. Table 3 -8  ummarize tl1e sce fresh properties along with the tests 
used and the conesponding parameters measured . The reconunended values were 
obtained from the standards fol lowed in the conductance of the test as described in 
each sub-section. A l l  used apparatuses were first c leaned, and their i nner surfaces 
were dampened before conducting the test. 
Table 3 -8 :  Fresh SCC propert ies, conesponding tests and recommended 
values (EF  ARC. 2005) 
P roperty Test Pa ra m eter Reco m m en ded va l ues 
V - funnel Tv ( second s )  8- 1 2  ( seconds) 
F i l l i ng abi l i ty 
S l um p  flow SFD ( m m )  5 5 0-850 ( m m )  TSO ( second s )  2-5 ( seconds) 
J-ring J R D  ( m m )  -
Pass ing abi l ity 
L-box H 2/H l 0 . 8  - 1 .0 
V iscosity V-funnel Tv ( second s )  8 - 1 2  ( second s )  
Segregation GTM segregation S% < 1 5% 
res i stance column 
3.4. 1 . 1  F il l i ng  Abi l ity 
This propelty was evaluated through the s lump flow test. The value obtained 
provides indications on the flowabi l ity of freshly cast concrete mixtures in 
unconfined conditions. It is highly recommended and typical ly performed for al l  
sec mixtures. EFNARC 2005 ( EN 1 2350-2)  and ASTM C 1 6 1 1 standards were 
fol lowed while conducting the s lump flow test . The main d ifference between this test 
and the conventional test described in ASTM C 1 43 is tbat the flow diameter of 
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concret measured rather than the drop in height. The slump flow is a 
mea urement of  the horizontal flow of CC mixtures. I t  is the average of two spread 
d iameter mea ured perpend icularly to each other. To carry out the test. simple tools 
were required. primari ly  a flat smooth steel quare base plate having a minimum 
diameter of 9 1 5  mm as wel l  as the same truncated SlW11p cone used for determining 
the l ump of conventional vibrated concrete. A meter and a stop watch \ ere also 
needed for flow diameter and Tso measurements. The test i s  shov,rn in  Figure 3-4 .  To 
start the te 1. the p late wa leveled. dampened and the cone was posi t ioned central ly .  
Then the concrete was poured into a dampened cone us ing shovel s  and scoops. 0 
tamping was done. The cone was then l ifted cautiously avoiding any lateral 
movements or i nterference with the flow of concrete. The stop watch was 
immediately started as the cone was raised and stopped when concrete reached the 
500 mm circu lar mark . Time measured was denoted as Tso. The maximum concrete 
c ircu lar spread in two perpendicular directions was measured. The average of these 
hvo values was computed and denoted as the flow diameter. I f  the obtained 
measurement of the two spread perpendicular d iameters d iffers by more than 50 mm. 
the test should be repeated. 
F igure 3-4 :  S lump flow apparatus of test 
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304 . 1 . 2 Pa i n g  ab i l ity 
This  property i e\ aluated through t\"vo te ts namel the J -ring and the L-box 
te t . The test characterize the passing abi l ity of CC through restricted spaces 
reinforcing bar . 
,. J-Ring 
A TM C 1 62 1  tandaJd \" as fol lowed whi le performing the J-ring test. The 
test i very imi lar to the slump flow test but with an additional c ircular steel ring of 
300 mm diameter and 1 00 mm height. The ring resembles the confinement of steel 
re inforci ng bar . During the test. the J-ring flow diameter is measured in a procedure 
imi lar to that fol lowed for determining the slump flow diameter. The freshly mixed 
concrete is poured in the cone oriented centrical ly inside the ring in an upright 
posit ion with the aid of sho e l s  and scoops. The cone is then raised maintaining a 
vert ical movement. whi le the ring is  kept i n  place for the concrete to spread through 
the steel bars. I f  the measurement of two spread perpendicular diameters d iffers by 
more than 50 111111. the test should be repeated .  The J-ring flow diameter was 
subtracted from the correspondi ng s lump flow diameter for the same mixture. The 
d ifference i ndicated the passing abi l ity of the concrete. I f  the difference is less than 
25mm. the passing abi l i ty is considered ·'good'·. Whi le  i f  the d ifference was greater 
than 50 111111. then the mixture exhibited a " poor" passing abi l ity through reinforcing 
bars. Table 3-9 gives the ASTM C6 1 2 1 blocking assessment. The apparatus used and 
test are shown in F igure 3 -5 .  
F igure 3 -5 : J-ring apparatu and test 
Table 3-9 :J -ring test criteria 
Difference Between S l u m p  Flow 
Blocking  A se 
a n d  J-r ing F low Diameters ment  
o to  25  mm No is ib le  blocking 
25 to 50  mm M inimal to noticeable blocking 
> 50 mm Noticeable to extreme blocking 
r L-Box 
The test was conducted to assess the passing abi l ity of the fresh concrete 
v.,'h i le  flowing through congested reinforcements. EFNARC-2005 guidelines were 
fol lowed i n  order to perform this test. The apparatus used is a commercial ly avai lable 
L -box consisting of two d ist inct sections i .e .  vertical and horizontal as shown in 
F igure 3-6. The L-box is  p laced on a l eveled horizontal surface, then approximately 
1 5  L of concrete i s  poured into the veltical section without any tampering or 
v ibrat ion. Concrete is a l lowed to flow to the horizontal sect ion upon the release of a 
trap door. As  the trap door i s  released, concrete wi l l  pass through 2 re-bars 
resembl ing the obstruction of reinforcement in structural members. Concrete i s  
a l lowed to flow t i l l  i t  reaches the end of the L-box and stops flowing. The ratio 
( H2/H J ) is computed by measuring the height of the set concrete at both the 
beginning ( H  1 ) and the end (I-h) of the horizontal ection using a ruler. EF ARC-
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2005 ugge t a mi nimum \alue of 0 .80 for the above mentioned ratio. I f  this ratio 
goes belo\\' 0 .8 .  th re i u ual ly a blocking risk for the te ted C due to the 
increa ed vi 'co it)' (Kou and Poon. 2009) .  
2 01 3  x 1 2 .  smooth bars 
GIlIpS bet� een bars 59 01 4111YT1 
Al l dnnenSlOflS mm 
Figure 3 -6 :  L-box apparahls 
3.4. 1 .3 V i  co ity 
The V-funne l  test provides means of evaluat ing viscosity. and fi l l ing abi l i ty 
of SCC for placement in  high ly congested reinforcement. The test procedure was 
done in accordance to EFNARC Guide l ines. The apparatus is a V-shaped box, the 
assembly of the test setup is shown in Figure 3-7 .  Concrete was first poured into the 
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gradual l}  reducing funnel  sect ion through the wide opening at the top of the funnel 
t i l l  irs complete l)  ful l  and the surface wa leveled with no tamping or rodding. 
container wa placed right b low the fUJUlel opening in  order to col lect the concrete 
that passes through the funnel during the test . The hinged gate shown in Figure 3-7 is  
opened and simultaneou Iy the stop watch \ as stmied . Time is  recorded t i l l  i t  is 
pos ible to see the container through the upper funl1el opening. The recorded time 
was denoted as the V-furulel flow time (T, ) .  I t  should be noted that this test i s  only 
app l icable for CC \ i th aggregate size less than 20 mm. 
5 1 5  
7� __________ �_� 
225 
Figure 3 -7 :  V-funnel apparatus 
3.4. 1 .4 Segregat ion resistance ( G T M  segregat ion co l u m n )  
hinged 
trapdoor 
According to A TM definitions. the stat ic segregation is  " the sett lement of 
coarse aggregates in an undisturbed mass of fresh concrete". Segregation is typical ly 
not preferable as it may lead to various problems both in the fresh ( i .e .  bleeding) and 
hardened ( i . e .  durabi l ity issues)  stages of the concrete. The EFNARC l imits the 
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segregation to a maximum of J 5 %. This test provides information on potential stat ic 
segregation of the studied Cc. To perfoml the test. a portioned plastic column 
mould was u ed. Thi mold is divided into three sections general ly named a : top, 
m iddle, and bottom sections. The test setup is demonstrated in Figure 3-8 .  
Additional ly ,  a 4 .75 nml sieve i s  needed along with buckets and a weighing balance. 
A sample of freshly mixed homogeneous SCC was poured into the mould t i l l  its 
completely fi l led .  The mould was left to stand undi sturbed by any means of vibration 
or rodding for 1 5  minutes. A col lector plate is inserted between the top and the 
middle sections to screed the concrete. The previous step is repeated between the 
m iddle and the bottom sections. Concrete col lected from both the top and the bottom 
sect ions were washed on the 4 .75  mm sieve such that only the coarse aggregate 
remained on the sieve. The concrete from the middle section was discarded. The 
col lected coarse aggregate is weighed and mass is recorded. CAT represented the 
mass of the coarse aggregate retai ned on the sieve from the top section of the 
concrete mould. whi l e  CAB represented the mass of the coarse aggregate retained on 
the sieve from the bottom section of the concrete mould. The percentage of potential 
stat ic segregation (S%) was calculated based on Eq. ( 1 )  
{ [(CAB - CAT)] 
2 ) 
* 1 00, if CAB > CAT 
S = (CAB + CAT 
0, if CAB � CAT 
Eq.  ( 1 )  
l:20 m'T\ (�3/4 I'l )  
��llll��Ull��  1------ ,3OO...,, (.12 'n l---------.11  
Figure 3 -8 :  GTM egregat ion column apparatus 
3.4.2 H a rdened Concrete P roperties 
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I n  addition to the fresh propeIi ies. hardened propert ies as wel l  should be 
studied.  They are considered as important as the fresh characteristics, as they are 
retained for the remainder of the l i fe of the concrete. After concrete is removed from 
the mold and left to cure. it staris to gain i ts designed strength and durabi l ity .  
Hardened concrete i s  expected to be strong enough to carry the structural and ser ice 
loads it i s  designed for as wel l as endure a l l  the envirOlIDlental conditions i t  might get 
exposed to. Hardened properties monitored during this study were mainly 
compreSSIve strength and durabi l ity characteri stics .  Each of the fol lowing 
subsections wi l l  review conducted tests and procedure fol lowed. 
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3.4.2 . 1 C o m p re ive t rength 
The cOl11pre ive trength test measures the abi l i ty of concrete peClmen to 
resist compre s ive stres e . The compre ive trength a lues depend primari ly on the 
\\ /c rat io. aggregate texture and s ize. in addition to the properties of the cementitious 
material used. The t st was performed u ing WYKEHAM F ARRANCE 
compres ive testing machine with a load ing capac ity of 2000 kN shown in  
F igure 3 -9  in  accordance \ i th  BS EN 1 2390 .  Steel moulds were used and the 
interior faces were coated with oi l for easier de-moulding .  A l l  tested pec imens were 
1 00 mm c ubes that were de-moulded after 24-48 hours of mixing and left to moist 
cure unt i l  test dates. The compressive strength test was perfo1111ed for all ten 
mixtures at four d ifferent test ages : 7. 28,  56, and 90 days. Specimen ' s  dimensions 
v;ere checked before conduct ing the test. During the test, the specimens were 
central ly a l igned on the base plat of the machine in such a way that the finished 
surface was not loaded. The loading was continued unti l  fai lure . Three cube 
specImens were tested at each specified test age and the average values were 
reported. 
Figure 3 -9 :  Compressive machine test 
7 1  
3A.2.2 U l t ra on ic  p u t  e velocity ( U PV ) 
U py te t wa fi r t appl ied to concrete by Ober1 in 1 940 ( Ramachandran and 
Beaudoin, 200 1 ) . It is a non-destruct i\  e test u ed to assess the homogeneity and 
integrity of concr te, in addition to judging the microstructural development in 
hardened concrete ( Barl uenga. Puentes, and Palomar. 20 1 5 ) .  I n  this study. UPV test 
\\'a conducted in accordance with the principles d iscussed in ASTM C597 and was 
performed on 1 50 mm cube spec imens. Direct measurements were done on two 
c ubes at each test age. Transit t ime (/1s) of the impulse travel l ing from one side of 
the cube to the other through the tested concrete spec imens was recorded . General ly .  
variat ion of re ults increases significantly with deteriorated concrete and with the 
presence of voids or cracks .  Therefore, apparent velocity wi l l  be high for direct 
traversing or non-flaw concrete. Two transducers ( transmitter and receiver), 
connecting \vi res, cyl indrical cal ibration bar, t ime measurin g  device, and gel are 
required for performing the test. Before conducting the test on the concrete 
specimens. cal ibration was carried out. The transducers were positioned tightly along 
the ends of the cal ibration bar and the time taken for pulse to travel through the bar 
was set to 5 2 /1s, to match the standard bar as shown in  Figure 3 - 1 1 (a ) .  
The transmitter and receiver probes are pressed against the concrete surface, 
and the t ime required for the u ltrasonic  pulse to traverse from transmitter to receiver 
was recorded.  The concrete surface on which the probes was appl ied should be dried. 
and c leaned to remove any grits. A schemat ic diagram of the test i s  presented in 
F igure 3 - 1 0. and the actual test setup is  shown in  Figure 3 - 1 1 (b) .  Two readings for 
each tested cube were measured. The pulse veloc ity was computed knowing the t ime 
and distance. 
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H igher veloc ity indicates better concrete in terms of uni fomLity and packing 
den i t) . The interpretat ion of the results wa based on the general guidel ines for 
concrete qual i ty as a function of the PY commonly used by concrete re earchers 
( Bi lgehan. 20 1 1 ) : ( Beycioglu and Arunta�. 20 1 4) :  ( WlLitehurst, 1 95 1 ) . Table 3 - 1 0  
hows the relation between pulse veloc ity and concrete quality .  
Table  3 - 1 0 : Qual it) o f  concrete as a function o f  the DPY ( I S : 1 33 1 1 part 1 - 1 992 )  
Velocity ( m/s ) Qua l ity 
Below 3000 Doubtful 
3 000-3500 Medium 
3 500 to 4500 Good 
Above 4500 Excel lent 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
I 
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� ____ ---, I 
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Figure 3 - 1 0 :  Schematic d iagram of UPV test (B i lgehan. 20 1 1 )  
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(a)  (b)  
F igure 3 - 1 1 :  (a)  Cal ibration bar (b)  U PV apparatus used 
304.3 D u rab i l ity 
D urabi l i ty as stated i n  EF A RC-200S guidel ines i s  "the capabi l ity of a 
concrete structure to withstand environmental aggressive situation during its design 
working l i fe without impairing the required performance" . Therefore, good qual ity 
CC is antic ipated to resist al l kinds of deteriorat ion resulting from either extemal or 
i nternal causes besides its abi l ity to sustain loads. A l l  durabi l i ty tests were conducted 
at 28 and 90 days of age to assess the development of durabi l i ty with age. The 
durab i l ity characteri stic s  of the produced CC are e al uated using the tests described 
i n  the fol lowing sub-sections. 
3.4.3 . 1 Rapid  ch loride permeabi l ity test 
The durab i l ity of a concrete structure i s  greatly in fluenced by its 
pern1eab i l ity. A highly permeable concrete i s  more prone to the ingress of 
substances: this can l ead to serious deleterious effects such as corrosion and 10  s in  
structure ' s  integrity . Corrosion is  caused by various sub tances, the most common of 
which i s  chloride ions. Corrosion has major negative effects on the serviceabi l ity of 
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structure : and hence needs to be control led. One approach is  to l imi t  the amount of 
o luble chlorides pem1eating through concrete. Rapid chloride pem1eabi l i ty test 
C RCPT) examines the abi l i ty of the concrete to resist chloride ion pelmeation through 
concrete by measuring the total charge passed. The amount of charge passing 
depend on several factor , mainly the porosity of the concrete, and connectivi ty of 
the pore . 
The test was first adopted in  AASHTO T 277 and then was later on adopted 
by the ASTM C 1 202 . It is commonly used as it is practical ly easy and quick. Tested 
speci mens were prepared in accordance with ASTM C 1 202 and at every test age (28  
and 90 days)  for each concrete mixture two spec in1ens were tested and the average 
total charge \ as recorded .  The apparatus used has 4 cel ls, where each cel l  
accommodates one specimen of  dimensions 1 00 mm in diameter and 50 mm 
thickness. Specimens were cut from 1 00 mm diameter cyl inders with height 200 mm. 
The middle discs were selected to maintain homogeneity and avoid the possible 
variat ion in the top and bottom portions of the cyl inders. To prepare the specimens 
for the test. the d i scs were coated along thei r  c ircumference as shown i n  
F igure 3 - 1 2(a) .  left to cure, and then vacuum saturated. The specimens were left 
under vacuum for 4 hours, then covered by de-aired water whi le sti l l  under vacuum. 
The vacuum was maintained for 3 addit ional hours and then released. The specimens 
were l eft w1der water for 1 8  ± 1 as shown in  F igure 3 - 1 2(b) .  Each cell consisted of 
two compartments where one was fi l led with sodium chl oride solution ( 3% by mass) 
and the other was fi l led with sodium hydroxide solution (0 . 3  N molarity ) .  A potential 
d ifference of 60V DC was maintained across the specimen ends and the total charge 
was measured at an interval of 1 5m inutes over a period of 6 hours indicating the 
degree of resistance to chloride ion penetration. The test setup is shown in  
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Figure ' - 1 2( c ) . The te ted concrete mixture \,,'ere judged for the chloride JOn 
penlleabi l i ty ba ed on the charge pa ed according to TM 1 202 a given in  
Table 3 - 1 1 .  
Table 3 - 1 1 :  Chloride ion pem1eabi l ity based on charge passed ( ASTM C 1 202) 
Chuge passed (cou lom b s )  Ch loride ion penetrabi l ity 
> 4 .000 H igh 
2 .000 - 4,000 Moderate 
1 ,000 - 2 ,000 Low 
1 00 - 1 .000 Very low 
< 1 00 Negligible 
( c )  
F igure 3 - 1 2 :  RCPT steps; ( a) coat ing. ( b) vacuum saturation.  ( c )  test setup 
3.4.3 .2  E lec trica l  b u l k  resist iv ity 
Concrete' s  e lectrical resistiv ity i s  mainly affected by several factors such as 
pore size and their connectivity as wel l as the moisture content . Various resist ivity 
tests have been deve loped to assess the concrete protection against steel corrosion. 
D ifferent instruments featured with eas iness and non-destructiveness are being 
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widely u ed, one of which i the Giatec RCO test that ha been adopted in the 
tud) and i demonstrated in Figure 3 - 1 3 .  Thi electri cal resi stivity meter wa u ed to 
measure the e lectrical resistivity of ful ly saturated 1 00 nm1 concrete cubes. 
Concrete pecimen was placed between two conductive plates to which ful ly 
soaked ponges were attached. Then the meter internal ly measured the voltage. and 
when combined \ ith the appl ied cun·ent. resi stance was calculated . Then the 
re i st ivity is determined using in Eq. ( 2 ) .  
Eq. (2) 
Where p [12 .cm] i s  the resistivity, A [em::!] i s  the cross-sectional area of the 
specimen. L [cm] is the length of the specimen, and Z [12]  is the impedance 
( resistance) measured by the device. 
Corrosion protection for steel bars embedded in  concrete can be j udged 
through the e lectrical resisti ity values obtained from Eq. ( 2 ) .  Table 3 - 1 2  presents 
the interpretation of the resistivity values as per ACI 222R-O 1 (2008) .  
Table 3 - 1 2 :  Corrosion protect ion based on concrete resistivity ( AC I  222R-0 1 .  2008) .  
Resist ivity (Kfl. em) Co rros ion protect ion 
<5 Low 
5 - 1 0  Moderate - Low 
1 0  - )0 H igh 
>20 Very H igh 
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F igure 3- 1 3 :  Concrete resist ivity setup 
3 .... . 3.3 I n it ia l  rate of a b  orpt ion 
I t  i s  a usual practice to detennine the water permeabi l ity characteristics when 
examining the durabi l i ty properties of hardened concrete. The basic  principle of rate 
of absorption ( i . e .  sorptivity ) was first introduced by Hal l in 1 977 where he 
explained that the cumulat ive absorbed vol ume per unit area of the inflow surface 
( m3/m\ named i, increases with the square root of the elapsed t ime as in Eq. ( 3 ) :  
i = sc o.s Eq. (3) 
The typical sorptivi ty values for concrete obtained by Hall i s  presented in  
Table  3- 1 3 :  
Table 3 - 1 3 : Typical sorptivi ty values for concrete obtained by Hal l 
( Ramachandran and Beaudoin. 200 1 ) .  
0 .4 0 .5  0 .6 
0 .094 0 . 1 20 0 . 1 70 
The sorptivity test was conducted in  order to obtain the in itial rate of water 
absorption of the concrete through determining the increase in the mass of a 
specimen exposed to water from one side 0 er a certain interval of t ime. The test was 
done in accordance with ASTM C 1 585 .  Used specimens were di cs from cast 
cy l inders of 1 00 mm in diameter and approximately 50 mm in thickness. The pre-
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condit ioning proce s fol lo\\ ed was plac ing the discs  in an oven at 1 1 0 ± 5 DC for 
about 24 hours before canying out the test . Then the discs were removed from the 
0\ en to cool do\',n to room temperature in a desiccator. pecimens' sides were sealed 
\\- ith vin) I electric ian ' s  tape to prevent absorption of water through the sides and to 
prevent evaporation of internal water. Then the spec imens were placed over a metal 
support inside a container which was fi l led with tap water to a level of 3 mm above 
the metal SUpp011 . The i nit ial mass of the specimens after sea l ing was recorded . To 
start the test. the specimen was placed i nside the container 011 the supports in such a 
way their bottom face was not immersed more than 3 nun inside the water as shown 
in F igure 3 - 1 4 . As soon as the spec imens came in contact with water. time was 
recorded us ing d igital stop watch. The water rises through the specimen by capi l lary 
suction. The specimen was taken out of the container, surface dried with a towel .  and 
its mass was recorded at intervals of 1 .  2 ,  4, 9, 1 6 , 25 .  and 30  minutes. Final ly .  the 
rate of ini t ial absorption was determined by first calculating the penetration depth 
from Eq.  (6 ) ,  then plotting the obtained penetration depth against the square root of 
the elapsed time in a graph. The s lope of the graph is  the sorptivity ( i .e .  rate of 
absorption) .  Whi le the intercept of the graph is considered to be affected by the 
surface fini sh that i nfluences the open porosity of the i nflow surface and therefore 
causes these pores to get fi l led with water at the beginn ing of the test ( Ramachandran 
and Beaudoin, 200 1 ) . 
.6W 
i = -­
y x A  
i = B + s.ft 
where; i ( mm )  i s  the penetrat ion depth, 
Eq. (4) 
Eq .  (5) 
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L1 W (gm) i the change in the pecuuen weight y ( gm/mm3) is the ",ater 
den ity. 
A Cmm2) i the cro -sectional area. 
B is the equation posit ive intercept, 
is the rate of ab orption ( i .e .  orptiv i ty ) [mm/min 1 12 ] .  
and t i the e posure t ime (min ) .  
A per TM 1 5 85 ,  the regression coefficient of Eq. ( 5 )  sha l l  not be less 
than 0 .98 ,  or el e the test must be repeated as then the relation i s  not strongly l inear. 
F igme 3 - 1 4 : Sorptivity test 
3A.3.4 Perm eable pore 
Porosity and i n  part icular cOImected pores ( i .e .  permeable pores) i s  a 
sign ificant factor which d irectly affects the durabi l ity of the concrete mixtures 
(Chopra and S iddique, 20 1 5 ) .  The presence of voids is the main cause of concrete 
deterioration, as it al lows the ingress of various aggressive spec ies which adversely 
affect the durabi l i ty of concrete, and hence the ser ice l i fe time of concrete. One way 
to j udge the concrete' s  dmabi l i  ty is through assessing the percentage of the pore 
space, especia l ly the permeable ones. 
According to A TM C 1 25 ,  ab orption is defined as " the process by which a 
l iquid i s  drawn into and tends to fi l l  pem1eable pores in  a porous sol id  body: also, the 
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. . Increa e In  rna of a porou o l id bod) resulting from the penetration of a l iquid into 
it permeable pore " .  The aim of th is test was to measure the percentage of 
connected voids in the hardened concrete. The test was divided into everal parts, 
and \\ as performed on concrete d iscs obtained from cast concrete cy l inders. The 
specimen \\ere 1 00 mm in diameter and approximately 50 nun in thickness. All cast 
concrete mixture were tested for penneable  pores at 28 and 90 days of age. The 
volwne of the specimens had to confirm with the minimum requirements of ASTM 
C642. Then at each test age, specimens were oven dried for 24 hours at a 
temperature of 1 1 0°C after which they were left to cool down in  a desiccator over 
s i l ica gel t i l l  they reach room temperature ( 25°C ). The dry mass of the specimens 
wa recorded and denoted as W dT) ' The spec imens were then immersed in  water for a 
period of 48 hours then their surface-dry mass was determined and denoted as W\\et . 
Then the specimens were boi led under water for 5hours and al lowed to natura l ly cool 
to room temperature. Their  masses were measured and designated as Wbolled . Final ly, 
the specimens' mass under water was detemlined and denoted as Wsubmerged .  The 
percentage of pemleable pore spaces was calculated as per Eq.  ( 6 )  
Wbo i led - Wdry % of permeable  pores = x l OO 
Wboi led - Wsubmerged 
3AA Dry ing  Shr inkage 
Eq. (6) 
During the experimental work of this study, dry ing shrinkage was assessed. I t  
i s  main ly caused by the loss of water from the concrete to  the atmosphere. Drying 
shrinkage is  relatively s low and takes time ( EFNARC, 2005 ) .  Typical! , in  SCC 
mixtures the vo lume of aggregates and maximwn size are reduced, this reduction i s  
counteracted by an increase in  the paste volume leading to  an  increase in  the dly ing 
8 1  
shri nkage ( Bhattacharya ,  2008) .  Therefore, drying shrinkage i s  directly proportional 
to waterlbinder rat io and in er ely proportional to the aggregate/cement ratio .  For 
each tudied mixture, two c ncrete prisms with quare cross-sectional area were cast 
having d imension of ( 80 x 80 x 243 )  mm. Prior to mixing, two steel studs were 
tightened into the end plates of the steel molds. These studs act a the anchorage 
points where the hardened concrete prisms were fixed upon in the measuring device. 
The measmed shrink age was the l inear sln' inkage in  the direction of the longitudinal 
d imension of the prism. After the prisms were removed from the curing tanks at the 
age of 1 4  days, they were left on racks in the laboratory with free c irculation of air 
around the specimens. The l ength change between the two steel studs was measmed 
using a l ength comparator. Dming the measurement, the specimens were placed in  
the length comparator and gently spun unt i l  three reading were taken. The 
measurements were documented ti 11 1 50 days ( almost 22 weeks) at d ifferent t ime 
i ntervals (every two to three days for a week, then the i nterval was increased to a 
week unt i l  four weeks and then once a month ) .  TIn'ee measmements were recorded 
for each specimen within 1 0  m inutes and the average was calculated . 
Ambient conditions i n  the lab during the test period ranged from 40% to 60% 
for the relative humidity and 25-35°C for the temperature. The used mold and test 
setup are shown in F igure 3 - 1 5  and Figure 3- 1 6 respect ively . Once the length change 
was calculated, the shrinkage strain at 1 50 days was calculated using Eq. ( 7 ). 
[Lf - L14 ] Shrin kage Strain = 
L
a Eq .  (7) 
Where; Lo = the init ial length of the prism (243 mm). 
Lr = the length at 1 50 days, 
and L 1 4  = the length of the pri sm at 1 4  days of age (when dry ing started) .  
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Figure 3- 1 5 : Drying shrink age molds 
F igure 3- 1 6 : Drying shrinkage test setup 
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C h a pt e r  4: Re u l t  a n d  Di  cu s ion  
4. 1 I n t roduct ion  
The feasibi l i ty of incorporating e w p  in ce mixtures as fi l ler and a partial 
replacement of  cement wa j udged through study ing the performance of the 
produced ten e l f-compacting concrete mixtures. The perfonnance of concrete 
mixtures evaluated through interpreting the results of both the fresh and the hardened 
te ts. During this tudy . fre h concrete was evaluated by conducting the fol lowing 
test : slump flo\" . l-ring. L-box. V -funneL and segregation resistance. Regarding the 
hardened concrete. the perfom1ance was evaluated through conducting typical 
hardened concrete tests :  compressive strength. ultrasonic pulse velocity .  dry ing 
shrinkage. and durabi l ity tests ( i .e .  RCPT. resist ivity . sorptivity .  and pelmeab1e 
pores) .  The fol lowing sections are organized in a way that for any of the performed 
tests. the results from the addi tion group mixtures are provided fol lowed by the test 
results from the replacement group mixtures. 
4.2 F resh Concrete Tests 
This sect ion i s  dedicated for presenting, interpreting, and discussing the fresh 
concrete test results .  Fresh tests were chosen to ascertain the sce attributes of the 
m ixtures .  The tests used were able  to detemline the fi l l i ng abil ity. passing abi l ity . 
and segregation resi stance of the produced mixtures. 
�.2. 1 Slu m p  flow 
Unconfined flowabi l i ty of the produced sec mixture was assessed by the 
s lump flow test. The results of the two concrete groups ( i .e .  addition group and 
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replacement group) are pre nted in  the coming sub- ections. The EF ARC 2005 
peci fication are sho\\11 in Table 4- 1 for guidance .  
Table 4- 1 :  C las iDeation for slump flo\\, values ( EFNARC. 2005 ) 
4.2 . 1 . 1  Addi t ion group 
C ia  l u m  -flow in  m m  
F l  550  to 650 
F2 660 to 750 
F3 760 to 850 
The results of the s lump flow test for the add ition mixtures are presented in 
Table 4-2 .  As the amount of lag/ CWP increased in the mixture ( 1 00. 200. and 300 
kg/m3 ) the obtained s lump flow diameter decreased with the exception of mixture A-
S-::WO where there was no substantial change. However. the decrease was not 
sign i ficant. as for the s lag mixtures the decrease in slump flow values was 1 0%, 
while the decrea e in  the slump flo\-" values of the CWP mixtures was 5%. 
Table 4-2: S lump flow values of mixtures with slag and C WP as addition 
M ixture S lumj:l flow d iameter Jm ml 
A-S- I OO 785 
A-S-200 795 
A-S-300 7 1 5  
A-C- I 00 735 
A-C-200 7 1 5  
A-C-300 695 
F igure 4- 1 i l lustrates the effect  of incorporat ing slag and CWP on the slump 
flow of the SCC mixtures .  From the figure it can be noticed that as the amount of 
slag or CWP increased in the mixture. the s lump flow diameter decreased. This 
i ndicated a reduction in  the flowabi l i ty yet sti l l  within the range recommended by the 
EF A RC-2005 guide l ines .  A l l  mixtures incorporating CWP were within the second 
c l ass accord ing to the EFNA RC c lassifications (SF2. as per Table 4- 1 )  which is  
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applicable for many n mlal appl ications uch as casting of wal l s  and columns 
maintaining good urface finish characteri stic s  and control led segregation resistance .  
On the other hand. as  the amount of s lag increased, the mi, tures showed tendency to 
move from s lump flow c lass three ( F3.  as per Table 4- 1 )  to s lump flow class two 
( SF2,  as per Table 4- 1 ) . This impl ies that the set of mixtures containing slag would  
i nherit better surface finish characteristics but the segregation resistance would be 
harder to contro l .  
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F igure 4- 1 :  S l ump flow results of mixtures with slag and CWP as addition 
Both the s lag and C WP mixtures exhibited simi lar behavior, as more fi l ler 
was added to the mixtures, lower s lump flow values were obtained. The reduction in 
the slump flow values can be attributed to the higher water demand due to the 
i ncrease of SSA of the part ic les ( from 380 m2lkg for cement to 555  m2/kg for CWP 
and 432 m2fkg for slag) . These results confirm with the results revealed by a study 
conducted to test the se lf-compacting concrete properties using slag as a partial 
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replacement for aggregates and for cement ( heen et aL 20 1 S ) . In the tudy. the 
\\ ater to cementitiou ratio ( v, /cm ) wa kept can tant at 0.40 and i nitial amount of 
cement \\ as 448 kg/m3 . These values are ery c lose to the values used in  producing 
the lag mixture tlu-oughout this study : 4S0 kg/m3 of cement and w/cm = 0 .4 1 .  The 
tud) concluded that a the percentage of lag replac ing cement i ncrea ed ( i .e .  0%. 
I O�o. 200 0. and 3 0%) .  the lump flow values obtained were decreased. Moreover. the 
angular shape of the CWP partic les contributed to the reduction in flowabi l ity as it i s  
bel i eved to  reduce the abi l ity of the mixture to  expand,  leading to  reduced slump 
110\\1 d iameters. 
V i scosity of the concrete mixtures can also be j udged through the slump flow 
test by measuring the t ime in seconds required to achie e SO cm flow diameter (T 50 ) .  
Tso was obtained once the concrete reached the SOO mm circular mark on the steel 
base p late. Table  4-3 shows the Tso values for a l l  the addition group mixtures. A l l  
obtained values i ndicated ati sfactory results based on the 2 to  S seconds range by 
the E FN A RC-200S guidel ines. 
Table 4-3 : Tso results for mixtures with s lag and CWP as addition 
M ixture Tso ( seconds )  
A-S- I OO S . 3  
A-S-200 2 
A-S-300 4 
A-C- I OO S . 3 4  
A-C-200 3 .0 1 
A-C-300 4.96 
4.2 . 1 . 2 Replacement  gro u p  
The slwnp flow test was also conducted for the four mixtures 1 11 the 
replacement group and the measured diameters are shown in Table 4-4. It is c lear 
that as the amount of cement being replaced b CWP increased. the slump flow 
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decrea ed .  The highe t s l ump Dow diameter recorded v,a for the contro l  mixture ( R-
0 )  at 780 mm. 7° 0 dec l ine in the l ump Dow diameter resul ted as the amount of 
WP in  the mi xtme increa ed from 0 to 300 kg/m3 . 
Table 4-4 : l ump flow of mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
M ixture S lump flow d iameter 
R-O 780 
R- I OO 770 
R-200 745 
R-300 725 
Observing the changes in the sl ump flow diameters in  Figure 4-2, i t  can be 
concl uded that as the CWP replacement Ie  el increased. the slump flow values 
decreased. De pite the reduction. none of the CWP mixtures dropped to the s lump 
flow cia s one ( F L as per Table 4- 1 )  which is critical in  the presence of highly 
congested reinforced concrete structures. 
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F igure 4-2 :  l ump flow results  of mixtures with  CWP as cement replacement 
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The trend ho\\ n in  Figure 4-2 is the 10 s in the flowabi l i ty of the studied 
mi .  tures as the le\  el  of C\i P replacement increa es.  Thi los  i s  described through a 
decrea e in  the s lump flow \alues.  imi lar results were obtained b Chopra and 
iddique, ( 20 1 5 ) "" hen u ing rice hu k ash ( RHA ) as cement replacement. The 
in\e t igation has reported that there \yas a decrease in the fl ow \0\ ith the increase in  
RHA content. The relative I higher A val ues of RHA and CWP compared to 
cement would increase the water demand and accordingly resulted in lower l ump 
flow values ( Pande and Makarande , 20 1 3 ) . 
L ikewise. a stud of replacing cement with metakao l in  that is  characterized 
with a h igher speci fic area compared to cement with inegular part ic le  shape was 
conducted by fi kas et a 1 .  ( 20 1 4 ) .  The experimental results showed that as the 
replacement level i ncreased. the slump flow value decreased. 
I n  addit ion to the measurement of the s lump flow diameter. The t ime taken 
for the concrete to completely fi l l  the 500 mm c i rc le  on the steel base plate was 
measured.  This time can give possible j udgment of the vi scosity of the mixture . An 
i ncrease in the t ime taken wi l l  lead to mixtures with higher viscosity val ues. 
Table 4-5 presents the T 50 val ues among the set of the replacement mixtures.  
Table  4-5 : Tso results for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
M ixture Tso (seconds )  
R-O 2.68 
R- I OO 2.47 
R-200 3 .24 
R-300 4 .04 
4.2.2 J -ring 
The test results wi l l  g ive indications on the passing abi l i ty of the produced 
SCC m ixtures.  In other words, how the SCC mixtures would function in a restricted 
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environment re embled by th reinforcing bars of the J-ling. The values in  Table 4-6 
and Table 4-7 are the result of ubtracting the obtained J-ring lateral flow diameter 
from the slump flow diameters obtained previously.  
4.2 .2 . 1 Addit ion gro u p  
According t o  the ASTM standard. the results provide means o f  determining 
the passing abi l i ty of the tested mixtures.  Values in  Table 4-6 show s l ight 
i mprovement in the CWP mixtures. as wel l  as deterioration in the passing abi l ity for 
the group of s lag mixtures with the addition amount being increased. M ixtures 
containing 200 and 300 kg/m3 of slag exhibited extreme blocking, while mixtures 
incorporat ing same amount of C WP experienced no blocking. 
Table 4-6:  Passing abi l i ty for mixtures with slag and CWP as addition 
M ixture Pass ing ab i l ity ( m m) 
A-S- I OO 40 
A-S-200 70 
A-S-300 60 
A-C- I OO 2 5  
A-C-200 20 
A-C-300 20 
B ased on F igure 4-3 al l  mixtures containing CWP inherit good passing abi l i ty 
i ndicating no vis ible b locki ng. This suggests that these mixtures woul d  perf 01111 very 
good i n  h ighly congested reinforced concrete structures or smal l  s ize sections. A 
small degree of blocking was evident in the slag mixtures replacing 200 and 300 
kg/m3 of the cement. TIllS could be improved by adj usting the amount of V MAs. 
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F igure 4-3 : Pa sing abii ity of mixtures with l ag and C WP as addition 
4 . 2 . 2 . 2  Replacement  group  
Values in  Table 4-7 re ealed there was minimal to noticeable  blocking in  a l l  
m ixtures. M ixtures which contained CWP have shown better performance than the 
control m ixture in regards to the passi ng abi l i ty .  
Table 4-7 :  Passing abil i ty of mixtures with C W P  a s  cement replacement 
M ixture Passing ab i l ity ( m m )  
R-O 50 
R- 1 OO 45 
R-200 30 
R-300 25 
An i mprovement i n  the passing abi l i ty was observed as the CWP replacement level 
increased. F igure 4-4 shows that as the CWP content increased, the mixtures 
exhibited a better passing abi l ity and showed a greater capaci ty for flowing tlu·ough 
congested spaces. 
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F igure 4-4: Passing abi l ity of mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
·t2.3 V-fu n nel  
The te t force the fre h concrete to flow through smal l  cross ections and 
bounded spaces, and hence provides indications on the viscosity and fi l l i ng 
characteristics of  the mixture being tested. The output of the test ( i .e .  t ime value ) i s  
not  d i rectly the  v iscosity of  the mixture but rather the  rate of flow. The E FN A RC 
2005 specifications are shown in  Table  4-8 .  V represents the viscosity c lasses 
expressed by the T 50, \vh i le  VF represents the i cosity c lasses expressed by the V-
funnel t ime.  
Table 4-8 :  Vi scosity c l asses ( EF ARC,  200 5 )  
Class Tso ( seconds) V -fu n nel t ime lsecondsl 
V S I NF I  < 2  ::; 8 
V S2NF2 > 2  9 to 25 
-t . 2 .3 . 1 Addit ion group  
From the results in  Table 4-9, i t  can b e  noted that a l l  the recorded V-funnel 
t imes for the six mixtures are within the range recommended b EF ARC 
guide l ines. 
Table 4-9 : -funnel l imes [or mixture \"'ith s lag and WP as addition 
M i.xture V -fu n ne l  t ime  ( seconds)  
A-S- I OO 1 0 .25 
A-S-200 5 .4 
A-S-300 7 .9 
A-C- I OO 1 0 .6  
A-C-200 6.2 
A-C-300 9.69 
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CC mixtur s d isplayed acceptable V - funnel perfonnance ",;hen they 
contained both lag and CWP at d ifferent amounts. The trend is similar with the 
addition of slag and CWP as shovm in Figure 4-5 .  At 200 kg/m3 of ei ther of the 
addition materials ,  the recorded t ime is less than that at 1 00 kg/m3 of addition. While 
at 300 kg/m3 . the recorded t ime increa ed but yet remains less than that recorded at 
1 00 kg/m3 . 
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F igure 4-5 : V-funnel t ime for of mixtures with slag and CWP as addition 
The results of the V -fun el test are further verified by the very good 
corre lation shown with the Tso time measured during performing the slump flow test. 
The re lationship between the two tests is presented in Figure 4-6.  
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F igure �-6 :  Corre lation beh.veen the V -funnel t ime and the Tso in the addition 
group (a) slag mixtmes ( b )  CWP mixtures 
4.2 .3 .2  Replacement gro u p  
The recorded V -funnel times show a n  increasing trend, indicating a higher 
v iscosity in the replacement mixtures . From Table 4- 1 0. all times obta ined 
correspond to the second viscosity c lass according to EF A RC speci fication. this 
indicates an improvement in  the segregation resistance .  
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Table 4- ) 0 :  Recorded V -funnel t ime for mixtures with C WP as cement r placement 
M ix t u re V-fu n nel  t ime ( seconds ) 
R-O l OA 
R- I OO 1 0 .0 1 
R-200 1 1 
R-300 1 2 . 82 
ccording to EF  RC-2005 guide l ines. the viscosity of the mixtures i s  not 
acceptable only i f  V -funnel time exceeds 25 econds. I n  this regard, a l l  concrete 
mixtures were sati sfactory .  The V-funnel t ime shows a distinct tendency to increase 
a C WP <}o i ncreases in the mixtures.  This impl ies that the inc lusion of CWP led to 
more v i scous concrete and is c lear from the results plotted in Figure 4-7 .  
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F igure 4-7 :  V -funne l  t ime for mixtures with CWP as cement rep lacement 
The recorded V -funnel t imes showed an increasing trend with the increase in  
CWP replacement level as shown i n  F igure 4-7 .  This  indicated a higher viscosity of  
the  m ixtures with CWP replacement. Al l  the measured V-funnel t ime conespond to 
the second viscosi ty c lass according to EFNARC specification; this indicated an 
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impro\ ement In the egregation re istance . Hence. the produced replacement 
mixtures \\ ere effecti\'e in obtaining table mixtures v.'ith no egregation . According 
to E F  RC-2005 guide l ines, the v i  c o  ity of th mixtures is not acceptable only if 
V -funnel time exceeds 25 econd . In  this regard. all concrete mixture were 
ati facto!) . s a way of confi rming obtained results, the results of the V -funnel test 
results  and the T50 time mea ured during performing the sl ump flow test are 
con-elated and the result are presented in Figure 4-8 . 
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Figure 4- 8 : Con-elation between V-funnel t ime and T50 in  the replacement group 
4.2.4 L-box 
The test i s  used to evaluate the passing abil ity of SCC whi le  flowing through 
small  openings l ike highly congested reinforcements and other obstructions without 
experiencing blocking or segregation. Despite not being establ ished as a standard ; 
the L -box test is a widely used method for as essing the passing abi l i ty of CC 
mixtures. 
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4 .2 .4 . 1 dd i t ion  gro u p  
Table 4- 1 1  i l l u  trate the blocking rat io of  the addition group. The results 
\ aried from 0 .86 to 0 .97 .  Ba ed on EF RC guidelines. the blocking ratio must be 
between 0.8 and 1 .0 .  and hence a l l  of  the produced CC mixtures remained within 
the recommended range . Therefore. all  addition mixtures satisfy the fre h behavior 
requirement related to passing abi l i ty .  
Table 4- 1 1 :  L -box ratio for mixtures with slag and C WP  as additions 
M ixture L-box ratio 
A-S- I OO 0.978 
A-S-200 0.977 
A-S-300 0.978 
A-C- I OO 0 .88  
A-C-200 0.93 1 
A-C-300 0. 863 
4 .2 .4 .2  Replacement  gro u p  
Table -+- 1 2  demonstrate the blocking assessment o f  the replacement group 
m ixtures. A l l  four m ixtures exhibited very s imi lar blocking ratios with s l ight 
variation less than 1 . 5 %. The four mixtures showed no signs of blocking. General ly .  
the EFNARC suggests blocking r isk i f  the blocking ratio  i s  below 0.8 .  If  the blocking 
ratio i s  less than 0 .8 .  the v iscosity of the mixtu res becomes too high which can cause 
blockage around reinforcement. B ased on the results. a l l  replacement mixtures 
indicated very good passing abi l ity and can be used in appl ications where flow 
through congested reinforcement is needed. 
Table 4- 1 2 : L-box ratio or mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
M ixture L-box rat io  
R-O 0.963 
R- I OO 0 .966 
R-200 0.977 
R-300 0.967 
-'.2 .S egregat ion Re i ta nce 
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egregation resi stance i s  the abi l i ty of concrete to remain homogenous in 
compo i t ion in fre h state. egregation is  evaluated through the GTM segregation 
colwnn test . I t  can be a lso j udged vi ual ly  during the l ump flow test, as when 
gregation occurs. accumulation of coarse aggregate takes place at the center with 
the existence of  a halo of water around the flowing concrete. The EFNARC 2005 
speci fications are sho\\1  in  Table 4 - 1 " with two c lassifications for the segregation 
resistance. 
Table 4 - 1 3 : Segregation res istance c lasses (EFNARC, 2005 ) 
C lass Segregat ion res istance i n  % 
S R I  :s 20 
SR2 :s 1 5  
4.2 .5. 1 Add i t ion  group  
Table 4- 1 4  presents the segregation % for the addit ion mixtures.  I t  was 
obvi ous that as the addit ion amount of s lag/CWP increased in the mixtures, the 
segregation % decreased. I t  should be noted that the set of mixtu res containing C WP 
exhibited very smal l  amounts of segregation even at low addit ion leve ls  when 
compared to the s lag m ixtures. For i nstance. A-C- l OO resulted in 5 . 6 1  % segregation 
which i s  less than the 6% produced b 300 kg/m3 addition of s lag in  the A-S-300 
mixture. 
Table  4- 1 4 : Segregation % or mixtures with s lag and CWP as additions 
M ixture Segregat ion % 
A-S- I OO 1 8 .45 
A-S-200 1 4.63 
A-S-300 6 
A-C- I OO 5 . 6 1  
A-C-200 5 .59  
A-C-300 1 
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Figure 4-9 how that as the addition le\  el  of lag/CWP was increased in  the 
mixture . the egregation re i tance was great ly enhanced. Thi s  phenomenon is  
t )  pical when the  pov\'der content i s  general ly increased, the i scosity is increased and 
accordingly re ult in low r segregation ( L iu .  20 1 1 ) . The VMA is normal ly  used to 
adj ust mixture ' v i  cosity and enhance segregation resi stance. S ince CWP resulted in  
igni ficant enhancement of the mixtures i scosity and segregation resistance. the 
VMA could be e l iminated for the mix or its dosage reduced. Tlus wi l l  result in more 
economic and low cost mixtures.  Regarding the three mixtures with s lag. relatively 
high segregation percentages v.·ere expected from the results of the slump flow test. 
Both A-S- I OO and A- -200 \\'ere assigned SF3 c lass in the slump flow test which 
suggests better surface finish with segregation resistance harder to contro l .  A l l  
mixtmes i ncorporating C WP were assigned segregat ion resistance class 2 ( S R2.  as 
per Table 4- 1 3 ) .  Thi impl ied that C WP mixtures could be of great use in  vertical 
appl ications espec ial ly when the flow distance is greater than 5 m. 
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Figme 4-9 :  Segregation results for mixtmes with slag and CWP as addition 
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- t 2 .5 .2  Replace m e n t  uro u p  
Table 4- 1 5  present the segregation percentages of the replacement mi 'ture . 
The \ a lues indicated an inversely  proportional re lation between the amount of C WP 
replacing cement and the segregat ion percentage. As the CWP level increased in  the 
mixtures. a signi ficant improvement in  the segregation resistance took place. This  
suggested that the  introduction of C WP in  SCC resulted in  mixtu res with better 
cohe iYeness characteri st ics .  
Table 4- 1 5 : Segregat ion % for mixtures with C WP as cement replacement 
M ix t u re Segregation % 
R-O 1 2 .49 
R- I OO 8 . 5 7  
R-200 7 .2 1 
R-300 3 .44 
F igure 4- 1 0  presents the segregation resistance assessment resul ts for the 
SCC m i xt ures as predicted by the GTM segregation column test. The results 
indicated that all of  the segregation was below 1 5% which signified that the SCC 
mixtures were superior in tenns of segregation resistance .  L achemi et al .  ( 2007 ) 
related segregation resistance to v iscosity .  i t  was stated that higher v iscosity can 
result in lower segregation. This trend is confirmed with the V-fun el test results 
shown in  F igure 4-7.  As the amount of CWP increased in the mixtures ( from 0 to 
300 kg/m3), the segregation resistance was enhanced by 72 .5%. The substantial 
enhancement in the segregation resistance can be explained by the fact that the water 
adsorption of the CWP part ic les may i nduce suction forces possibly leading to 
c luster formation.  This wi l l  lead to an increase in the i nter-part ic le bonds as in the 
c lustering theory enhanci ng the segregation resi stance as in RHA mixtures studied 
by Le and L udwig ( 20 1 6) .  
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F igure 4- 1 0 : egregat ion results for the replacement group 
�.2 .6 Conc lud ing Rema rks 
1 00 
everal conc1u ions were drawn out on the performance of sec uti l izing 
ewp at the fresh stage. The main fi nd ings are summarized below based on the test 
results d i scussed ear l ier:  
• The relat ion between the amount of slag and ewp was in  ersely proportional to 
the flowabi l ity of the studied sec mixtures in both the addition and the 
replacement groups. Both materia ls  reduced the unconfined flow of the ee 
mixtures. Despite this adverse effect, all mixtures showed good deformabil i ty 
under their own weight.  
• The decrease in  flowabi l ity was not s ignificant, as the slump flow values 
decreased only by 1 0% and 5% in the mixtures with s lag and CWP as addition 
respectivel . 
• 0 segregat ion or bleeding was observed at the periphery of the slump flow. 
• Each ce mixture investigated in this present study exhibited adequate fi l l i ng 
abi l ity , as a l l  measured sl ump flow values ranged from 695 mm to 795 mm. 
• 
1 0 1  
J -ring test re ults  indicated that the mixtures prepared in this study achieved 
adequate pa ing abi l i ty . As the amount of C\VP increased in the mixtures. the 
passing abi l ity was improved ( i .e .  no visible b locking in A-C- l OO.  A-C-200. A­
C300.  and R-300 mixtures) .  Therefore. CWP mixtures are expected to maintain 
suffic ient re i tance to segregation around congested reinforcement areas. 
• Values greater than 0 .96 were achieved by a l l  the replacement mixtures in  the L­
box test. i nd icating very good passing abi l i ty suggest ing that these mixtures were 
suitable for appl ications where flow through congested reinforcement is needed. 
• Results of V - funnel test were further verified by the very good re lation with Tso 
t ime measured during the slump flovv test. 
• Column segregation test values varied from 1 % to 1 8 .45%. with the lowest being 
achieved by the h ighest C\VP replacement levels ( i .e .  A-C-300 = 1 %. and R-300 
= 3 .440'0) . implying a significant enhancement in  the segregat ion resi stance . 
• Similar rheological behavior. i n  tem1S of viscosity/segregation resistance. was 
obtained; as amount of CWP i ncreased in the mixtures. the v iscosity was 
increased. and the segregation resi stance was great ly enhanced. 
• D ue to the low spec ific gravi ty of CWP compared to cement, mixtures with CWP 
woul d  contain higher paste volume causing a reduction i n  the friction between 
the aggregates and the paste interface. and thus improving the cohesiveness and 
p last ic ity,. leading to improved SCC flowabi l i ty characteristics. 
• The V M A  is  normally used to adjust mixtures' v iscosity and enhance segregation 
resistance .  ince C WP resul ted in  significant enhancement of the mixtures 
\ i scos i ty and segregation resistance. the VMA could be e l iminated for the mix or 
its dosage reduced. This wi l l  result in more economic and low cost mixtures. 
• 
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C WP ha potential for produc ing high-performance self-compacting concrete 
\\ i th sati factor) fresh tate propertie accord ing to the cri teria establ ished by 
EF AR -2005 speci fications and A TM standard . 
4.3 H a rdened Concrete P ropert ies 
Mechan ical propert ies such as compressive strength, dry ing shrink age. 
ul trasonic  pul se veloci ty in addit ion to durabi l i ty characterist ics ( sorptivity .  RCPT. 
absorption) .  and e lectrical resist ivity were evaluated. A l l  findings are presented in 
the coming sub ections. 
·t3. 1 Com p ressive Strength 
Strength is considered the property most valued by designers and engineers. 
The compressive strength of concrete is mainly affected by the cement hydration 
process. Strength i s  measured at four d ifferent test ages ( 7 , 28,  56, and 90 days)  in 
order to account for the changes in  the concrete structure . These changes happen due 
to \'ariat ions in  the hydrated cement paste and the transit ion zone that are prone to 
a l terations with t ime and d ifferent ambient condit ions ( Mehta, 1 986) .  
The strength values presented in Table  4- 1 6  and Table 4- 1 8  were obtained by 
taking the average of  three spec imens for each concrete mixture at the test age . The 
variat ion in the obtained values in the three repl icates can be associated to the qual i ty 
control fol lowed duri ng the cast ing and testing of the mixtures. According to 
" Spec ifications for structural concrete-AC I  30 1 -05" . the coeffic ient of variation 
( CO Y )  within the test results for batches cast in the laboratory with a "good" c lass of 
operation should not exceed 4%. The COY is s imply the standard deviation d i  ided 
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b) the mean, and i t  i a measure of the relative variabi l ity for a given data set. I t  
he lp  t o  j udge the reproducibi l i ty o f  mea urements o n  replicates in  any test results. 
The re ults are presented and d isc ussed as fol lows: 
4.3. J . l  Addit ion gro u p  
Table 4- 1 6  shows the compressive strength alues obtained for the addit ion 
mixture . The calculated coefficient of variance of the three strength values the 
average is presented in Table 4- 1 7 . It should be noted that tbe COY values for a l l  
te  t ranged from 0 .55% to 2 .84% which ind icated good control . 
At 7 days of  age, both A- - 1 00 and A-C - 1 00 achieved the higbest measured 
compressive strength value among the s ix  addit ion mixtures at 50 M Pa. On the other 
hand, the lowest early age strength was attained by the A-C-300 m ixture at 23 . 1  
M Pa. As the m ixtures undergone prolonged moist curing t i l l  the spec i fied test age, 
the microstructure of concrete started developing and influenc ing the strength 
deve lopment . This effect was not iced at later ages. The highest 90 days'  strength was 
achieved by the A-S- I OO and A-C- l OO mixtures at 73 M Pa and 73 .8  M Pa 
respect ive ly .  Compressive strength test was also conducted at 28 and 56 days .  The 
28 days '  strength values are considered as a datum, from which percentage gain  in  
strength a t  the  two later ages ( 56 and 90  days)  was calculated . At  56 days of  age. 
m ixtures A-S- I OO and A-C- l OO cont inued to achieve s imi l ar strength values of 7 l . 9 
and 7 ]  MPa respectively . From Table 4- 1 6  and Figure 4- 1 1 ,  the h ighest percentage 
gain at 56 days was found to be in mixture A-C-300 ( 3 2 .6%). imi larly. the same 
mixture revealed the highest percentage gain at 90 days (47 .96%) .  It is w011h 
mentioning that the percentage gain in the set of CWP mixtures at both 56 and 90 
days exceeded that of the mixtures containing slag. The percentage gain at 90 days of 
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age for the slag mixtures and CWP mixtures were ( 8 .9%. 22.0%. 1 7 .6%) and ( 1 5 . 3%, 
23 .0%. 47 .9%) respectiYel . This could be attributed to the fact that any pozzolanic 
material are s lower in  deve loping stTength ( Mehta. 1 986) .  and therefore. at l ater ages. 
the percentage gain in strength for s lag and CWP mixtures considerably higher than 
tho e at 28 days  of age. 
Table  4- 1 6 : Average compressive strength for mixtures with slag and CWP as 
addit ion 
M i x t u res 
� Test Age 
A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- I OO A-C-200 A-C-300 
7 Days 5 0  3 3 . 2 3 2 . 4 5 0  3 6 . 6  2 3 . 1 
% change 
at 7 0  - - 3 3 . 6  - 3 5 .2 0 -26.8 - 5 3 . 8  
from 
" 
2 8  Days 67 50.8 50.3  64 52 3 9 . 2  
% c hange 
at 2 8 0  
- 24 . 1 8  -24.93 -4 ,48 -22 . 3 9  -4 1 .49 -
from 
control 
-. 
� 56 Days 7 1 . 9 5 8  5 6 . 1 7 1  6 1 . 5  5 2  Q., 
� '-' % change .= .... at 5 6 0  ell 
- 1 9. 3 3  - 2 1 .97 - 1 . 2 5  - 1 4 . 46 -27.68 c -QJ from 1.0 -'" control c:J 
;> .;;; '" % change c:J 1.0 
1 0 .94 1 8 .27 3 2 .6 5  0.. at 5 6 0  7 . 3 1 1 4 . 1 7  1 1 . 5 3  ... 
c 
0 from 2 8 0  U 
90 Days 7 3  6 2  5 9 . 2  7 3 . 8  64 58 
% change 
at 90D - 1 5 .07  - 1 8 .90 1 . 1 0  - 1 2 . 3 3  -20 . 5 5  -
from 
control 
% c hange 
at 90D 8 . 96 22.05 1 7 .69 1 5 . 3 1 2 3 .08 4 7 . 96 
from 2 8 0  
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Table 4 - 1 7 : '  oe rfi c i ent o f  vari ance of compress i v e  strength val ues for mixture with lag 
and C\ P as addition 
M ix t u re 
A-S- I OO 
A-S-200 
A-S-300 
A-C- lOO 
A-C-200 
A-C-300 
.c: 60 
.... b.I) 
� 50 
:: 
rn 
� 
.::; 40 � 
� 
a 3 0  8 o 
U 20 
Cl .-
= .; 1 0  
� 
7 Davs 
0.90 
2 .30  
2 .84 
2 .65 
0 . 55  
') . 39  
Coeffic ient  of yariance ( % )  
2 8  Days 56 Days 
2 .59  
l . 83 
1 . 52  
') .07  
l .67 
1 .47  
5 6  Days - 90 Days 
1 .4 1  
2 .59 
l .08 
0 . 70 
2 .44 
0.96 
90 Days 
l . 3 7  
2 .50 
') .05 
2 . 74 
2 .07 
7 .59 
0 ...1....--
A-S- I 00 A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C-I 00 A-C-200 A-C-300 
Concrete Mixt ures 
F igure 4- 1 1 :  Percentage gain in  compressive strength 
F igure 4- 1 2  i l lustrates the compressive strength results for the CWP and slag 
i n  the addit ion group. I f  s obvious that as the addit ion level increased, the strength 
values decreased for both materials .  This can be attributed to the fact that the cement 
i s  being replaced, which is the cement ing component responsible for strength 
deve lopment. The h igh strength obtained at 90 days for C WP can be explained by its 
physical properties, where i ts  SSA ( 5 5 5  m2/kg-using Blaine method) i s  1 . 5 t imes that 
of cement al lowing it to act as a micro-fi l ler. I n  addi tion to this, i ts chemical 
composit ion and in part icular its h igh content of i02 and Ah03 contributed in th
e 
1 06 
acti \ i ty not nly as a fi l ler but part ia l ly a a binder due to potential pozzolanic 
characteri t ic . pozzolan i defined a " a  s i l iceous and aluminous material \-"hich 
in  i t  e l f  po e es l i ttle or no cement itious value but which wi l l  in  finely divided 
fom1 and in the pre ence of moi ture chemicall  react with calcium hydroxide ( C H )  
t o  form compound p o  e ing cementit ious propelt ies".  Con equently. o n  the 
contrar) of pozzo]ans, slag is self-cementing, and hence the formation of C-S-H 
doesn ' t  require CH. evelihele s. i f  s lag i s  to be used by itsel f. the amount and rate 
of the production of hydrated cementit ious products might not be sufficient ( Mehta. 
1 986) .  This could e plain tbe reduction in compressive strength as the amount of 
lag h igh ly  inc rea ed in  the mixture 
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F igure 4- 1 2 : Compressive strength for mixtures with slag and CWP as addit ion 
4.3. 1 . 2 Replacem ent  gro u p  
Table 4- 1 8  shows the compressIVe strength values for the rep lacement 
m ixtures. The calculated coeffic ient of variance of the tlu'ee strength values i s  
presented in Table 4- 1 9. The COY values indicated good control .  At 7 days of age. 
the control m ixture ( R-O)  acquired the highest strength, whi le  the remaining three 
1 07 
mixture ho\\ed a decrea ing trend. fter 28 day of age. mixture R- l 00 achieved 
the highest strength at 84.3 f Pa \ hich i 7% higher than that of the control mixture 
at the same age . I Iowever, the mixture with the least developed strength at 28 days 
\'v U R-300 .  the mixture with the highest replacement level . When the mixtures were 
tested at 5 6  day . the gain in strength compared to that at 28 days was calculated. 
Regarding the control mixture, the gain in strength was marginal ( 3%) compared to 
the other replacement mixtures ( 7%. 1 0%, 9%) respectively .  At later ages. the 
replacement mixtures started to achie  e strength values h igher than that of the 
control m ixture. For instance, at 90 days. the highest compressive strength measured 
from this  group of mixtures was 94.2 M Pa for R- I OO .  The second highest was 
mixture R-200 with a compressive strength of 90 M Pa. This impl ies that the 
opt imum replacement amow1t for obtaining the h ighest compressive strength was 
1 00 kg/m3 ( 20%).  although the 200 kg/m3 ( 40%) can also be used and sti l l  achieved a 
strength h igher than that of the control ( 7% higher). The percentage change in  
strength a t  both 56  and 90 days re lative to  that a t  28  days was calculated . At  56 days 
of  age. C WP mixtures demonstrated s imi lar strength gains of average 9%. L ikewise. 
i ncreasing compressive strength was evident between 28- and 90-days of age, 
however in a h igher extent. with an average strength gain of 1 4%. The h igh strength 
gain from 28 to 90 days as opposed to 28 to 56-days curing signifies the CWP was 
mainly reactive at later ages. It can be concl uded that mixtures encompassing CWP 
experienced relativel h igh strength gain percentages compared to the control 
m ixture .  Thi s  suggests that the reactivity of the CWP started at later ages indicating 
possible pozzolanic c haracteristics. 
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Table 4- 1 8 : Average compressi e trength for mixtures with C WP as cement 
replacement 
Te t Age M ix t u res 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
7 Days 66 6 1  50 .3  4 1 . 8 
% change at 7D from control - -7 .58  -23 . 79 -36.67 
28 Days 78 .3  84 .3  77 .5  68 .7  
% change at  28D from control - 7 .66 - l .02 - 1 2 .26 
56 Days 8 1  9 1  86 75 
% change at  56D from control - 1 2 . 35  6 . 1 7  -7 .4 1 
% change at 56D from 28D 3 .45 7 .95 1 0 .97 9. 1 7  
90 Days 84 94.2 90 79 
% change at 90D from control - 1 2 . l 4  7. 1 4  -5 .95 
% change at  90D from 28D 7 .28 1 1 . 74 1 6 . 1 3  1 4 .99 
Table 4- 1 9 : Coefficient of variance of compressive strength values for 
mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
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Figure 4- 1 3 :  Percentage gain in  compressive strength 
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suffic iently reduced "v aterlcementit ious rat io ( 0 . 3 5 )  compensated by the 
use of admixtures produced concrete that can have an ult imate compressive strength 
in excess of 70 M Pa, Figure 4- 1 4  shows the strength development among the four 
replacement mixture . At 7 days of concrete age. the highest compressive strength 
\ alue achieved was for mixture R-O ( 66 MPa) .  This strength val ue is due to the high 
amount of  hydration products produced due to the presence of high cement content . 
As thi s amount of cement decreased gradual ly .  the early age strength decreased. 
A fter 90 days of  age. the mixtures incorporat ing C WP acquired higher strength 
values compared to the control mixture ( R-O) .  This trend was maintained up to the 
replacement level of 200 kg/m3, after which any additional replacement resulted in 
strength values lower than that of the control mixture. Here the role of CWP might 
be better understood not j ust as fi l ler but a lso as a binding material enhanc ing 
concrete strength. The best performance OCCUlTed at the 1 00 kg/m] replacement due 
to CWP physical nature contributing through a dense packing effect improving the 
microstructure . Voids are detrimental to strength and hence refinement in the pore 
system would posit ively i nfluence the strength. The increase in the strength might be 
also explained through the nucleation sites ( nuc leation of CH around the CWP 
part ic les)  and d i l ution effect result ing from the inc lusion of CWP ,  The powder 
resulted in a more homogeneous densely packed concrete mixture due to its 
pozzolanic reaction and the cement hydrat ion acceleration similar to the effect of 
RHA observed in  another investigation (Le and Ludwig, 20 1 6) .  Moreover, the high 
fi neness of C WP i s  bel ieved to al low its partic les to increase the reaction with 
calc ium hydroxide ( C H )  to give more calcium si l icate hydrate ( C-S- H )  result ing i n  
higher compressive strength. O n  the other hand, the decrease in compressive strength 
in R-300 might be due to the fact  that the amount of si l ica ( from CWP) was too high 
1 1 0 
and the am unt of the produced C H  as a cement hydration product \\'a mo t l ikely 
in uffic i ent to react with al l  the avai lable i l ica and as a result ome amount of s i l ica 
\\ a l e ft \\  ithout chemical react ion. Thi  trend \ as simi lar to the results obtained 
u ing RHA a a cement replacement ( Chopra and iddique. 20 1 5 ) . ,  the measured 
trength value deer a ed at 20% replacement . The j ustification for strength 
reduction was simi lar to that explained for the reduction in CWP mixture as the 
replacement percentage increa ed (Chopra and iddique, 20 1 5 ) .  
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Figure 4- 1 4 : Compressive strength for mixtmes with CWP as cement replacement 
4.3.2 U l t ra on ic  P u lse Veloc ity 
The U PV test objective was to measure the velocity at which a wave 
propagates through the hardened cement paste and aggregates providing indications 
on the tested concrete ' s  homogeneity and integrity . Generally,  there had been 
attempts to assoc iate the pul se velocity data with SCC trength, but unfortunately.  
1 1 1  
ha\e not been ucce sfu! ( Bzeni and I hsan, 20 1 3 ) ( amarin and Dhir, 1 984) .  I t  was, 
therefore, recommended that thi method was only used for the purpose of qual i ty 
contro l .  Table  4-20 hovvs the concrete qual ity associated with different UPY values. 
Tabl e  4-20:  Concrete qual ity as a function of the UPY ( I S :  1 33 1 1  part 1 - 1 992 ) 
Velocity C Olis ) Qua l ity 
Below 3000 Doubtful 
3000-3500 Medium 
3 5 00 to 4500 Good 
Above 4500 Exce l lent 
4.3.2 . 1 Addi t ion  gro u p  
Table 4-2 1 shows the UPY values at 28  days  and 9 0  days of age for mixtures 
with s lag and CWP.  A l l  measured U PY val ues were greater than 4500 rn/s and thus. 
all produced concrete mixtures can be c lassified as excellent.  This implies that both 
C\\'P and s lag mixtures were perfectly homogenous and self- compacted . 
otev, orthy, when the 90 days' results of  the addit ion group are compared. it shows 
that as the addit ion amount of slag/CWP increased, the UPY results sl ightly 
decrease . 
Table 4 -2 1 :  UPY results for mixtures with slag and CWP as addi t ion 
M i x t u res 
A-S- I OO A-S-200 A -S-300 A-C- I OO A-C-200 A-C-300 
Age ( Days) 2 8  9 0  2 8  9 0  2 8  9 0  2 8  90 2 8  90 2 8  90 
U PV ( m/s) 4 9 1 0  4 9 3 0  4770 4 760 4760 4 5 3 0  4930 4780 4550 4670 4600 4680 
C o n c rete 
Excel lent 
Q u a l i ty 
4 .3.2 . 2  Rep lacem e n t  gro u p  
U PY is  affected by the changes in the hardened cement paste such a s  change 
111 the wlcrn ratio .  This is better understood by comparing the results of the 
1 1 2 
replacement group to those of  the addition group. Th U PV value 1 11 the 
replacement group are relativel; higher which could be explained by the lower ",/cm 
rat io ( 0 . 3 5 )  and higher pov" der content ( 500 kg/m\ U PY is re lated to the den itl' of 
the con tituent materials. and since the density of the mixtures dec rea ed as the CWP 
percentage increase ( spec ific  gravity of CWP is less than that of cement) .  the UPY 
"alues were expected to be lower. Thi agrees with the results of Uysal and umer 
(20 1 1 ) . where fly ash ( F A )  was used as a cement replacement ( 1 5%. 25%. and 3 5%).  
As  the amount of  F increased in the mixtures. the measured density was decreased 
leading to reduced UPY val ues. Results showed that a l l  sec produced with ewp 
had excel lent quality according to  the c lassifications. Table  4-22 and Figure 4- 1 5  
i l l ustrate the UPY values for the mixtures with ewp as cement replacement at both 
tested ages ( i .e .  28 and 90 days) .  It could be noted that at 28 days of age, the UPY 
fol l owed a decreasing trend as the C WP amount increased. On the other hand. at  90 
days of  age, the reduction was very minimaL as there was not much d ifference 
between the mixtures except for mixture R-300 that resulted in a s l ight decrease in  
the U PY value. This could be  attributed to  the fact  that with age the microstructure 
had developed result ing in more compact structure wh ich could be the result of 
fonnation of C-S-H due to the late pozzolanic reaction of CWP .  
Table  4-2 2 :  U PY results for mixtures with C WP as cement rep lacement 
M ix t u res 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
Age ( Days) 28 90 28 90 28  90 28  90 
U PV ( m/s) 5020 5090 4930 4990 4750 5020 4780 4900 
Concrete 
Excel l ent 
Q u a l i ty 
5200 
5 1 00 
-;;;- 5000 
8 
'; 4900 '" '" 
� 4800 
> a.. 4700 
4600 ....... 28 days -'-90 days 
4500 -'--------------__ _ 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
1 1 3 
Figure 4- 1 5 : PV results for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
-'-3.3 E lectr ica l  B u l k  Resist iv ity 
Bulk  electrical re istiv ity of the concrete mixtures at each age were calculated 
as the average resist ivi ty of three tested cubes. Several factors such as porosi ty .  pore 
s ize d istribution. connectiv i ty .  concrete' s  moisture content. and ionic mobi l i ty in  
pore solution affect the res ist iv i ty of  concrete ( ShaJu·oodi .  20 1 0) .  The resistivity test 
was conducted to assess the possibi l i ty of steel corrosion in concrete. It is a non-
destructive test conducted by plac ing e lectrodes on the specimen surface. This 
i nvolved at least two electrodes. where one of them could be the re inforcing bar in 
case of i n-situ measurements ( Polder, 200 1 ) . According to ACI 222R-O l ( 2008 ) ,  the 
con'osion protection level is d ivided into four categories based on the resist ivi ty 
value and are presented in  Table  4-23 .  
Table 4-23 : Corrosion protection c lassification based on concrete resist ivity 
( AC I  222R-0 1 .  2008) 
Resist iv ity (Kfl. em) Cor rosion protect ion 
<5 Low 
5 - 1 0 Moderate - Low 
1 0  - 20 High 
>20 Very H igh 
1 1 4 
4 .3.3. J Addi t ion  gro u p  
The electrical resi t i ,  i t) of the add ition group mixtures I S  hO\\1  i n  
Figure 4- 1 6  and Table 4-24.  A the addition amount o f  either slag o r  C W P  increased. 
the re i st ivity i great ly  enhanced . All mixtures achieved very high percentage 
i ncrea e at 28 days  from the control mixture ( A- - 1 00 )  vary ing from 60% for A-S-
200 al l the way up to 882% for A-C-300. Even at the early curing age of 28  days. a l l  
mixtures vvere c lassi fied as  "very high" in  their cOlTosion protection. '�' ith the 
exception of A- - 1 00 with no much d ifference as it  fal l s  in the "high" cOlTosion 
protection category .  Mixtures incorporating CWP resulted in  very high resist ivity 
values compared to mixtures containing slag. For instance. at 28  days of age. 
mixtures A-C- I OO and A-C-200 resulted in a resistivity value almost double that 
achieved by mixtures A-S- I OO and A-S-200. Whereas mixtme A-C-300 resulted i n  
even greater enhancement. a s  its resist ivity was about five times h igher than that o f  
mixture A-S-300.  This trend was also observed at 9 0  days of age. 
Based on the results demonstrated in Figure 4- 1 6  and Table 4-24 and 
accord ing to ACI  222R-0 1 ( 2008) ,  a l l  mixtures at 90 days were c lassi fied as "very 
high" cOlTosion protection. This could be attributed to the fact that the CWP worked 
on densify ing the microstructure of the concrete and hence reducing the connectiv ity 
of  pores.  TIllS i n  turn would reduce the possible cOITosion rate as the migration of 
ions decrease with less connected pores. When studyi ng each individual mixture 
separately. a l l  mixtures exhibited significant increase in its resist ivity values with 
( 1 2 8%. 1 3 5%. 8 1  %) in A-S- 1 00, A-S-200. and A- -300 respecti ely and. ( 1 44%. 
1 1 1 %. 1 36%) for A-C - I 00. A-C-200. and A-C-300 respectively. 
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Table 4-24 : Re i t i ,  i t)' re u l ts for mi  'ture v\'ith slag and CWP as addition 
Te t Age 
A-S- I OO 
M i x t u res 
A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- I OO A-C-200 
28 Days 
1 6 .68 26 .75 3 7 .97 3 1 .94 64.99 
( 1 2 .03 ) ( 1 9 . 5 8 )  ( 1 3 . 82 )  ( 1 9.03 ) ( 1 6 . 1 1 )  
0/0 
---
8 mcrea e 
� 
c! at 28D - 60. 3 7  1 27 .64 9 1 .49 289.63 
� from --
.0 cont rol . -
� 
''':: 3 8 . 1 8  49 .52 68 .74 78 .06 1 37 . 50  . �  90 Days <n 
( 1 7 . 84 )  � (1 5 .86)  ( 2 .94)  ( 5 . 54 ) ( 1 3 . 1 1 )  c:::: 
� e.t °'0 � l.. � mcrease � � at 90D 29 .70 80.04 1 04.45 260. 1 4  -
from 
control 
% 
merease 
1 28 .90 1 3 5 .94 
at 90D 
8 1 .04 1 44 .40 1 1 l . 57  
from 28D 
* V a l ues i n  p a renthe  es re p re e n t  t h e  COV % a m ona t h e  t h ree tested c u bes ( ) 
450 
400 
350 
'8 300 
u � 250 
.€ 200 
> 
� .� 1 50 
rIO u 
� 1 00 
50 
28 days - 90 days 
o L-�� __ �� __ ��--�L-----L-----�-
A--C- l OO A-C-200 A-C-300 A-S- 1 00 A-S-200 A-S-300 
A-C-300 
1 63 .80 
(9 . 1 1 ) 
882 .0 
3 87 .80 
(9 '-+ 5 )  
9 1 5 . 72 
1 36 .75 
F igure 4- 1 6 : Bulk  e lectrical res ist ivi ty for mixtures with slag and C WP as addit ion 
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4.3 .3 . 2  Replacement  gro u p  
Figure 4- 1 7  and Table 4-25 represent the total bulk re i st ivity of the 
replacement mixtures .  Ob er ing the results. the inc l usion of CWP signi ficantly 
i ncrea ed the resist ivity of the mixtures . When the concrete was 28  days old the . . 
incorporation of 1 00,  200. and 300 kg/mJ of CWP resulted in an increase in  
resi t ivity of  255%. 523%, and 1 1 3 8% respective ly .  This  enormous lI1crease 
sugge ted that CWP had tendency to reduce the interconnected pore network 
contributing to the reduction of the concrete' s  conductivity. As time progressed and 
concrete reached 90 da s of age, the resi stiv i ty values continued to increase 
enormously .  Therefore. thi fi l ler contributed to the refinement of concrete pores and 
microstructure, thus substantia l ly reduced the permeabil ity. and accordingly 
resist iv i ty increased . The replacement of 1 00 kg/mJ of cement resulted in  resistivity 
values almost three t in1es h igher than that of the control mixture. Whi l e  the inclusion 
of 200 and 3 00 kg/m) of C WP resulted in  resistivity values s ix and twe lve t imes 
h igher than that of the control mixture respectively . imi larly.  this trend \\'as 
observed at 90 days .  The three mixtures containing C WP are c lassified as " very 
h igh" con-osion protection at both ages ( i .e .  28 and 90 days) .  On the other band . the 
control m ixture at 28 days of age belonged to the " high" corrosion protection 
category. whereas at 90 days of age it  became on the borders of "very high" 
corrosion protection. This was j usti fied through the relat ively h igh amount of cement 
used in the mixture ( 500 kg/m\ Moreover, the results suggest that the CWP tended 
to consume calc i um hydroxide over time, producing more CSH gel in the concrete 
due to possible pozzolanic reactions; this decreased the amount of OH- i n  the pore 
solution. reduc ing the conductivity of the concrete, and consequently contributing to 
the increase in the electrical resist ivity.  The measured propeli)' was related to the 
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penneabi l i t) of the concrete in  addition to the interconnecti i ty of the pore network, 
and hence, as the resi t ivity increased, i t  coul d be concl uded that the durabi l ity of the 
tested concrete became better as the penetration of aggressive agents into the 
concrete was l imited. 
Table 4-2 5 :  Resist ivity results for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
Test Age 
M ix t u res 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 ...--. 8 1 2 .30  43 .67  76.68 1 52 .36  u � 2 8  Days (7 .47 )  ( 1 3 . 2 3 )  ( 6 . 3 5 )  ( 1 0 . 84 )  '-" 
C % increase at 28D 2 5 5 .04 523 . 4 1  1 1 38 .70 . ... -
. � from control ..... 
. � 2 l . 1 7  75 . 86 1 49 .58 277 . 1 8  CI:l � 90 Days 
( 1 0 .84)  � (6 .45 ) ( 1 3 .2 3 )  (6 .3 5 )  
� CJ) % increase at 90D eI:I 258 .34  606 .57  1 209.3 :... -� from control , � % i ncrease at 
72 . 1 1 73 . 7 1  95 .07 8 1 .92 
90D from 28D 
* V a l ues In pa re n t he es rep rese n t  t h e  COV ( % )  a m on g  the t h ree tested c u bes. 
300 
250 
,-. 8 200 
c..> 
d 
� 1 50 o 
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F igure 4- 1 7 : Bu lk  e lectrical resi st iv i ty for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
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4.3 .-t Rapid  C h lo ride Permea b i l ity 
Rapid chloride pelmeab i l ity test C RCPT) is conducted to detect the amount of 
chloride ions that can permeate through concrete . The chloride-ion permeabi l i ty is 
e:-.pre sed in coulombs. This  conesponds to the total amount of e lectrical charge that 
pas es through the concrete ample during the 6-hour test across a potential 
d i fference of  60V DC. There are several concerns regarding the RCPT (Uchoa et a 1 . .  
2009) ,  one of  which i s  the expected h igh heat to  be  generated due to  the h igh voltage 
appl ied .  For this reason. temperature was monitored throughout the test. 
S ince the diameter of the d i scs used was 1 00 mm and not 95 as spec ified by 
the standard. the total charge passed obtained had to be adj usted. Both the total 
charge and the cross-sectional area are d irectly related, therefore the adjusted total 
charge \vas simply obtained by mult iplying the measured total charge by the ratio of 
the cross-sectional area of  the standard to the actual specimen as given in  Eq .  ( 8 ) .  
Eq .  (8) 
.. t3.4. 1 Addi t ion  gro u p  
The 28  and 9 0  days '  test results for the res i stance t o  penetration o f  chloride 
IOns i nto concrete, measured in terms of the electric charge passed through the 
specimens in coulombs for the addition mixtures are presented in Table  4-26 and 
F igure 4- 1 8 . It is c l ear that the general trend was reduction in the total charge passing 
as the curing age and amount of s lag/CWP increased. The main reason behind this  
was bel ieved to be due to the micro-fil 1 ing effect taking place as a result of the 
re lat ive l y  h igh S . S . A  of s lag (432 m2(kg )  and CWP ( 5 5 5  m2/kg) compared to 
Port land cement ( 3 80 m2(kg) result ing in a denser matrix .  Additional ly, S lag/CWP or 
any fi l ler i s  theoretical ly  assumed to reduce the size of large permeable pores and 
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decrea'e the mal l permeable pores a wel l  that the) almost di  appear. Consequently. 
the) re ult  in  a Ie porous, den er microstructure and a d iscontinuous pore s) tern. It 
i s  obvious that reduction from the A- - 1 00 mixture at 28 days in  the charge passing 
of the CWP group ( 6 1 %. 84%, 94%) far exceeds those of the s lag mixtures ( 63%. 
60% ) .  This c learly indicated that concrete mixtures with CWP perfonned much 
better with re pect to ch loride pelmeabi l i ty .  An important fact to out l ine here is that 
the chloride permeabi l i ty at 28 days of mixtures with only 1 00 kg/m3 addition of 
C WP achieyed chloride pem1eabi l i ty lower than the mixture with addit ion level of 
300 kg/m3 slag. The percentage change from 28 to 90 days in the chloride 
penneabi l i ty in  the s lag mixtures is almost equivalent to those of the C WP at the 
same addi t ion l evel with the exception of A-S-200. At 90 days of age. a l l  studied 
addition mixtures can be c lassified as ., elY low" and "negl igible" chloride 
penneabi l ity characterist ics, with the exception of mixture A-S- I OO that fel l  on the 
border of the " low" penneabi l i ty c lassification ( l 032 coulombs).  This suggested that 
the designed add it ion mixtures i nheri t enhanced characteristics of improved 
resistance against chloride intrusion. This reduction can be attributed to the increased 
react ivi ty of CWP/slag with curing age and change in pore structure as additional C­
S-H was produced and hence fi l l ing more capi l lary pores. Moreover. the use of 
superplastic izers was bel ieved to possibly contribute to the presence of fewer 
connected voids due to the i mproved dispersion of fine part ic les during the mixing 
stage. 
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Table  4-26:  RCPT result for the addition group 
M ix t u re 
A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 
1 680 6 1 1 665 
- -63 .63 -60.42 
1 03 2  594 269 
- -42 .44 -73 .93 
-3 8 . 5 7  -2 .78  -59 .55  
28 Days - 90 Days 
n 
I I -
A-C-100 A-C-200 A-C-300 A-S-IOO 
Concrete Mixtures 
A-C- I OO 
65 1 
-6 1 .25 
40 1 
-6 1 . 1 4 
-38 .40 
,......, 
I 
A-S-200 
A-C-200 
262 
-84 .40 
95 
-90.79 
-63 . 74 
'J J 
A-S-300 
F igure 4- 1 8 : RCPT results for the addit ion group 
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1 2 1  
.. ' -3 .4 . 2  Replacement  gro u p  
TabJe 4 .. 2 7  and Figure 4 .. 1 9  present the RCPT results for the replacement 
mixtures at both 28 and 90 days. A tremendous and sharp reduction in the total 
charge pas ed in the te ted concrete d iscs was obtained as the amount of CWP 
repJac ing cement increased . t the age of 28  days, there appeared to be a 
con iderable d i fference ( 96%) between the R .. O mixture with no fi l ler and the R .. 300 
m ixture \vith the h ighe t fi l ler content. The incorporat ion of CWP had a substantial 
effect on enhancing the resistance to chloride ion permeabi l ity of the concrete 
mixtures. The chloride permeabi l i ty actually impro ed at an order of three classes 
( from Moderate to negl igible)  at 28 days when increasing the replacement level of 
C WP from 0 to 300 kg/m3 respectively. Even at 28 days of age. the chloride ion 
permeabi l i ty in  mixtures incorporat ing CWP were categorized as very low and 
negl igible .  This could be attributed to the relatively increased S .S .A of CWP (m2/kg)  
result ing i n  a better den  e ly  packed microstructure with fewer cormected pores. 
OveralL the chloride permeabi l i ty results at 90 days d isplayed a sign i ficant 
i mprovement with C WP replac ing a port ion of the cementitious materials.  As the 
curing age increased from 28 to 90 days, all CWP mixtures exhibi ted a reduction of 
at least 50% in  the total charge passing. This could be justified by the change in the 
pore structure as more C .. S .. H is  being produced and hence a wel l  refi ned pore 
structure. The h ighest reduction from 2 8  to 90 days was achieved for mixture R .. 1 00. 
this can lead to a conc lusion that the use of  CWP as low as 1 00 kg/m3 replacement 
was enough to lower chloride ion pem1eabi l ity such that the mixture could be 
c lassi fied as high performance concrete ( HPC) .  It should be taken into consideration 
that the own porosit ies of the C .. S .. H i nterlayer sheets do not affect the pem1eabi l ity 
of the hardened concrete, but rather the production of addit ion of C .. S .. H resulted in  
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pore size re fi nement and di cont inuity ( Mehta, 1 986) .  Applying the A TM C 1 202 
thre hold to the above re ul ts. i t  wa found that al l  the concrete mixtures produced 
\\ ith C WP b longed to "ver low" and "negl igible" pemleabi l i ty cla ses. The 
comparati Yel: Vel) low and negl igible amount of charge pas ing in CWP concrete 
mixtures at 90 da of age indicated that the migrat ion of aggress ive ions is a lot 
more d i fficult  than in  mixtures with cement as the sole b inding material . Thus, this 
gave a good indication that the serv ice l i fe of C WP mixtures would exceed that of 
concrete with no fi l lers serving in  the same environment. 
Table 4-2 7 :  RCPT results for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
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F igure 4- 1 9 : RCPT results for mixtures with C WP as cement replacement 
4.3.5 I ni t ia l  Rate of A b  o rpt ion 
I nit ial  rate of absorption ( i . e. sorptivity )  was al so referred to  as  the rate of 
cap i l lary absorption. The cap i l l ary pores are present in hardened concrete as a result 
of excess water leaving the concrete after the cement hydration process stops 
result ing in the fOlmation of the pore system. Therefore, they are the spaces not fi l led 
by any of the components of the hydration products. The mechani sm of water or any 
soluble ions entering concrete takes place through these capi 1 lary pores. In this test. 
water enters into the concrete discs through upward capi l 1ary suction and only 
measures the absorpt ion through surface pores. 
4.3.5. 1 A dd i tion  gro u p  
F igure 4-20 and Table 4-28 show the init ia l  rate of absorption values at 2 8  
and 9 0  days of age for the addition mixtures.  General 1y, the init ial  rate o f  absorption 
values decreased as the slag/CWP content increased in the m ixtures at the age of 28 
1 24 
day . This i typical a fi l ler materials are usual ly u ed to increase the particle 
di  tlibution of the powder skeleton. reducing the oid spaces. 
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Table 4-28 : I n it ial rate of ab orption results for mixtu res with slag and CWP 
as addit ion 
Test M ix tu res 
Age A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- I OO A-C-200 A-C-300 
28 Days 0 . 1 6  0. 1 3  0 . 1 1  0 . 1 7  0 . 1 6  0 . 1 4  
% 
change 
at _ 8 D  - - 1 8 . 75 -3 l .25  6 .25  0 .00 - 1 2 . 5  
from 
control 
90 Days 0 . 1 1  0 .09 0 .07 0.08 0. 1 0  0 .09 
% 
change 
at 90D - - 1 8 . 1 8  -36 .36 -27 .27 -9 .09 - 1 8 . 1 8  
from 
control 
% 
change 
at 90D -3 1 . 25  -30 .77  -36.36 -52 .94 -37 .5  -3 5 . 7 1  
from 
28D 
0. 20  
.--. d 0. 1 8  
< .5 0. 1 6  
..§ S 0. 1 4  S 
� 0. 1 2  
.� 0. 10 .-..... 
eo 0 .08 o en 
Cj 0. 06 
bli 
C!: ti 0.04 
< 0.02 
28 dsys 90 ds '5 
0 .00 -'-- ___________ --'--__ ----L-__ ----'-� __ _ 
A-C- I OO A-C-200 A-C-300 A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 
F igure 4-20 : I nitial rate of absorption for the addit ion group 
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The two best perfonning mixtures at 90 days of age are A-S-300 and A-C-
1 00,  they both d i splayed the lowest in it ial rate of absorption values at  0 .07 and 0.08 
( mm/mi nD 5)  respect ively . A-C- l OO mixture a lso happens to be the lowest among al l 
the CWP.  This i s  bel ieved to be because when the amount of C WP increases in the 
m ixture, the amount of s i l ica ( from CWP)  i s  too high and the amount of the produced 
CH as a cement hydration product is most l ikely insuffic ient to react with all the 
avai lable s i l ica.  This results in some voids not fi l l ed with hydration products leaving 
capi l l ary pores .  
Observ ing the percentage changes i n  the in i t ia l  rate of absorption from 28 to 
90. it can be concluded that a l l  the slag mixtures experience almost the same 
reduction with an average of 3 2%. oteworthy, both the A-C-200 and A-C-300 
revealed s imi lar values but with a s l ight greater reduction ( 3 6%) .  M ixture A-C- l OO 
resul ted i n  the highest percentage reduction from 28 to 90 days among the six tested 
mixtures ( 52 .9%) .  This can indicate that the CWP's  react ivity takes place at later 
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ages. Moreover. it can al 0 be concluded that the 1 00 kg/mJ addition of CWP is the 
optimum amount to be added in the mixture in order to produce the ma'(imum 
amount of hydration products and hence. minimum capi l lary pore volume. 
-4.3.5 .2  Replacem e n t  gro u p  
Table 4-29 and F igure 4-2 1 present the in i t ial rate of absorption of the 
rep lacement mixtures at two test ages i .e . :  28 and 90 days.  The general trend of 
increasing the amount of  C WP replacing a portion of cement is not very c lear here . 
However. as each individual mixture progresses in  age. its i nitial rate of absorpt ion 
decreases. At the early age of  28 days. the lowest ini tial rate of absorption was 
obtained i n  mixture R-300. This can be due to that fact that CWP's  part ic le size i s  
re lat ively smal l  compared to  cement. and hence, decreases the capi l lary voids owing 
to i ts micro- fi l l ing effect. The reduction in in i t ia l  rate of absorption at 90 days 
compared to the 28 days is s ignificant in al l mixtures .  This trend is explained through 
the modi fication to the hydration products tak ing place due to the CWP reaction. The 
C WP reacts with cement by binding CH with its free s i l ica result ing in the 
production of non-soluble C-S-H structure. This in tum would produce a more 
densely packed concrete with reduced water infi ltration. 
Table 4-29:  I n it ial rate of absorption re ult for the replacement group 
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Te t Age 
28 D ays 
% change at 
28D from 
control 
90 Days 
% change at 
90D from 
control 
% change at 
90D from 
28D 
0. 20 
0. 1 8  
0. 1 6  
0. 1 4  
0. 1 2  
0. 1 0  
0.08 
0.06 n 
0.04 
0.02 
0.00 
R-O 
M ix t u res 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
0. 1 1  0 . 1 0  0 . 1 3  0 .09 
- -9.09 1 8 . 1 8  - 1 8 . 1 8  
0.06 0.08 0 .08 0.06 
- 3 3 . 3 3  3 3 .33  0.00 
-45 .45 -20 -3 8 . 46 -3 3 . 33  
2 8  days . 90 days 
R- I 00 R-200 R-300 
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F igure 4-2 1 : I nit ial rate of absorption for mixtures with CWP as cement replacement 
1 28 
4.3.6 Permea b l e  Pore Te t 
I n  addit ion to the in it ial  rate of absorption, permeable pores test wa also 
conducted . The d ifference is that the in it ial  rate of absorption uses specimens 
part ial !)  in contact v,:ith water from only one side, while the permeable pores test 
require the sample to be fu l ly submerged. Therefore. i t  was expected that perrneable 
pores te t wi l l  give indication on the a erage value rather than only the surface pores.  
4.3.6. 1 Addi t ion  gro u p  
The pem1eable pore percentages for the addit ion group mixtures are 
presented in  Table 4-30.  At 28 days of age. s lag mixtures experienced a decrease in  
the volume of  pem1eable pores as  the amount of slag in the mixtures increased. This 
trend was appl icable to a l l s lag mixtures excluding A- -200. Test results of A-S-200 
m ixture revealed the h ighest pem1eable pores among all the addition group mixtures. 
It should be noted from the RCPT results.  that the same mixture al so did not undergo 
a considerable reduction i n  the chloride penneabi l i ty from 28 to 90 days s imi lar to 
the other s lag m ixtures.  This might lead to a concl usion that for this speci fic mixture 
some error might had been happen during casting or curing which affected the fi nal 
pore structure. 
Regarding the CWP group mixtures, the volume of permeable pore voids 
showed a tendency to decrease as the amount of CWP increased. al though mixture 
A-C-300 experienced a 6% marginal reduction compared to the A-C-200 mixture. 
The dec l ine in the voids could be j usti fied by the re latively high spec ific  surface area 
of both s lag (432  m2/kg) and C WP ( 5 5 5  m2/kg) compared to cement ( 3 80 nl/kg) .  
Thi s  contributed to the fonnat ion of a denser microstructure with lesser amount of 
pore voids .  
The phenomenon of  micro-fi l l ing effect played a major role in  significant ly 
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reducing the permeable pore spaces in  mixtures A- - 1 00 and A-C- l OO.  The 
reduction was calculated to be 28 and 38 % in A- - 1 00 and A-C- 1 00 respectively as 
the curing age i ncrea ed from 28 to 90 days.  t early testing age of 28 days, the 
percentage reduct ion in permeable pore yoids as the amount of slag and CWP 
i ncreased from 1 00 to 300 kg/m3 was almost the same at  40% and 43% respectively . 
Table 4-30 :  Permeable pore test results for mixtures with slag and CWP as addition 
Te t Age M ix t u res 
A-S- I OO A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- I OO A-C-200 A-C-300 
28 Days 5 .38  7 .68 3 .22 5 .94 3 . 1 3  3 . 35  
90 Days 3 .83 4 . 7 1  3 .48 3 .66 3 .27  3 .03 
4.3.6.2 Replacement  gro u p  
Table 4-3 1 presents the permeable pore percentage m the replacement 
m ixtures. The volume of voids for the 28-day cured samples decreased with 
increasing CWP content with the exception of the R-300 mixture showing sl ight 
increase. With 200 kg/m3 (40%) pm1ial replacement of the cementit ious materials.  
C WP provided approximately a 26% decrease in  volume of voids.  The volume of 
pores was reduced by C WP ' s  smal l size and modi fication to hydration products. 
S imi larly, the vol ume of voids at the 90-day of age decreased with increasing the 
amount of CWP in the mixtures. However there was no measurable reduction in the 
three mixtures contain i ng C WP from 28 to 90 days .  An explanation for the decrease 
in voids percentage as the rep lacement amount increased at 90 days was s imi lar to 
those presented for the 28-day curing results. CWP' s smal l  size and high S . S .A 
caused a physical change through a micro-fi l l i ng effect and a chemical change by 
produc i ng addit ional hydration products that in tml1 resulted in  a better refmed pore 
structure .  I t  i s  apparent that m ixture R-300 developed higher pore volume 
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percentage at 90 day . This ob ervation might be interpreted in  a way that as the 
amount of CWP i ncrea ed be ond the 200 kg/mJ (40%). the C W P ' s  o\\'n porosi t)" 
overcame the impro ement in the concrete microstructure and thus the permeable 
void i ncrea ed. A l so .  mixture R-300 may had excessive pa11ial replacement of 
cementi t ious materia ls  by C WP to opt imize the hydration products volume. Also, the 
po s ib i l i ty existed that boi l ing causes pore structure damage or created vapor 
pre sure gradient that were not representat ive of normal environmental exposures. 
This suggested that the A TM term ··permeable pore space" is not entirely 
appropriate for H PC ( E l  Dieb, 1 994 ) .  Therefore, based on the trend provided at 90 
days, it could be concluded that the replacement of cement with 200 kg/m3 C'NP 
appeared to  improve the amount of hydration products tlu·ough obtaining the most 
efficient pore structure d istribution. 
Table 4-3 1 :  Permeable pore test results for mixtures with CWP as cement 
replacement 
Te t Ages M ix t u res 
R-O R- I OO R-200 R-300 
28 Davs 3 . 53  2 .86 2 .60 2 . 78  
90 Days 3 .47  2 .84 2 .60 3 . l 2  
4.3.7 Dry ing  Shr inkage 
Shrinkage can be defined as a volumetric time dependent change in  concrete 
due to loss i n  moisture conditions ( Bhattacharya, 2008) or the withdrawal of water 
from concrete stored i n  air  (Ne i l le. 1 998) .  Empty ing of the capi l laries causes a loss 
of water without shrinkage but, once the capi l lary water has been lost. the removal of 
adsorbed water takes place and causes shrinkage (Nevi l l e. 1 998) .  Concrete usual ly 
undergoes shrinkage when there i s  a d ifference in  the relative htill1idity of the voids 
in the concrete pore structure and the surrounding environment the concrete is placed 
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In .  thi d i fference increases. an evaporation process star1s taking place for a 
period of  t ime. The evaporat ion proce s depends on several factors: external ( i .e .  
relative humidi ty and temperature) and internal ( i .e .  amount of mix ing water. s ize of 
aggregate, and quanti!) of  cementit ious material used) that can affect both the rate 
and magnitude of IU'i nkage ( Ates, 20 1 0) .  The temperature and relative humidity 
reading  \\ ere monitored throughout the test period and they ranged from 2SoC to 
3 SoC and from 400 0 to 60% . 
.t.3.7. 1 Add i t ion  gro u p  
The dry ing shrinkage strains at the age o f  I SO days is  presented in  Table 4-
3 2 .  M ixtures A- - 1 00 and -C- 1 00 both resulted in the same shrinkage strain at I SO 
days ( 2 7  mm/mm x 1 0  .5 ) .  The percentage d ifference between the mixtures and the 
control i s  negl igible with the exception of A-C-200 mixture which experience the 
h ighest shrinkage ( 3 3  mm/mm x 1 0.5 ) .  Hence, the effect of s lag and C WP on the 
dry ing shrinkage strain \vas almost the same with minimal d i fferences. Reviewing 
the results. there seemed to be no definite trend relating the dry ing shrinkage strain to 
the i nc l usion of e i ther s lag or C WP.  This could be attributed to the wide range of 
temperature and h umidi ty measured in  the laboratory during the test period . 
Moreover, by relat ing the compressive strength. it can be conc l uded that as strength 
decreased the dry ing slu-inkage sl ightly i ncreased. 
Table 4-32 :  I SO Days slu'inkage strain values for mixtures with slag and 
CWP as addit ion (nunlmm) x 1 0.5 
Day M ix t u res 
A-S- I 00 A-S-200 A-S-300 A-C- lOO A-C-200 A-C-300 
1 50 2 7  2 6  30  27 33  28 
% change 
-3 . 7  1 1 . 1  0 22 .2  3 . 7  from -
control 
-t.3 .7 .2  Rep lacem e n t  gro u p  
Table 4-33 present the values of hrinkage strain for the replacement group 
mea ured at I 50 da) s .  s the replacement level increased ( 20%. 40%. 60%) .  the 
shrinkage train decrea ed. The minimum hrinkage strain was obtained in mixture 
R-300 \\"ith a reduction of 35% from the strain measured for the control mixture ( R-
0 ) .  possible mechanism contributing to the reduction of dry ing shrinkage strain i s  
the  refinement in  the pore structure due to  the presence of CWP. This  may have 
prewnted internal moisture evaporation.  The refinement is general ly  related to the 
shape. pozzolanic reactivity. and micro-fil l ing effect of CWP. 
Table 4-3 3 :  1 50 Days shrinkage strain values for mixtures with CWP as 
cement replacement ( mmfnun )x l 0·5 
Day M ix t u res 
R-O R- I 00 R-200 R-300 
1 50 42 .5  3 2 . 5  2 9  2 7 . 5  
%change 
-23 . 5  -3 1 . 8 -35 from -
control 
-t.3.8 C o n c l u d i n g  Rem arks 
M ult iple conclusions were drawn on the perf01111anCe of SCC uti l izing CWP 
at the hardened stage. The findings are summarized below based on the test results 
d i scussed ear l ier: 
• I n  the add it ion group, at the late age of 90 days. mixtures incorporating 1 00 
and 200 kg/m3 of  CWP achieved higher strength values ( 73 .9 and 64 MPa 
respect ivel y )  than those m ixtures contain ing 1 00 and 200 kg/m3 of slag ( 73 
and 62 MPa respecti ely ) .  I t  i s  worth mentioning that the gain in C WP 
m ixtures was s lower than that for the slag mixtures, this was clear from the 
• 
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calculated percentage gai ns from 28 to 90 days ( 8 .9°'0 for A- - 1 00 and 1 5 . 30 0 
for -C- I 00) .  
Optimum replacement amount ba ed on the replacement group for obtaining 
the h ighe t compres j ve strength i s  1 00 kg/m3 ( 94 .2  MPa)  but yet the 200 
kglmJ ( 90 M Pa)  is sti l l  higher than that of the control (84 MPa). and therefore 
for economic and eny ironmental reasons. using 200 kg/mJ replacement is  
feasible .  
• Both groups of  mixtures were c lassi fied as "Excel lent" in  terms of UPV 
results .  De pite this, i t  was noticed that as  the amount of slag and CWP 
increased in  the addi tion mixtures. the obtained UPV values decreased. While 
in the m ixtures with CWP was used as a cement replacement, the same 
behayior \-vas fol lowed, but it  was noticed that the reduction at 90 days was 
i nsignificant as the CWP replacement level i ncreased. 
• I n  the addi tion group, as the amounts of slag and CWP were increased. the 
measured bulk electrical resistiv ity was greatly enhanced. 
• In the addi tion group, mixtures incorporating CWP resulted 1 11 greater 
resi st iv i ty values compared to mixtures contain ing s lag .  At 28 days of age. 
mix tures A-C- I OO resulted in a resi st ivity value almost double that achieved 
by mixtures A-S- I OO and A- -200. Whereas mixture A-C-300 resul ted in 
even greater enllancement. as its res ist ivi ty was about five t imes higher than 
that of mixture A-S-300.  This trend was a lso observed at 90 days of age. 
• I n  the replacement group. m ixtures incorporating CWP resulted in  concrete 
with " very high" corrosion protection. The replacement of 1 00 kg/m
3 of 
cement resulted in  resistivity values almost three times higher than that of the 
control mixture. While the inc lusion of 200 and 300 kg/m
3 of CWP resulted 
• 
In re i t ivity ,alues l '  and twelve times higher than that of the control 
mixture re pectively .  
Mixtures � ithin the add ition group produced with CWP revealed greater 
re i tance to penetration of chloride ions compared to mjxtures with lag . The 
total charge passing through mi ture A-C- I OO at the age of 90 days was 40 1 
Coulombs v\ hich i s  approximately two and a half times less than the total 
charge pas ed through mixture A- - 1 00 ( 1 032  C ) . 
• The incorporation of  CWP in the replacement mixtures had a substantial 
effect on enhancing the resistance to chloride ion permeabi l i ty of the concrete 
mixture . The chloride permeabil ity actual ly improved at an order of two 
c lasses ( from " low" to " negl igible" )  at 90 days when i ncreasing the 
replacement level of CWP from 0 to 300 kg/m3 . 
• From the calculated percentage reduction of the i illtial rate of absorption from 
28 to 90, a l l  the CWP mixtures in the addition group experienced almost the 
same reduction as the slag mixtures with an average of 36%. This indicated 
that the C W P ' s  reaction took place at later ages. 
• The general trend for the results of the permeable pores test was reduction in 
the voids percentage as the amount of s lag/CWP increased. This was 
appl icable to a l l  mixtures with the exception of rn. ixture A-C-300 in the 
addit ion group and mixture R-300 in the replacement group. The results 
suggested that this re latively high amount of CWP ( 300kg/m3) in the 
mixtures did not contribute much to the pore system. I t  can also be due to 
i ncreased porosity as a result of h igher CWP content. 
• Dry ing conditioning of spec imens for the in i tia l  rate of absorption and 
pem1eabl e  pores tests could have contributed to the high ariab i l ity in these 
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te t. Therefore, it can be concluded that the permeable  pores test and in itial 
rate of  absorption under the performed test conditions were not ensitive 
enough in  detect ing changes in concrete mixtures to assess the effect of 
C WP. 
• From the addit ion group results, there appeared to be no c lear re lation 
between the different addition levels  of slag and CWP to the 1 50 days dry ing 
shrinkage strain .  The dry ing shrinkage strain d ifference between the highest 
and the lowest addit ions of s lag was 1 1 . 1  %, whi le it was 3 . 7% for the CWP 
mixtures. However, the strain  values obtained from the replacement group 
i mp l ied that as the replacement level increased, the shrinkage strain 
decreased.  This was c lear from the 3 5% reduction in  drying shrinkage as 
C W P  amount increased from 0 to 300 kg/m3 . 
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C h a pter 5 :  Performance Evalu ation of Concrete M i xture 
5. ] I n t rod uct io n  
The present tudy aims t o  investigate the fea ib i l i ty of using C WP a fi l ler in 
CC mixtures. a final tep to ful fi l l  the aim of this experimental investigation is 
to decide on 311 optimum amount for CWP to be uti l ized in  SCC mixtures.  The 
experimental results obtained in this inve tigation showed that CWP amount d iffers 
depend ing on the needed propeli)' whether fresh or hardened. Typically. the best 
suitable mixture is designated when the intended properties of need are met. Since 
there exists multiple criteria for selection, the best sui table mixture can be ident ified 
\vith the aid of  a performance index ( P I )  approach .  
5.2  Perform a nce I ndex A p p roach 
The performance index ( PI )  i s  a management tool that al lows mult iple sets of 
information to be compi led into an overa l l  measure. The phi losophy behind using 
performance indices is simple;  the method condenses a great deal of infoTInation into 
j ust one number (Jordan et aI . ,  200 1 ) .  The performance index method is adopted to 
fac i l itate the selection process of the CWP runount to produce the most suitable 
m ixture comply ing to the mult ifunctional performance criteria for SCC. For each 
individual criterion, a weight ranking ( C) is calculated in such a way that the mixture 
achieving the best test value in a cel1ain criterion scores 1 . 00. and the rest of the 
mixtures'  test values are propoli ioned to that best val ue. thus their weight ranking 
wi l l  be :S 1 . 00. Eg. (9) represents the calculation of the weight ranking:  
Measured performance for each mixture C·  = ------���--�--�-----------
I Best measured perfo rmance 
Eg. (9) 
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The second step towards the completion of the P I  approach i the 
computation of a numeric index ( RI ) '  The highe t numeric index used in this study i s  
et to  5 .00. for each individual mixture. the corresponding numeric index i s  the 
product of the previously calculated weight ranking C and 5 .00 as presented in Eq. 
( 1 0 ) .  
Eq. ( 1 0) 
Final ly,  based on the required perfonnance criteria, the re lated RI are 
mult ip l ied. and the mixture achieving the highest score i s  designated the best suitable 
m ixture in terms of the corresponding required mult ifunctional cri telia .  This 
approach can be used to identify mixtures with d ifferent perfom1ance criteria in the 
fresh state or hardened state or both .  
5.3 Te ts  Used for t h e  Performance I n dex Eva luat ion  
For  the  purpose of  evaluation. only certain cri teria were chosen . The criteria 
on \vhich the selection process wi l l  be based upon are : fl owabi l ity . passing abi l i ty ,  
and v iscosity for the fresh stage, compressive strength and bulk e lectrical resistivity 
at 28  days of  age for the hardened stage. A lthough a couple of durabi l ity tests were 
performed ( i .e .  sorptivity, penneable  pores, and RCPT) yet the easiest in tem1S of 
sample preparation and the procedure i s  the resistivity. Moreover, al l  of the 
durab i l ity tests y ie lded the same behavior such that as the amount of C WP increased, 
the durabi l i ty characteristics were enhanced, and hence the resi st ivity test was 
selected to represent the durabi l ity tests. Noteworthy, only mixtures containing C WP  
are inc l uded i n  the P I  evaluation ( i .e .  slag mixtures are excluded).  
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ccording to the E F  A RC-2005 guidel ine . the concrete purcha er should 
onl) select tho e fre h concrete characteri tic necessary for the part icular CC 
application and over peci fication of both the concrete characteristics and c lass 
hould be a\ oided.  I Iowever, slump flow wi l l  usual l) be required for a l l  CC 
mixture . 
Pa s ing abi l i ty ,  vi sco it)' , and segregation resistance wi l l  affect the in-situ 
properties of the hardened concrete but should only be speci fied i f  particularly 
requ ired.  Therefore. if the concrete purchaser needs a SCC mixture were no or l i ttle 
reinforcement i s  present. the passing abi l i ty should not be necessari ly speci fied as a 
requ i rement otherwise the J -ring or L-box tests evaluat ing the passing abi l i ty should 
be conducted. C WP mixtures COnf0l111 ing to such requirements are selected based on 
P I - l as sho\,\'1  in Table 5 - 3 .  Furthelmore. when good surface finish is required in  
addition to  the  exi stence of highly congested reinforcement, viscosity becomes 
important. P I -2 in Table 5-3 gives an indication on the best CWP mixtures ful fi l l i ng 
th is  requirement. F inal ly,  if all fresh properties are required combined in a cel1ain 
app l icat ion ( flowab i l ity, vi scosity ,  and passing abi l i ty ), P I -3 would suggest the 
mixture that wi l l  be best suitable for such function. It should be noted that 
segregation resistance was not inc l uded in  the perfol11 ance index calculations. as a l l  
the produced SCC mixtures meet with the requirements suggested by the EF ARC-
2005 guide l ines and are c lassi fied as c lass SR2 « 20%) implying they are adequate 
for most appl ications. 
A summary of the best sui table mixtures for certain perfolmance criteria is 
g iven in Table 5- 1 .  Tables 5-2 and 5-3 i l lustrate the weighted ranks and numeric 
i nd ices for all the C WP mixtures. The individual perfol111ance criteria are presented 
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in Table 5-2 .  \'. h i l e  the multi functional performance cri teria are pre ented in Table 5-
3 .  The haded ce l l s  indicate the mixture that be t suites the appl ication with the 
required performance criteria .  
Table 5 - 1 :  e l ected CWP mixtures for d ifferent performance criteria 
C W P  M ix t u re 
Perfo r m a nce C riteria Addi t ion  Replacement  
G ro u p  G ro u p  
S l ump flow A-C- I OO R-O 
S lump flow + J-ring A-C-200 R-300 
S l ump flo\ + V -fuIL'1e l  A-C-200 R- I OO 
S lump flo\\' -t- J-ring + V-funnel A-C-200 R-200/R-300 
Strength + S lump flow A-C- l OO R- I 00 
Strength + SCC fresh characteri t ics A-C-200 R-200 
Strength + Durabi l i ty A-C-300 R-300 
Strength + SCC fresh characteristics + Durabi l i ty A-C-300 R-300 
From the above anal s is  i t  can be conc luded that the addition group mixture 
A-C-200, \\·h ich inc ludes 200 kg/m3 CWP. is the best sui table mixture satisfying a l l  
fresh propert ies .  Whi le  the replacement group, mixture R-300, which included 300 
kg/m3, is the best suitable mixture sat isfying al l  fresh prope11ies. 
For strength and al l fresh properties, mixture A-C-200. with 200 kg/m3 CWP. 
is  the most suitable mixture .  On the other hand. m ixture R-200. with 200 kg/m3, is 
the best suitable mixture for strength and all fresh properties. 
Mixtures A-C-300 and R-300 with 300 kg/m3 CWP were found to satisfy a l l  
fresh propert ies, strength, and durab i l ity .  
I t  can be concluded that CWP can replace cement with CWP up to 60% by 
mass and satisfies al l fresh properties. strength, and durabi l ity. 
Table 5-2 :  Performance i nd ices for i nd iv idual  cri teria 
I n d i v i d u li l  Perfo r m a nce C ri t er ion 
M i \ t u  re  1 . 0. S l u m p  flow J-ring V - fu n ne l  S t re n g t h  (28  days) Res i \ t i v i t y  (28  day.,)  
C, R j  C,  R j  C j  R ,  C j R j  C ,  R ,  
A-C- 1 00 1 .00 5 .00 0.80 4 .00 0 . 5 8  2 .92 1 .00 5 .00 0.20 1 .0 1  
A-C-200 0.97 4 . 86 1 .00 5 .00 1 .00 5 .00 0.8 1 4 .34 0. 3 5  1 77 
A-C-JOO 0.95 4 . 73 1 .00 5 .00 0 .64 3 .20 0.6 1 3 .93 1 00 5 .00 
R-O 1 .00 5 .00 0 . 5 0  2 . 5 0  0 . 96 4 . 8 1 0.93 4 .46 0.08 038 
R- I OO 0.99 4 . 94 0 . 5 6  2 . 7 8  1 .00 5 .00 1 .00 5 .00 0 . 2 7  1 . 3 7  
R - 200 0.96 4 . 78 0 . 8 3  4 . 1 7 0.9 1 4 . 5 5  0.92 4 . 7 8  0 . 5 <1  2 . 70 
R-JOO 0.93 4 .65 1 .00 5 .00 0 . 7 8  3 .90 0.8 1 4 . 1 9  1 .00 5 .00 
Table 5 - 3 :  Performance i ndices for m u l t i functional criteria 
M i x t u re 1 . 0. 
A-C- 100  
A -C-200 
A-C-300 
R-O 
R- I OO 
R-200 
R-300 
-- --
P I - I P I -2 
20.0 1 4 .6 
24.3 24 .3 
2 3 . 7  1 5 . 1  
1 2 .5 2 4 . 1 
1 3 .7 24.7 
1 9 .9 2 1 . 7 
23.3  1 8 . 1  
---
M u l t i fu nc t i o n a l  Pe r fo r m a nce C ri ter ion 
P [ -3 P [ -4 P [ -5 P [ -6 
5 8.4 2 5 .0 292.0 5 .05 
1 2 1 .5 2 1 . 1  5 2 7 . 3  7 . 7  
7 5 . 7  1 8 .6 297.5 1 9. 7  
60. [ 22.3 268.0 1 . 7 
6 8 . 7  24.7  343.5  6 .9 
90.7 22.8 4 3 3 . 5  1 2 .9 
90.7 1 9 . 5  3 80.0 2 1 .0 
P I - 7  
294.9 
933.3 
1 48 7 . 5  
1 0  [ . 8 
, nO.6 
1 1 70 . 5  
1 900.0 I 
Perforl1lance Required Performance (.� 
Index (PI) Criteria 
PI- J SllImpfloll' f .I-ring 
P 1-2 Slumpfloll' 1 1':/ill1l1el 
P 1-3 SllIlIIpfloll' +.I-rll1g + 1 ':/III7I1r!1 
P I-.J Strength j slump j701l' 
PI-5 Strel1K!h j ji-esh 
P 1-6 Strength + dllrahilit.1' 
P 1- 7 StrflllRth t ji-e.lh clllrahtilly 
N ot e :  S h a ded cel ls  represen t  t h e  m i x t u re t h a t  best s u i t s  t h e  a pp l i c a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  req u i red perfo r m a nce c ri t e ria +-o 
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C h apter 6 :  Concl u ions and Recommendation 
6. 1 G e n era l  
The proposed work shed l ights o n  the feasib i l ity o f  reusing industrial sol id 
\Va te material a a concrete ingredient as a step towards having green and 
ustainable concrete. Thi s could offer al ternative for disposing ceramic waste powder 
(CWP)  in an em ironmenta l ly  friend ly  way . in addit ion to increasing people ' s  
awareness about the avai labil ity of  uch waste material and encouraging them to 
develop new ways and ideas for uti l izing and reusing CWP effectively in the 
construction i ndustry .  This e perimental tudy implemented C WP as an addition and 
as replacement to cement. The two produced SCC groups were evaluated for their 
performance in  fresh and hardened stages using multiple tests for each phase. l ump 
flow. J-ring. L-box, V-funnel .  GTM column egregation tests were a l l  perfonned to 
asses the fresh stage characteristics.  Whi le compressive strength. ultrasonic pulse 
velocity ( U PV ). drying shrinkage. electrical bulk resistivi ty .  rapid  chloride 
penneabi l ity test ( RCPT).  in it ial rate of absorption. and permeable  pores tests were 
a l l  conducted to evaluate the properties of the SCC mixtures in their hardened stage . 
F inal ly .  a performance i ndex evaluation approach was used at the end of the study to 
fac i l itate the identification of the best suitable mixture for a certain performance 
cri terion or mult ifunctional perfonnance criteria. 
The main outcomes of the in  estigation along with recomn1endations for 
future work on the uti l ization of C WP in  the SCC i ndustry are l i sted in  the fol 1o\ ing 
sub-sect ions. 
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6 .2  Conc lu  ion 
6 .2 . 1 F re h Concrete Propert ie  
e"\ eral conc lu  ions were drawn out on the performance of sec uti l izing 
e w p  at the fre h stage . The main finding are sunm1arized below based on the test 
results d iscu  sed earl ier :  
• The relation between the amount of slag and e wp \vas inversely proportional to 
the flowabi l ity of the studied CC mixtures in both the addition and the 
replacement groups. Both materia ls  reduced the unconfined flow of the ce 
mixtures. De pite thi s adverse effect. all mixtures showed good deformabi l ity 
under their own weight.  
• The decrease in flowabi l ity was not significant. as the s lump flow values 
decreased only by 1 0% and 5% in  the mixtures with s lag and CWP as addition 
respect i  vely.  
• 0 segregation or bleeding was observed at the periphery of the slump flow. 
• Each sce m ixture invest igated in  thi s present study exhibited adequate fi l l ing 
abi l ity, as al l measured slump flow values ranged from 695 mm to 795 mm. 
• l-ri ng test results indicated that the mixtures prepared in  this study achieved 
adequate passing abil ity . As the amount of e wp increased in the mixtures, the 
passing abil ity was improved ( i .e .  no vis ible blocking in A-C- l 00. A-C-200. A­
C300. and R-300 mixtures) .  Therefore. e w p  mixtures are expected to maintain 
sufficient resistance to segregation around congested reinforcement areas. 
• Values greater than 0 .96 were achieved by a l l  the replacement mixtures in  the L­
box test. i ndicating very good passing abi l i ty suggesting that these mixtures were 
suitable for app l ications where flow through congested reinforcement is needed. 
• 
• 
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Re 'ult  or  v - funnel test were further veri fied by the very good relation \vith T50 
t ime measured during the slump Dow test. 
Column segregat ion test values varied from 1 % to 1 8 .45%, with the lo\-vest being 
achie\ ed by the highest CWP replacement levels ( i ,e .  A-C-300 = 1 %. and R-300 
= 3 .-l4°·o). implying a signi ficant enhancement in  the segregat ion resi stance. 
• im i lar rheological behavior. in  tenns of v iscosi ty/segregation resistance. was 
obtained: a amount of CWP increased in the mixtures, the vi scosity was 
increased. and the egregat ion resistance was greatly enhanced . 
• Due to the low spec ific  gravi ty of C WP compared to cement. mixtures with CWP 
would contain higher paste vol ume causing a reduction in the friction between 
the aggregates and the paste interface. and thus improving the cohesiveness and 
plasticity. leading to improved SCC flowab i l i ty characteristics.  
• The V M A  is  normal ly used to adj ust mixtures '  v i scosity and enl1ance segregation 
resi stance. Since C WP resulted in  s ignificant enhancement of the mixtures 
v iscosity and segregat ion resistance, the VMA could be e l imi nated for the mix  or 
its dosage reduced . This w i l l  resul t  in more economic and low cost m ixtures. 
• C \VP has potent ial  for producing high-performance sel f-compacting concrete 
with sat isfactory fresh state propelties according to the criteria estab l i shed by 
EFNARC-2005 specifications and ASTM standards. 
6.2 .2 H a rdened Concrete Pro pert ies 
• I n  the addit ion group. at the late age of 90 days, mixtures incorporating 1 00 
and 200 kg/m3 of  CWP achieved h igher strength values ( 73 .9 and 64 M Pa 
respectively ) than those mixtures containing 1 00 and 200 kg/mJ of slag ( 73 
and 62 MPa respect ively) .  It i s  worth mentioning that the gain in CWP 
• 
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mixture \\a lower than that for the lag mixtures. this \-"as c lear from the 
calculated percentage gains from 28 to 90 days ( 8 .9% for A- - 1 00 and 1 5 .3% 
for -C- I 00) .  
Optimum replacement amount based on the replacement group for obtaining 
the highe t compressive strength is 1 00 kg/m3 ( 94 .2  MPa)  but yet the 200 
kg/m3 ( 90 M Pa)  i s  t i l l  higher than that of the control (84 MPa). and therefore 
for economic and environmental reasons. using 200 kg/m3 replacement is  
feasib le .  
• Both groups of  mixtures \ ere c lassified as " Excel lent" in  tem1S of UPV 
results.  De pi te thi s. i t  was noticed that as the amount of s lag and CWP 
increased in  the  addit ion mixtures. the obtained UPV values decreased. Whi le  
i n  the m ixtures with C WP was used as  a cement replacement. the same 
behavior was fol lowed, but it was noticed that the reduction at 90 days was 
i nsign ificant as the CWP replacement level increased.  
• I n  the addit ion group. as the amounts of slag and CWP were increased. the 
measured bulk e lectrical res ist iv ity was greatly enhanced. 
• In the addit ion group, mixtures incorporating CWP resulted 1 11 greater 
resist ivity values compared to mixtu res containing slag.  At 28 days of age. 
m ixtures A-C- 1 00 resulted in a resist ivity value almost double that achieved 
by m ixtures A-S- I OO and A-S-200. Whereas mixture A-C-300 resulted in  
even greater enhancement, as  its resistivity was about five times higher than 
that of mixture A-S-300. This trend was al so observed at 90 days of age. 
• I n  the replacement group. m ixtures incorporating CWP resulted in concrete 
with "very high" cOHosion protection. The replacement of 1 00 kg/m3 of 
cement resulted in res ist ivity values almost thJee times higher than that of the 
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control mixture. While the inc lu ion of 200 and 300 kg/m3 of CWP resulted 
in resi t i ,  i ty \alue ix and twelve times h igher than that of the control -.. 
mixture respectively .  
• Mixtures within the add ition group produced with CWP revealed greater 
re i tance to penetrat ion of chloride ions compared to mixtures with slag. The 
total charge passing through mixture A-C- l OO at the age of 90 days was 40 1 
Coulombs v\ hich i s  approximately two and a half times less than the total 
charge passed through mixture A-S- I 00 ( 1 03 2  C ) . 
• The incorporat ion of C WP in  the replacement mixtures had a substantial 
effect on enhancing the resi stance to chloride ion permeabi l i ty of the concrete 
m ixture . The chloride permeabi l ity actual ly improved at an order of two 
c l asses ( from " low" to "negl igible" ) at 90 days when increasing the 
replacement level of CWP from 0 to 300 kg/m3 . 
• From the calculated percentage reduction of the init ia l  rate of absorption from 
28 to 90. all the CWP mixtures in the addit ion group experienced almost the 
same reduction as the slag mixtures with an average of 36%. This indicated 
that the CWp's  reaction took place at later ages .  
• The general trend for the results of the permeable pores test was reduction in  
the  voids percentage as  the an10unt of slag/CWP increased. This  was 
appl icable to al l  mixtures with the exception of mixture A-C-300 in the 
addit ion group and mixture R-300 in the replacement group. The resu l ts 
suggested that this re latively high amount of CWP ( 300kglm3) in the 
m ixtures did not contribute much to the pore system. It can a lso be due to 
i ncreased porosity as a resul t  of higher CWP content. 
• 
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Of) ing  condit ion ing of spec imen for the initial rate of absorption and 
peIDleable pore te ts could ha\ e contributed to the high variabi l i ty in these 
te t .  Therefore, i t  can be conc luded that the permeable pores test and initial 
rate of  ab orption under the performed test conditions were not ensitive 
enough in detecting changes in concrete mixtures to assess the effect of 
C 'v\'P.  
• From the addit ion group results, there appeared to be no c lear relation 
between the different addition levels of  slag and CWP to the 1 50 da s dry ing 
shrinkage strain .  The dry ing shrinkage strain d ifference between the highest 
and the lowest addit ions of s lag was 1 1 . 1 %, whi le it  was 3 . 7% for the C WP 
m ixtures. However. the strain values obtained from the replacement group 
i mpl ied that as the rep lacement level i ncreased, the shrinkage strain 
decreased.  This  was c lear from the 35% reduction in  dry ing shrinkage as 
C WP amount increased from 0 to 300 kg/m3 . 
6.2.3 Performance I ndex 
The used performance index approach was very useful as a tool to ident ify 
mixtures for spec ific  perfoIDlance or  mult ifunctional performance. The main 
conclusions from the perfoIDlance i ndex approach are summarized in  Table 6- 1 ,  that 
shows the best suitable mixture for the conesponding perfoIDlance criterion. 
Table 6- 1 :  e l ected CWP mi xture for d ifferent perfoD11ance criteria 
CWP M ix t u re 
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Perfo rm a nce C ri teria Add i t ion Replacement 
G ro u p  G ro u p  
S l ump flO\v A-C- l OO R-O 
S lump flow + J-ring A-C-200 R-300 
S lump flow + V-funnel A-C-200 R- I OO 
S lump flow + J-ring + V -funnel A-C-200 R-200/R-300 
Strength + S l ump flow A-C- l OO R- I OO 
Strength + sec fresh characteristics A-C-200 R-200 
Strength + Durabi l ity A-C-300 R-300 
trength + CC fresh characteristics + Durabi l i ty A-C-300 R-300 
From the above analysis it  can be conc luded that the add ition group mixture 
A -C-200. which inc ludes 200 kg/m3 CWP, is the best suitable mixture satisfy ing all  
fresh properties. Whi l e  the replacement group. mixture R-300. which inc luded 300 
kg/m3. i s  the best suitable mixture satisfy ing a l l  fresh propeliies. 
For strength and a l l  fresh properties, mixture A-C-200, with 200 kg/m3 CWP. 
is  the most suitable m i xture . On the other hand. m ixture R-200, with 200 kg/m3, is 
the best suitable m ixtme for strength and all fresh properties. 
M i xtures A-C-300 and R-300 with 300 kg/m3 CWP were found to sati sfy all  
fresh properties, strength, and durabi l ity . 
I t  can be concluded that CWP can replace cement with CWP up to 60% by 
mass and satisfies a l l  fresh propeliies, strength, and durabi l ity . 
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6.3 Reco m m e n d a t ion  
Ba ed on the conducted investigation and the above conclusions. a nW11ber of 
recommendat ion are ugge ted for future studie as a continuation for the use of 
CWP i n  self-compact ing concrete industry . 
• Further work i s  needed to tudy the relation between admixtures and CWP .  
• The YMA i s  nomlal ly used to adj ust mixtures vi scosity and enhance 
egregat ion res istance. ince C WP resulted in  s ign ificant enhancement of the 
m ixtures v iscosity and segregation res istance, the VMA could be e l iminated 
for the mix  or its dosage reduced. Thi s wi l l  result in more economic and low 
cost m ixtures. 
• It is relevant to note that the pore structure of CWP .  as a mall1 factor 
i nfluencing the self-compacting propert ies,  has not been studied and 
i nterpreted in detai l s .  
• Study the effect of  increasing the fineness of the C WP and the performance 
of  SCC mixtures. 
• Study the effect of C WP on the concrete mixtures them1al stab i l ity and 
characteristics. 
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